Farm, Garden and Household,

him that potatoes
pr
bushel are betiei

in the fall at a dollar a
than n serpent's tooth ora thank
child, and he goes to bed bn nming of wealth
pouring in on him in furrows, and the next urnmiug he visits his field, and sees some red spots on
the potato vines, about as big as pin beaus.
He
notices that they give rather a genteel look to the
leat. In a day or two he .sees these red
drops begin to grow, and then to crawl, and in three or
four days he goes out and is so surprised at what he
sees that you could not
paint his look of astonish
nieut, nor even prime it over one coat with less
than a bucket of paint. He sees that the potato
bug has arrived, and lias brought bis whole family
I and all his wile s Aim) friends. He is there with ail
his tools and implements ot labor. He sees a
bug
about as large as the letter u. when it drops from
the liys ot a small bov. as lie incautiously sits
down on an adult bulfthistle. He sees tills bug
laid off in stripes endwise, like the marks of a
gridiron on a slice of boiled liver. He sees that
what the bug lacks in size he gains in
quantity. He
is there and
keeps, coming. He lias as much mouth
in proportion to his length as the Amazon ri\er or
He car: beat a horseilv laving
Soldenc.
mid
I have scon them do the job at the'rate of twelve
miles an hour. Ten davs from the time an mg i'
laid it has been hatched, married, and
the
mother of eleven hundred and thirty two grand
children
less
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For ten

Wash
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Fruit

Trees.

lift ecu years past many of
:ii
leading seientitie pomologists have
a iiuahle in find terms strong
enough
characterize the impropriety of eoatthe trunks and larger limbs of our
hi trees with any kind of wash for the
a nose of
excluding or destroving in's
Now the tide seems to lie ttiming,
nd Me after another we seem to have
entitle authority for the use of saeh
The Fertilizing Power of Hain.
How Old ?
1 lie latest is the
isiies.
"All right and clean for once in his life, night, and the
following from
J he Kat is skin and bone, and nervous
predestined disturbers of
'e'-sor 1 homas. Slate
In
the
of
but rather weak." is the medical
annual
••How
!
old are you ?" A child whose eyes
I-.ntomologist
average
rainfall, on an
report the peace had pledged him once, twice, as a eat. He has lost more blood than
>i
"'ho thus indorses this mode of acre ol land, the clouds furnish 28.511
Still hold some hint of heaven's far skies.
upon the Hat.
thrice, in whiskey. He was all aglow he can
Some memory of the life they knew
spare, from that slight wound on
entioi):
insects and mildews, in- pounds of ammonia, (i8.Pl
“Door child!” sighs the ladv. ••What with importance
pounds of nitric
Fro earth-life dawned upon their view.
(and whiskey) when he his arm, ho has no constitution to fall
ir:o>as to tilt- leaves of
seeding and root j arid, equal to a total of 41.42 pounds of
ought he to take
saw our Rat come out of Mr. Austen’s
<’limhs up into my lap to say.
back upon, and hold him up w hile nature
alts, ean he ki jit in subjection or de•'1 should prescribe
•'How old are you !" this winter daw
nitrogen. This is what the rain does for
.something to eat,” house and scuttle off. Here was a vic- lights the shock and the fever which foled by
five use of a combination of the firmer,
his
the
land
a
doctor
in
giving
dressing
replies, helping himself to a tim worth) ol his “steel,” .so he immedi- low his more grievous hurt. Urievous,
Hear child, how can I answer you.
and -1:1 p 11n:, Take of ijuiek or mi- nitrogen equal each
slice of tongue.
year to that containAnd make my answer seem most true !
ately gave chase, shouting “stop thief!
indeed! though the ball did not quite
lked lime four parts, and of common ed in 28ii pounds of nitrate of soda or 288
For if I count my life by years.
"Captain. I should like to give him and tired his revolver at the fugitive.
pass
through bis body; better, perhaps,
'■ersof siiiplmr one part (four pounds I pounds of guano. Quite a
And
not
some dinner."
by sorrow and br tears.
percentage of
His first shot struck a colored girl, it it had.
it has pierced the lower lobe
i’hen I am not so old to day
iphur t< 'lit' p, rk o! lime): break up each, especially of the ammonia, is lost
It is unnecessary to say who speaks,
who was crossing the street about ten ot tin- right lung, and is lodged someAs some whose youth has
a
lmie :m small, bit.-, then, mixing the hy exhalation from the surface of
.slipped awaw
and the skipper would indeed have been
plants
yards from where Dick ran. -in the heel, where in the muscles of hi.s back. If ho
ui with u in a tight \essel
a stern man if he could have resisted the
But. child, if I should count ntv life
(iron is or ol the land, yet suftieient remains to
and his second went through a first-story could sleep, or even be brought to reu them enough boiling water
i. pom
account for the luxuriant growth promotBy sorrow and hy bitter strife.'
of
those
kind
brown eves. The window and
pleading
smashed a looking-glass. main quiet : whether it be pain, or wheth■iaeken the lime to a powder, covet in ed hy gentle showers, and to indicate the
By teal's that fell when dear ones died.
| quartermaster is summoned again, and The girl howled dismally, and the
er it be surprise at such wonders as beBy pain and loss and love denied.
.si I
lose a- soon as the water is ! value and importance of the
proI appears leading Dick, who walks
yearly rain<>h, child with hair like morning's gold !
groggy. prietor of the starred mirror appeared in ing tanned, having lemonade to sip, and
a d on.
| his makes also a most e\- j fill as an element of
it lias begun to dawn
Then 1 have grown so old—so old !
fertility.
upon him that he his balcony anti discharged several rounds so on. 1 cannot say. lie is
s
ilt whitewash for mehard trees, and
incessantly on
| F hen F. K ex ford
is not going to be abused, and lie
goes of
|
Value
profanity. And there it ended. It is the turn and on the watch, nor will ant
sf
"MMI as a pie\entive of blight j
Sea Weed.
along there "like a little eock-o’-wax." as
’>
regular for policemen (or, indeed, drowsy syrup in the doctor’s chest quiet
if trees, to nn r tile Wounds in the j
ijuite
he is told.
• •ne ton of dried seaweed, made into
A City Rat.
lor an) one) to tire at persons who at- him.
mih'I a paste when cutting a wav dis"What
is
your name little bo\ ." asks tempt to
manure, returns to the soil three times as
U hen the lady comes
early in the mornI parts : also, for coaling the trees in
give justice leg-bail though
H'* was a lavee
and his nani<* the ladv.
much inorganic matter as manure made
the Kat is sinking slowly.
t heir wild career through the
His face
ing
they
urge
Il mai lie considered as the one
!
was Dick.
Dick
what! Nothing; and I
“Dick."
1 i i>m one toll of straw or the same amount
must crowded thoroughfares.
brightens up as he sees her, and he bedie lor mam noxious inserts and mildo not think that lie even got Dick thro'
"Are you hungrx. i »iek
of hay: and twenty pounds of dried or !
t'ui Rat
s'
ignorant of the fact that a gins to ask about ('hurley.
m tin* orchard and
liichard given to him by godfathers anil
"Ha-ther !"
nursery : its nin- eighteen
New Orleans policeman has never yet
pounds of fresh seaweed contain j
“Oh, my poor boy,” she says, “let us
.d-should always be ready at hand : i
in
tile
usual
a
godmothers
As
rather.'"
in
a
toneol
way.
as mm h
“Only
disappoint- been known to hit anything that he act- talk of better things. Let us talk of (tod.”
nitrogen as one hundred pounds I child lie
Mould be used (piite fresh, as il would I
somehow
to
the
ment.
managed
escape
ol oat straw or one hundred and
■■Hod."’ lie repeated, with a look of
eighty ! massacres which those modern
ually aimed at -gave in at the second shot,
"Mie become
llerods.
sulphate of lime and so | pounds of
‘Kathcr.-"'explains the captain, ■■in and was walked off in
wonder.
|
hurley straw. [National Agri- Want,
to
the
M- potency.
W herever dusting with
triumph
and
Disease
are
allowed | that tone means ‘eery.’”
Neglect
j culturist.
"Can il be that vou have not heard of
station.
is spoken of ibis should lie used.
to hold in our great cities; and we lind
The lady takes the plate and tills it
(iod :
him a small wild animal in the shape of with cold chicken, stuliina. salad,
preparation should he sprinkled j
Agricultural Gleanings.
bread,
“I’ve hoard,” Hick replies, “you bet!
Captain Hilbert spends tile evening
Mi" .'"Mug jilants a- soon as or liea Inn twelve years old, living where lie
and v hat not: adds a knife and fork, and
with bis agent, and then returns to the when it rains, it’s god-dam wet ; and
I.asi month was the coldest June that may, eating what he can get; Ids hand
it
to
1
>ick.
any trouble from aphides, strips or
{fives
when it slimes, it's god-dam hot and
about 11 o'clock.
d '■
occurs, early
in the morning ! Minnesota has experienced in a dozen against everything (that will sell at the
The knife and fork are of no use to ship
to say. sir," begins the chief of- when tltf hoys don’t get their motley reg■■Sorry
dew is on the t rees. This lime years, and one of the rainiest.
and
one's
hand
Ih
junk shop)
every
against him.
squats on the deck, and eats ticer. "that most of the men
ular, it's a god-dam shame."
are on shore."
V human rat
a thing to hide itwith Nature's implements, lie has no
ailplmr mm hi nat ion isilestruetive to |
A breeder of Jersey sin Connecticut has him.
The lady stands aghast before this aw'•Without
leave
in
self
dark
he
chased and idea of gastronomic combinations,
First. In giving three cows that in August of last
pests in this iv;:;,
places, and to
first
year worried
ful ignorance.
A shrug of the shoulders is his answer.
lie only knows the name
when
it
dares
venture
into
iliell i deadh
the
he
the
eats
,
chicken,
then
the
_m\
-don
stullinif.
respectively Ido..'!lit and
of Hod in curses.
quarts
•■Whose watch is it :
: to minute life, both animal
and of milk.
light.
then the salad, then the bread : and, this
"W irked men take his name in vain,
••Mr. Andrews'.”
a .ad:
His costume is a pair of old blue cotton done, takes a loiuf breath, and looks
and the
dcstmvs In con- ;
up
In is;.', I jutland imported 101.0/1 tons
“Send him here."
Dick,” slit1 says, “Hod made this world
over
a
faded
flannel
shirt
de ils presence ;
pants,
a
look
kept
that says more, as plainly as
by with
ol bones, and those collected at home
"How’s this, Mr. Andrews,’ asks the and all that is in it. (hid is all that is
a wonderful contrivance of old braces and ! Oliver said the word.
io\ ous to them : licit her is ii injurious j
More he nets from
amounted to about as many more, over
good and merciful, (tod sent Ids only
captain,
angrily.
i
■11 imo
His
twine.
l'cet
are
bare.
On
\a•:,,1 il, life, except in ex- i
his head the same kind hand, which he watches
cent, of which were used for
“It's not my fault, sir. They don’t go son to save us.
"
is a fell hat, which (whatever was its with dimly awakened feelings of delight,
ia
'tiie 11111" ; l iie toiiugr ol ever- I ninety per
manure.
•‘lie didn't save me much,” i. the Rat's
over the gangway.
They crawl over the
original color) has now the hue of a well- (cloved, it was a wonder: bear and <flitside and on to the beams of the wharf. commentary.
A rooster on a farm near l’otiahkeepsie soaked
i
Mi
"i deal- in seientitie terms. I
tea-leaf, and (whatever was its lerinif with costly rintfs, so white, so
•■He will save your soul, Hick, lie rail
It’s impossible to stop them."
as a v. hole we ate inclined to think i accidently had one of its drumsticks cut
original shape) has long taken that of a small it bewildered him. Why did every
The captain knows New Orleans, and ed little children to Him and welcomed
'•
"
'ed. and the plan worthy of a i oil, but now stumps about on a wooden jelly hag.
if
lie
were
washed
lie
one do what she told them .'
Perhaps
How could
them to Heaven.”
a just man has no more to
say. It
'.porieiiee show s that it is at- ; pe” manufactured expressly for it by an would he a. good-looking Hat, under his she keep all those <fold thing'sShe being
is \ cry provoking. He is going to sail to"Was tiiat afore tile war!" asks Hick,
man.
voiina
iuifcnious
dad
nh little or no damage, and mm i
grime; for his eyes are very bright, lie couldn’t ■•lick” any one with those hands 1
morrow, and these men will come on
gravely.
..
Milk. Various experiments made with does not know what school means. No 1 tick mused.
board either drunk or stupid with the
"Long, long before war."
one lias ever told him it is wrong to steal,
1 fresh milk have demonstrated the fact
The plate is full ayfain, and he turns !
etl'eet of drink. Some of them, perhaps,
••Well, tilings has got mixed since then.
Early Cut Hay.
the
inconvenience
of
his
though
attention
to its contents with appa- :
being caught
that tin1 nearer new milk is kept to the
Ain't lie coining no more !
will not come at all.
has
been
made
him
manifest
to
rently undiminished appetite.
\
■iti- |iuiiili"ii
tlii* thin I'arnter treez.ina point in proper vessels, the more stealing
"It's no use. Jennie..” says her husband,
I’he weather for the last few days has
in various ways.
I should keep some of that for tothe follow ing as his experience with rapid is tin* collection of cream, the
been oppressively hot, and now there is who had followed her into the cabin and
••Why don't he work !" He does work morrow. if I were you." observed the j
•( >f the l ruth amt \ erity," | quantity is -rcatcr, and the butter and
n hay :
hope of rain. The sky is dark and low, overheard I tick’s struggles with his lirst
in his way.
doctor.
cheese are of a richer quality
;ii* (Quakers say. we have liuttul by
and the taint evening breeze has gone lesson in divinity.
These tilings cannot
Uie
levee
Dick
infests
is
which
that
of
‘‘Then
lie
afoul!”
Dick
hii■ ■:11 tost that early out hay ueil
you’d
replied down. The captain has gone down to he taught all at once."
To prepare bones for manure, mix forty New Orleans; down
the
of
foot
,lackwith
a
scoff.
by
■■The
: <
biif fellows on the his
is decidedly t lie best feed liir dairy I
“Oh! inn ii, seems so terrible,
she
cabin, which is on deck, and tries to
parts crushed hones with forty parts 1111- son street, where the English steamers levee'd take it from you 'lore
you’d ifone I read. I nit the mosipiitoes won’t let
going 11iiit*h farther wlnm fed. and leached wood ashes and six purls quick"and he dying! If I could only
cries;
him,
is
his
and
on
two blocks!
lie,
ground,
happy
hunting
To-morrow
ain't
but
here,
ii
a
11
l
of
hotter
»ri
ii
milk,
and
"'hiring
so he gets into bed. tucks in his bar, and
|
teach him to say a prayer !
lime, addin.”- water, (urine is better) suf- the day when we make his aeipuiiiitauce the if rub is, and so Pm
jfoinjf to ifet out- sleeps the sleep of a tired man.
quently butter. It keeps stoek ill ficient to make the whole moist. Mix tilt- it has
"And do you think that repeating a
not been productive. The hunting side it while I can."
r condition thim liny that is cut alter
j pasty lna.-s with an equal amount of has all been on one side, and Dick disSomething makes him conscious that form of words, which lie would not un
is
There
a
at
this
jfenoral luu.ifh
matured, or ripened.
As early as I
philos- two bells, (one o'clock) are striking. der.stand, could do any good" asks her
mould, and the whole is ready for dis- colored hiding between two bales of cotophy, and the lady asks if lie may have Then he hears a
addle of .lime, sometime-; before. We t
riimtioll.
whisper, "Cap'll, ('up'n !" husband. "Let me try if I can rouse a
ton
is
is
the
lie
kicked,
quarry,
••
pushed, a tflass of ehampatfiie.
practiced openia g the hay harvest,
dose by his side.
In an instant he had thought to work upon." So Mr. Austen
l!
is
in
the
backward
and
advisable,
construction of dragged, jostled
forward,
"Ves," the doctor says, "but 1 think his revolver
b iiliil \\ In n feeding. that the earliest
ready, and in the act of strik- takes his wile’s place at the head of the
poultry houses, to use pine lumber the b\ t lie stevedore’s men, like a ragged he'd prefer whiskey."
; is preferred to the latter, by all the
ing a match, when the whisper says, cot.
more pitch it contains the better
shuttlecock. Every one has a curse and
as this
ii k.
"Whiskey a child take Hut !" she ox- "Hush! It’s me, Dick. Don't
When lirst putting this plan of
“Dick,” says he, "the doctors tell me
say a word ;
is very diffusive to poultry vermin. Some blow for the "Hat," with whom tilings are
postulates."
mu hay
early into practice, the think it
don't light a match.
Hush! Is there a that unless there comes some change
to make the roost ill,if going hard, when
I
rv
him."
pa.vsvvcll
the
doctor.
.illmi's
all old farmers looked areplies
and they don’t expect any before night. I
man named 1‘liil Wood in your crowd ?
cribs of pilch pine bou.ifhs as a protec••oh, how shameful to heat that poor
lie is tried, and tosses off three lingers
ncc with iticrcilttlnus eyes,
predictitiy; tion to their
■A cs, a fireman ; but he deserted last
must die."
you
so!"
child
exclaims
a
-lice.
soft
with
a
jffeatest enemy
\oiee,
■
deep of raw bourbon without winkiliff.
nits; but upon notin'; the la.cts in
"Will it hurt had ?" asks the Rat. a
week." The captain whispers, too.
of genuine indignation in it.
ring
•aso, have fallen in wilh the practice
"That's
like!"
he observes,
One cause of the present low price of
so'thinif
"Have you got any specious aboard
spasm of fear passing over his pinched
1 lie speaker is a lady elad in crisp,
..ill hearty good-will.”
lullin' and cheese as compared with a
smackin.if his lips.
face.
"Specious f Oh, specie y ou mean.”
coni
a
muslin,
elegantly
draped
lady,
!
liter the grass passes a certain staae | few years since is the enormous
I Ills teat somewhat lessens the lady's
■■Wot’s Hull '!
“That I cannot say. Sonic people die
produc- beautiful in face and form, and assisted
iis growth it
.sympathy. I>iek •■gets outside" his grub
simply undergoes a \ tion in many parts of the West. Take
go oil' in their sleep, as it were.
■■Money."
quietly
that
can
heighten without further comment, and is
instead of any addition of j the state of Wisconsin, where in 1-7(1 but by every accessory
sage. and
■•! thought so. Well, Cap'll, l’liil W ood
Well. Dick! what do yon think happens
walking
female
charms.
From
her
little
dainty
it imis matter this change involves a
oil' when the captain calls him hack w ith and live more are after that there
•J'i. 17b.bill) pounds of butter, and 1.7>:>I.then
spe
The proper lime to cut is just u hen ! 7:is pounds of cheese were produced, the bootines, which lit like her gloves, to the I a
■•The funeral." replies Dick promptly.
cions, and they're aboard now."
her hair, which the river
soft
curls
of
*•
laimrnoos:
‘•W
the diliicnlty is 1 year l-7o showed a total product of 7(1,change
hy. you young rascal! are you go■■cood Cod ! w by didn’t you tell me be- ■•Some has a fireman's funeral and music,
caresses, she is stamped with the
breeze
know jusi when this takes place, Ibll,Him pounds of butter and about 17.ing without saying thank you.’"
fore
and some gets took oil'in the city van.
gasps the captain.
half-marks of richness, simplicity and |
"Thank y c."
; grown it regularly i; is absolutely ! iliiil.bbll of cheese.
I’ lieemau ehevied me, 'cos I'd got a
Shall 1 he took off in the city van
taste,
tshc
is
the
good
half-way up
stage
"No. not me. Thank the lady."
ary that some shniild be cut a little
bundle that the lady gave me.
He took
"No, my hoy: I'll answer lor that. Hut
Do not forget that milk is one of the
which
leads
to
when
the
English steamer,
.a and some a
la lie too late.
In 1"' 1 articles of food lor
■■Thank ye kindly, ma'am." says Dick. il away lie did, and locked me
let us go hack to death!"
exWhere will j
chickensup,"
young
the
cries
of
our hunted Hat attract her
1 i‘v w
It was tlie lirst polite speech lie had
prefer to eommenee cut ting i sweet milk. Sour milk or buttermilk is attention
plained I tick. "hut I got out."
you go when you die ?”
:
..
!ban out neighbors.
\
ever
i
uttered, and Heaven knows where
•■(in board now, do you say
Into the col'fui."
asks the
devoured with equal relish by them, and
‘•oh." she exclaims, “how shameful to
the eke er i* fairly in head, or at j either is
“Your body will but your soul
captain.
good. It makes them grow. beat that poor child so 1 Do, please Cap- he picked it up.
a
out l as the earlier head shows]
Tile party remained on board till about
■■Wot's that!" asks I tick.
•Wes, and at work. too. Listen !"
gi\ es them an appetite lor other food, and tain (iilbert, make them leave him alone."
"i ripening. *ve start the machine. ]
six o'clock, but by the time it broke up
W hat the captain hears sends him out
What, indeed! See here, thi* immense
assists such breeds as Hamburg's. Leg(iilbert.
whose
she
and
is,
guest
Captain
:at is lost in the timothy will be
of ignorance.
every one had forgotten the "Kat : but of his berth with a spring.
It lias silenced thehorns. and (lames that hedge rapidly, to v ho leads her
power
the
shouts
up
stage,
than made up by the gain in the i
as Mrs.
Uislen was crossing the levee,
"Fire
he
it has stunned philosophy
that,"
a pistol
the drain on the system that is
ology
says,
thrusting
support
■•Halloa! iptit that!
Let the boy go, he ran
I
lo--s
in
tlie
amount
of
much
to
the annoyance of her into Hick's hand, "and run forward
\ny
hay required by early hedging.
up.
•T’ra.v for him. dear," says Mr. Austen
and get on with your work." For you
a "i
than made up by its extra (ptality.
companion, who had had enough of him. shouting help as loud as you can scream." to his wile, down who.se face the tears
A report made by Consul Winsor at see, one cannot beat “Hats” and roll cotI say," says the Kat.
"Do you like
Then he darts out on deck.
are streaming: "that is all ymt can do."
Thinning Fruit.
Hamburg, (lermany. to the State De- ton at the same time: and the latter oc- 1 Tm 1 ! with a chuck of the thumb towards
And no time to spare I The thieves
more
exciting, the steamer.
li. n tment relative to the rinderpest, states cupation. though perhaps
■I say
have overpowered and gagged the man
don't you cry like that," says
>ny * 'll** wild will lake a walk through
that infection is not destroyed even if the is the less profitable of the two.
(Hilbert
••('upturn
on watch, have cut round the fastenings
when she resumes her seat by his
l)iek.
lirs! markets in ihe fall will not he
Dick -who, unable to dodge his torhides of the animals are salted, dried or
Y
es
is
he
!
fellow
o| the hatch leading to the specie room,
side. Childlike, he puts up his hand to
your
u prised at the low
pi ices which prevail. frozen, and that it will
has emulated the example of a
“(let out. you scamp !” cries the gentle
propagate itself mentors,
and already two boxes are out and ready withdraw hers from her eyes. He touches
lie-half of the fruit was kept hack and
and
made
himself
as nearly
hedgehog,
to
domestic
animals, Imy,
man, indignantly.
for spiriting away.
it with awe.
It does not break or fly otf,
the hesi and most perfect specimens by attaching
wool, leather, etc., and is easily propagat- spherical as possible against a cotton bale
"Dot him speak Fred," the lady pleads.
Hick does as he is told, and then rush- and nothing is done to him for his daring.
!. they would command as much as is
does
not
rise.
The
foe
has
not
suffied from woolen clothing, showing it to be
“No, Dick. 1 am married, and this is my es back.
all ohiained for t lie whole, and a sav
Ktirouraged by such immunity, he venciently retreated, but he keeps a bright husband ; but Captain Hilbert is our kind
an active poison, and to lie effective for a
Four of the thieves are on deck, firing tures to give it a little pat. and then the
in freight he elfeetcd. We find the
from
the
of
one
so
lookout
corner
as
eye.
very long time.
friend.
! crossed with him once, and lie at the
no g.. ,i< 1 v ice in the American
captain, who has just dodged be- face which he is watching intently is lit
to lie ready for a jump.
was very good to me when I was sick."
hind the cabin skylight, and is shooting up w ith a smile through its tears. Into his I
foreign papers believe that Kurope can
ienlturalist
“That t his sev ere i hitthave hurt him," said the lady,
••They
"Was you ever sick !" asks Dick with steadily.
take h.iilin.min head of cattle from the
Hick has live shots left, and unloved life -into his half savage mind. j
ng w id change the hearing year there
“lie can't get up poor little fellow !" and
a face full of wunder.
these he discharges one after the other, dawns the first idea of a caress,
lie
nllieient testimony. hut there is one Cuited States every year, the limit of before
one
can
she
interfere,
any
trips
“Often. So 1 can answer your ques- with his eyes shut, as last as he can
the lady's hand and draws it down
il.-t oil which we lack evidence
will it cattle-rearing having been reached in down the stage, and is
clasps
pull
the
over
stooping
tions and say I do like the captain very the trigger.
f igure up yourIt is a brisk affair while it and presses it there with both his little
If any one of our friends have many parts of Kurope.
“Hat," who is so taken aback by the ap- much."
lasts: which is until the chin officer, doc- blown paws. Then he leans back w ith a
hinn ng to imluee annual hearing, self what that would come to in the way
that lie forgets to jump and rolls
parition
of revenue to the Knited States at s75 a
•You'd hate for any thing bad to hap- tor, steward, and some others, (aroused long-drawn sigh, and shuts his eyes.
to reverse tlie hearing year on lull
over straight,
llis plight
when it apto him !"
row n l:
ts. vv
ask in behalf of many in- head. The impression abroad is that
by I lick's shouts and the firing) come upthat no holies are broken- -makes pen
pears
Three years have passed, and Captain
“Why, of course to him or any one on the scene. Thun such of the thieves
utiirers that they will give their results. Americans are not acting with reference the lady smile, lie has been kicked into
else."
as can do so jump overboard
With y oung or. hard. just coining into to the export of beef as vigorously as they a coal
for their Hilbert’s steamer is again at her wharf at
and
is
black,
lie
has
been
lieap,
“YY'of, to me ?"
retreat forward is cut oil'. Three remain :
the foot ol Jackson street : and again Mr.
bearing, the ease is very different : ami might.
culled against a lot of oil cake, and is
“Indeed 1 would, my poor hoy. oh. one, the leader dead, another with his and Mrs. Austen are to lunch on board.
hiM-vor vv .11 take the pains, and giv e the
The war furore in Kurope sent large russet brown.
He is thirty all over with
Fred ! see how wistful lie looks! Mayn't thigh splintered, and a third with several As the lady is stepping down from the
leeded "are, call make their orchard I quantities of wheat to Kngland. and the cotton waste, llis mouth
isopen, and his I give him some of
ear
Charley’s left off balls in non-\ ital parts of the body.
gang-way, a well-grown, handsome boy,
annually. Tlte education of the accumulation has resulted in unsettling eyes are wild with astonishment, lie had
■< must
begin with their first fruiting, prices there. The Mark Kane K\press, nev er been so near to a lady, and lie don’t things ! 1 have a little boy at home,” she
The fust tiling done is to release poor in a blue tlaunel knickerboeker suit, and
goes on, seeing assent ill her husband’s
ho lirst e veessivi' crop, though small however, says that the demands of the know what will lie done to him.
Mr. Andrews, whom they find still insen- straw hat with ship's ribbon, comes shyly
eyes "about y our size."
itself, starts the tree on the wrong country will absorb all the available
from the blow on the head which forward.
sible
( mm*, gel
the
says
captain,
up,
"Docs he get chickens to eat Cashed
bark.
When the trees are young the wheat in sight, before the next harvest. ‘•there’s
•■Why, that is never Dick!" she exhad put him Inns <lr rombiit. 15y this
nothing the matter with you."
the Kat.
time the police have come, anti are search- claims.
unity oi fruit to Ik* removed is small, Considering that the grain crop this year
“Can you rise?" asks the lady; and
“Yes.”
< if course the eul“Dick all over," savs the captain proudid all within reach.
will not be excessive-, and that the war is she touches him with the most wonderful
ing the ship, lest others of the thieves
Hvery day ?
itioii of tlis soil must not lie neglected, certain to last until harvest time at least,
ly.
might be hiding.
tiling Dick ever saw- her hand ! The
"No not every day," she answers, smil“Oh Dick, how you have grown, and
t a healthy growth maintain! d.
Who- the outlook is a promising one for the
-What’s that in the wheel-house !"
creamy glove upon it, the shimmer of lace
how impro\ ed !”
ing : and it is well she does not qualify her says the chief ollicer ;
will start right with his orchard and sale of the surplus of the Knited States and
here.
of
at
the
and
the
‘•bringa light
wrist,
glitter
gold
for Dick's credulity was not yet Ah ! it's another of them
“There was plenty of room for that,"
at
it fairly, will have no reason to this year by the farmers at better prices
turn him over,
soft, white llesk beyond; never had lie reply,
elastic
to hear such a marvel ;
sufficiently
than
in
IS7H-7.
Lord!
upiain.
they got
(ill.
look here! Here's laughs the quondam Hat
seen the like 1
Never had he felt such a
Captain
as a bov about his size, who had chick- i
Then the captain takes her aside and
gratitude ! II it isn’t that d—.1 Rat that
touch, or had been spoken to in such a ens
"lie's been at school ever since
every day.
The Kerry Cow.
explains,
the
tone.
lady
Keeping a Secret.
So they bid him follow them, and more
Hod
cries the captain; "I for- he got well, and he has learned more
1
ain't
in
for
now!"
"My
it
he
“Oh,
muses:
I'hi- description oh the above breed i.s
than other boys in double the time. Oh,
litiggles. an oil 1 cabinet-maker, of lios- and then lie looks up into the lady’s face. wonders were in store fore him. lie sees got all about him ! Is he hurt”
n the l.ondoii I.iw stock Journal:
ton. used toinnkc Stuart’s panels for him.
“Shot right through the body, and lie’s smart ! I'm educating him now foilie saw an expression there that he Charley. He is taken up to the lady's j
Idle Kerry eow is a remarkably gratelin' ow n profession, and believe he could
One day, sitting at his shop door, he saw did not understand,
lie had seen anger ow n room, where tile promised things are j serves him right,” is .Mansfield's reply. It
I'eeder, or in other words, will live on Stuart
and tried on over his rags, i struck the speaker “silly,” as he after- pass for mate to-morrow."
down the street, in earnest
coming
produced
in
the
of
those
faces
who
him
had
caught
commonest and scantiest diet, and
“What name have, you given him ?”
conversation with a gentleman. Stuart
suddenly. Triumph -lie knew the look Here he stands, lost in admiration. The wards said, to seethe skipper fall down asks the
hen her lot lulls into pleasant places will
came into the shop, followed by his friend,
broad bed, with its satin coverlet, on his knees beside the "Hat," lift his
lady, drawing circles on the deck
great
when
after
a
he
chase
had
been
of,
long
ield a bountil'ul lacteal return for the
its lazy, lacebotind pillows, and snowy head upon his shoulders, and in a voice with the point of her parasol.
and. said Haggles, “I saw that the gen- taken. Scorn that was
common; plenty
'■Herons keep.
Everywhere and under tleman was urging him to tell him some- of
“My own. My wile thinks as much of
that at all times. This was pity so mosquito bar held back by silken ropes hoarse with emotion say "Are you hurt
circumstances she has the reputation
as we've no children of
that
he
was
to
trust
him
I'm your him as 1 do ; and
thing
unwilling
he could not make it out at all. A I lehrew of the same coloras the little knots which bad. my boy .' Don't start.
: being an excellent milker. The
’’
average with." Stuart said : “Mr.
our own, why
Haggles, have inscription would not have been more un- here and there, light up the varied green friend the captain, Dick -speak to me !
id of milk produced by a Kerry eow
of fern-spread carpets; the armors with
I gave him a
: you got a piece of chalk
“Captain Hilbert, you are a good man!"
“Is the p'lice gone !
he moans.
intelligible to Dick.
“
longing to ;■ gentleman wLio fm many
A lucky one, anyhow," he laughs,
he then'turned to the other and
their plate glass doors : the dressing-table
piece;
w as no chance for bolt now
There
The
shan't
hurt
no
one
ear- bad paid
‘•They
you, Dick,
great attention io bis
"and,”
all a glitter with crystal and w ith gold,
said ; “1 know a secret ; that stands Inllowering his voice, “a grateful
the
who
came
with
her,
shall. Oh, Doctor, come and attend this
lady,
gentleman
breed
-:a\s li. u. I’ringle, in his review
one.”
of
and
a
score
and lie made a mark thus, 1. --.Now the
criiicnm
crankums
such
as
ine,”
of
the
steamer
and its chief
captain
ii lii-li
poor, braid little fellow.
Any drop of
agriculture, is twelve ipiarts
This is the end of the Hat's tale.
you are my good friend and would like to officer, formed a semi-circle in front ; be- lie never before beheld; the pictures oil his blood is worth more than the lives of
daily, and tile average yield of butter know
Some scraps from a lunch table, kindthe
wall
the
(lowers
in
secret
;
the
;
are
a
of
man
;
tile
my
you
honor, hind was the bale of cotton against which
balcony
those scoundrels. Do your best tor him,
Irom six to eight pounds per week. Some
and it I tell you it. will do tin harm, and, he had rolled himself for
of the place (no fixed odor, hut and send for ail the
ly given, stood between a mail and ruin;
perfume
lie
in
the
I tlie cows lane
protection,
surgeons
city and the tender touch of a woman's hand
produced more, but the at any rate, it will
gratify you as a mark sits up, drinking in that strange expres- a combination of sweet things) bew ilder- if they can help poor Dick! Door little,
intities stated have been aimve the
saved a liov’s life that’s all! [Temple
ot my conlideiice, so I tell you. and,” sion which at once
ed the Kat. If he had ever heard of Fairy- faithful
and
scares,
puzzles,
i.me.
chap !"
Pringle considers this to he a making another mark, I. “that stands for
Mar.
land he would bate thought himself
till
a
sort
of
faint
The wounded thieves are carried off to
pleases him,
sleepy,
uge y ield, considering the size of the
so there are two that know it.
there.
lint
the charity hospital by the police.
feeling makes him close his eyes.
Dick
manal and the small amount they eon- you,
lie Took a Load From Her Heart.
He liail never heard of Fairyland or ol to be taken to
are a married man, and, as your wife
“lie’s going to faint,” says the lady. “I
the captain's cabin, and
mie.
A Kerry eow was known to haw you
is a discreet woman and you never have knew he was hurt. Oh. see how he is the enchanters, giants, dwarfs, genii and
in
his
bed.
The
doctor
was young ami fair, ami a tear
She
.. kept for live years in a stable in
placed
ship’s
all the dear old myths which surround does his
secrets between you some day when
bleeding.”
best for him. The most glistened in her eye as she laid her curly
very
Lublin, which had only two calves during any
you are alone together, and you have
lie is bleeding badly. Big drops are its princesses and the exemplary third famous surgeon in the city comes and head
die period, yet was scarcely ever
upon his shoulder and exclaimed :
dry. nothing to talk about, you'll teil her
you trickling down fast his ragged sleeve, sons of its kings. A drunkard who would looks grave. Captain (1 ilbert never leaves ‘•Oh. George, I think it I found you did
nd kept up a full supply of milk for a
know something curious, but are afraid which will soak no more. Those come drop a dime as he staggered from the bar him.
not love me 1 should die.” “My darling,”
Ur jo family.
room was the nearest approach to it
she will speak of-it. She will be indig- from an ugly tear
good
(caused by a nail in the
‘•Say!" Dick’s voice has become very he answered, passing his hand gently
that
Dick
knew,
not being trusted, insist that she
lie
nant
at
gazed about low and tremulous
wharf planking) on his arm just above fairy
Trees Promote Health.
“was that there round her dimpled chin, “I will always
him bewildered, and some dim sense of
”
ought to know; promises she never will the elbow.
love you. Do you think I would marry
money yourn '!
The value of trees in a sanitary point of tell any one, and perhaps cries a little, so
“Don't look. Mrs. Austen," says the shame stole over him as he saw his own
if I diil not feel sure of it.
In a few
“No; but it was in my charge.”
you
iew in large ami overcrowded cities can you tell her. and that stands for her;" he
reHeetion in the looking-glass.
“You’d a got bell if you’d a lost it, eh .'
captain; “I’ll have him attended to. Oh,
days, at the altar, I shall vow to love you
■•May n't 1 put inn oil now ! he asks !
e.ireely he over-estimated. Apart from made another mark. I. “Now, how many quartermaster! come and carry this boj
“1 should have been ruined.”
all my life, and 1 will keep my vow.” A
be sense of relief and coolness which they
people know it ?” “Three,” said his friend. on hoard, and give my compliments to its the tilings are selected.
“She wouldn't ha’ liked that.”
lovely kind of beatific happiness played
as
their
iiilluenee
of
the
“Hotter
the
“Put
There
one
are
hundred and eleven that the doctor, and ask him to plaster up this
miparr,
not," says
purifiers
lady.
“She
Who do you mean, my boy '!
for a moment like sunshine on her lips,
them on in the morning. Come here
atmosphere is almost incredible. It lias know it *111,” said Stuart.
cut.”
"The lady
her as y ou was good to."
and then she whispered: “Oh George. I
been calculated that a good sized elm.
again about ten o'clock, and we will see
Dick has no power to resist,
lie is
The captain turned aside, and tried like to hear you talk like that, you have
plane nr lime tree, will produce 700JKMI
A physician not a thousand miles from
carried on board, muttering. “Come, I what call be done for you.”
hard to swallow something which had been so good to me.
Von have, given me
leaves. Inning a united area of •JtMIJMlO this city
lie submits, and goes down very re- ne\ or
a diamond locket, and a gold watch and
recently took a collide of little ain't done nothing to you !”
passed his lips.
with
two
whole
The competent authority girls to ride with him.
suits
of
Char■litare feet.
luctantly,
A cold lunch is served under the. awn“W as it for her sake,” he asked, “that chain, and rings that an angel
'They visited one
might
above ipioted proceeds to show that not of the
cemeteries, and while looking at ing on the main deck. Two other ladies ley’s left olf clothes bundled up in a large you did this t ’’
wear outside
her gloves and not he
do
deleterious
and
the
leaves
absorb
cents
handkerchief,
in
his
■lily
lifty
the various monuments the doctor re- and their escorts arrive, but the meal is
pock“She said she’d hate to have anything ashamed of, and if I thought that one day
-uses, hut they exhale oxygen.
They marked that lie knew one person buried delayed by the appearance of some of the et. As soon as the hall door closes after bad come to you,”
replies the Rat, “cos you’d be sorry you’d given me all these
must, therefore, lie of immense henetil in a lot very well, lie having been one of crew hearing squat, heavy boxes, which him, the brute instincts of secrecy and you was
to her when she was sick.
nice things and want them back again, I
good
m overcrowded and unhealthy districts.
his patients. »)ne of the little girls, look- jingle as they are lowered through a trap invasion pull his jelly bag bat over his
Two nights ago 1 heard I’hil Wood and should break my heart.” lie held her
A lien to this is added that trees modify
send
him
oil'at
and
a
run.
round,
eyes
waved her hand toward the door in the deck, partiv under the lunch
ing
his crowd talking about robbing a ship of gently against his manly breast, and antemperature, promoting coolness in sum- other monuments and innocent ly inquired, table.
Outside a bar-room at the corner, con- specious. They said they were going to swered with a quavering voice: “Oh,
mer and warmth in winter : also that they
‘•And were all those your patients, too?"
“Mexican dollars,” explains the cap- versing affably with several noted thieves 'tice all the men ashore with drink, and my own darling, there is nothing on
purify the soil below as well as the at- [New lied ford Standard.
tain.
of liis acquaintance, is a policeman. “Set there’ll be only one man forward besides earth that could happen that would make
mosphere above, we have a ver.s power“\Vhat a lot of money!" the lady re- a thief to catch a thief’is a maxim which the cap’ll. There was to ha’ bin one put me repent giving you a few tokens of my
ful sanitary argument for tree-planting.
Among tlie queer things of commerce marks.
the powers that “run” the New Orleans at the eap’n’s door to knock him on the love, or want them back again.” She
I London Medical Examiner.
is the fact that beef, copper and so many
“Not so much as you suppose, but a constabulary put in practice, but the head if he came out. 1 didn’t know for sprang from his arms like a joyous deer,
other commodities which are sent from tidy sum. Each box contains two thou- thief is rarely caught. The chief duty of sartin it was
your ship, and I was a-com- she shook back her sunny curls, and with
Steeping turnip seed in spirit of turpen- the rnited States to England sell for low- sand dollars, and there are fourteen of the force is to catch votes for the politi- ing to ask if you had specious, when the a whole poem in her hazel eyes, exclaimtine is a complete preventive against the er
prices in England than they do hero. them—oh, Mr. Mansfield f This to the cians, to whom they jointly and severally p'lieeman chevied me.”
ed: “Oh, George, you have taken a
tb
It does not injure the germinating of The facts in regard to copper are peculiar. officer in charge, who confirms the count. owe their
and tube otherwise po“Who was it that shot you ’! ”
load from my heart. I’ve come to say I
places,
die seed, and the young plant comes
up The exportation now amounts to 10,000,“Don’t know. When 1 see the p’liee I can’t marry you after all, because I've
They have got to their first glass of litically useful. The policeman tit the
tasting and smelling of turpentine, the 000 pounds annually, and the product champagne, w hen the doctor joins them. corner has just done a good stroke of crawled away to where you found me. 1 seen somebody I like better, and 1
odor remaining on it until it is in the soils in London from two and a half to
He had arranged that a row I was sheared they’d think 1 belonged to thought you’d want your presents back
“Well, how’s your patient ?” asks the work.
rough leaf.
five cents a pound cheaper than here.
should break out at a hostile club that j the other crowd.”
captain.
again.” [London Fun.
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crawl up to the facts in the
the first farmer. I have given
of thought, but l cannot
any reliable person, who wants to give bonds
that he can name a man who tried to earn a dollar
by farming before Adam struck in.
! consider that Adam. 1
forgot his other name,
started in on Ins career under
"very favorable auspices. Adam had his garden all planted and tin
things up before he rented it. All he lmd
do
was to just go right in and
occupy.
He had no competition, lie could
put anv price
lie pleased on his garden truck, and not lie'awake
nights and worry because somebody might under
sell him. He could charge
twenty-live cents a box
tor strawberries, and if his customers didn't like
it
In*.could tip his hat over his ear and intimate
that if they didn’t like his berries at that
price
they could refresh their stomachs on dried apples.
He had to take no ones advice as to how he
should plant his stuff, or when he should hoe it. If
he wanted to plant his dried pumpkins in tin* same
hill with his baked beans he did not have to read
through an agricultural paper, to see what some
editor who never saw a farm had to
say about it.
His Host Office box was not tilled with circulars,
advertising fertilizers and patent dressings, for
raising salad and mixed pickle-.
All! Adam, if you were here now. and had to
take all flic ad\ ice that ihe farmer of to day does,
Till-: rOTAIO HI'*; VlKW's Ills wolllv «»r I.M'IN.
you would w ish yourself back in the garden of i
Kdeu putting in your winter rv«*.
The only sure wav tosret rid of the ].«.Tut< hiur js
|
J In'll Adam had a splendid wife.
It is not 1 to tllove oil souiewhef*' else
There are ,i UUlilhei'
Kvi—ry man that can get such a woman. I know j of methods that work
somewhatly. One man set
there is a good deal of fault found w ith Kve. hut I!
a
steam
hammer
on his farm, and hire.! a
tip
trip
she certainly was the best womai in the world
ij half-erown Sunday Srlmol t.. eatel tic-him-am!
when Adam married her. and I slia.l stand up for I
her as long as I have legs. h'vv di hi t have am I
great amount of clothes. She didn’t worry herself j
what sin* should wear to ehureh. or have to run I
and li\ hefsell lip w hen she hud callers.
I take it that the Kden farm w’as rut «»ti the mi.
it ary plan. At any rate. \dam had a coinmissarv
eomiected with the farm, for we rend that the ser
pent was sutler than am Insist of the held, ami
tile account shows that he got a mortgage on the |
hmii. and foreclosed on Adam before In iiad taken
oil’ his li 1st crop.
Sutlers have ehamrei hut little j
si iu »* t he rival ion.
Hut the farmers of to day areditVercnt creatures.
I hey are really the only useful class of
people we
have \\ ere it not for the fanner, you at d 1 would
to
bed
go
hungry before Saturday night, hut if 1
were put under a
hydraulic cotton press and all
the farming qualities squeezed out of me. there
w ould not he
enough to raise one grain of mustard
seed.
1 would sooner in- eut
up into railroad
spikes and driven into oak ties, then farm it, so lit
tie do I love the pursuit.
If it were left to me to
earn my living by tanning. I don't think I could
raise sausage enough to keep me from starving.
Im: 11:11* 11 \M Mia; ri. \ \
I honor the farmer, as I do the truthfulness of
* merge
Washington, but I should have lied the old run tliein under the hammer. \fter tr\ iiu ■; t1
man right out of his hoots ah- nt that
week
he
found that a.-- the niyhts yrew loiiy. tin*
cherry tree. ;
il 1 had been tieorge.
I freely confess that 1 do
buys yained on him. and In* yave it up. N.•
not like farming any better than l do castor oil
Knylish sparrows, their is nothiuy tliat im
There is more hard*work to the acre in farming j faster than potato lmys. unless tis tin- mt vest
than in any occupation 1 know of. if we except, the an unpaid note.
d<-hlist. 1‘heie is a heap of haul woik lo ihe aeiiei ;
a.
farniei told me that he tried Paris riven on his
in that business, though the work is » l.ietlv l" the ! buys.
He said he'd be hanyed it lie ddn't us.- up
aeher rather than to the dentist.
about a barn-1 of tin- stall' and tie- buys at.- it all
The farmer has an inborn idea that the sen will
a
t.d
ill t w O or three da; s
n.
up.
they set up a
j tile
U"1 rise unless lie gels up and
corner of tlie l'mld and mlv’erl ised tii.it
tlm\
personally superiu
tends the job When 1 was a small Im>\ I was told would sell Paris yreen at retail,
j
eb.-aper than be
by my good mother that the sun rose every morn j eonld buy it at wholesale. 11.- said In- bet 1m eon
iug and I always believed ln*r i never got up to tiddler then in Paris yiv.-u. and mnr.-d a e.u
see. for I always felt as if it would look as if I | respoiidiny amount of confidence in tie- buyd<eil'ted her word.
I'lie farmer i> independent
He e-m stav .<n bi
farm from one years end to the other amt Vais.- ail
he really needs to sustain life and be under oldm.i
ti'Uis to no die. He ran have the pleasure of l.-.-l
iny that on the fruits of his toil depend the nation's
strenyth and prosperity
He truly earns his bread
by tile sweat of his brow, and unless he is bald
headed, lie seldom has brow in proportion to the
near as
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\fter tin- farmer in up In* niusl eut up some areeii
wood for his wile to huild llie lire with
A far i.
>
ei
wif»* who had kiudlinys ami dr\ ..I fur::>l: 1
''d her would consider that she had irood grounds 1
lor a divorce. While I he break fast is beina cooked ;
1 he farmer hies to the barn to take «*aiv ol and
iced hisealtie. An\body wlu» has ever taken hold
<>f a pitchfork handle win n tin* thermometer was !
below zero never will outlive the remembrance <•!'
it. 'file!' may be t h: n.as colder, but 1 never touched ;
them. 1 t".*k hold of a white oak jiitehfork handle
over twenty yea:-'aao and have never lnnl the full
use of m\ hand since.
After eoiiipletina tin* chamber work in tin* barn,
the next thina is to water th stock.
Watcrina
stock o:i Wall >tr«*»*l and waterintr it on a farm anwo
t
dilfeieiit thinas. I'umpiny water up through
a leaky jiuniji. when it seems as if the iirst
droji
came from tin* centre of the earth, is more cheer
ful to read of tiian to do.
lVrhajis it is not a
1>UI1)[). but an iey well pole that you are called up
on t«> embrace, and as it slijis throtiah
your tina'er>.
and the old drojis of watm- sjilash up a our shirt
sh-cve. you heain to wonder wild it**:' this really is
tin- mid,, world that you always thought it was.
and whether you will be ealled upon to draw wa
ter from a «lt -*p well with an iey pole in the other
laud beyond lie skic.*.
It i tliiriua the winter that the fanner throws
aside the dntdyvi) and hard work of the farm, and
eiiii'aires in tin- sjiort oi euttinir atnl hauling out
cord wood.
Next to making tattinir. there is

our yrcat mm were raised on a farm
and : is their especial drliyht in all their speeeluto mention the fact, and reinention it. ami after
wards allude to it. and tel! how happy
they wer.-.
.and how they Inw lln* old pkm.- with its obi farm
hoi.si- and lm\v tln-\ look bark on tln-ir boyhood
days and ui-h tin \ had never left t:.-- farm, ami
loiiy now to return to it and pass the reman del ..f
their days, ami resign a
office and settb
down am! be happy ayaiu.
1 have listened to these spent lms and lead them,
and have spent two larye fortm.es iu tryiny to iimi
a solitary ease where one of He
men ever left a
farm ami yot rieh. either by st.-.diny or in ati\
other honest way. and then went b.u k on the dear
obi farm to live; ami up to the lir>i day of .Inly 1
ha\e be. II unable to tind Olie.
I now have two of the smart ••t deteetiv.-s iu
the eoimtry look iny after sm-h a man. ami m my
humble opinion they will tind I'haiTm lb>
-M-v.-ial
times before they tind my man.

1 w ant to la- an anyt-1.
\ nd with t he anyels stand
Hut I wouldn't In- a fanner
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For all my native land.
A t^l :\||:v. of the Hostoll Weekly Ulobr
“Thank

(rod,

Von

Ees

Dead.

A friend of the writer was oliee 11 a \ el
liny in a staye eoaeh in New Sjiyland,
and arriv ed at a village at !i o'clock in

the eveniny, where the vehicle was to remain until mommy,
Ilaviny some ae(luaintanees in the town he went out immediately to (‘.all upon one o! them, lletnrniny to tin tavern at midniyht. he
found all the heds in the house occupied
latt one of a dozen cots that had heen put
up temporarily iu the parlor, for ii was
"court week" at that count,\ seat. Ihiriny
the dav lily friend had heen yreatlv
amused liv a fellow passenyer, a li\ t• I\
Where he was that
youny Frenchman.
niyht mv infortmint did not know when
scarce!) any labor more easily done than breaking lie retired to the
the
unoccupied cot
out a wood road
through snow three feet deeji.
and then t*h*)j*p»n*r down trees, splitting and eut
parlor, hilt he soon found out. The deep
tiny: them into cord wood, then hauliuy a load of ers in the other rots were makiny n yht
it fifteen miles to market, and then stand in tinhideous" with their siioriny >u varied castreet ail day. ami finally sell it for <> a coni, and
dences, some pulliny. some with Ion y
take your jiay in somethint; you don't want. W hen
drawn nasal sounds, and all in discord.
1 think «if I his ensv way of earning a dollar I lia\
to hire a stout man to hold me flow n i111«> a chair,
At lenyth one of the sinners hroiiylil up
in order to keeji me from pluuLriih*; out and buying
with a snort and was siiddeulv silent,
a
wood lot.
W hen sjiriim fairly sets in, then it m that tin- | when the youny frenchman, who oeeii
a cot at the further end of the room,
farmer begins to realize that lie owns a farm, ami
j pied
that he is a stun!)' yeoman He starts out with I n j and had heen
annsyed by the noise of thi
plough to turn up tin* furrows in tin triad earth i sleepers, cried out, "Thank iloil. von ei
How beautifully tin- j.oets siuts: about all this, and
j dead !" [ 1 larper's Maya zinc.
how nice it sounds if the poetry is yood
I think
there i- a charm about a jioetie lie that does not :
<*

exist

in jirose.

delicate m\ and. a course ot treatment eon
\ Willow's I’KAI I'Ll1 \ I. JoKH. A U'l II u 1
sisting of holding a plough for fifteen hours a day. joke has been 401114 the ruiiiiils mi .1
through a rooky lioid. would he likelv to make an
yoiinu ('Incas'd kociety uallunl. who. a
It might j»<
other man of him in a short time.
siIdy h<- a dead man but still it would be another lew eveitint's 040, attended a very small
1 held a plough once and helped to break
man.
ami very select champaa'iie supper at mu
Through the kindnss of ot the
up a piece of m u laud
palatial mansions mi I’rairie avefriend* 1 was taken into a machine shop and re
I lit lei ins escort lbr the evcnhe
nue.
luiilt over as well as the machines! could do the
job. 1 have never seemed to feel exactly right j was a wealthy ami cmpietti h younc.
since, but I don't suppose 1 ought to blame the !
widow, who occupied a suit of apart
man.
He said tny arms were both pulled out of
ltienls at the Calmer House and hit. been
the sockets and 1 was all stretched out ol shape
the recipient of marked attention from
and he did as well as anybody could for me. I
shall not h dd a plough again as long as l hold my
the individual. A delighted e\ 1111114 |'usthat
of
leaks out
me it will not
reason, and when
ed. cards, music and tlirttin,4 beguiled
matter liipeli what I hold or what holds me
the happy hours away, and plenty of
When a farmer wants a little play, instead of
putting out his croquet set. he turns to and builds ‘•imitative woe’’ added to the yeneral
a piece of stone wall.
Building stone wall is inure conviviality.
<mr hero under the itiilit
exciting than playing billiards, for there is more ence of briffht eves and cards, be. ante a
variety to it. Amateur billiards always reminds little excited, imbibed more
freely, and
me of the itch, there is so much scratch to it. but
building stone wall is diversiiied: stoiiietlium l" at last, pet tine- very hilarious, tin- pivtt;
do all the lime, like i-atehing tleas.
widow ordered the oarriap'c and m.iii.m' d
Xooue ra:i realize the charm of digging round
to pilot the misguided youth sm-nelv in
a big rock, and getting a chain under it. and !
to it, which was no sootier accomplished
twitching it onto a drag, or of getting a erowbai j1
under i; ; and lifting and straining on it. enough to than, with an unpoetical 1 lore, he si retch
strain the whole Atlantic ocean, and then of limed himself at full length and tv.-.'1411011 Ining the bar slip, and the stone roll hack, barking a soul to slumbers sweet
Very much an
shin, or otherwise bruising you. while you plunge
forward with force enough to drive your head into noyed the w it.chinu widow determined on
the ground. I say no one can realize the charm of tl not bootless revenue, and. urilerinu' tin
this, unless he has sat ou a fence, as l have, and
driver to leave her first, site, by dint of
seen it done.
considerable exertion for it was a ti4111
The hug problem to the farmer is a stupendous
lit
pulled off one of his dainty patents,
one.
it amounts to more to a small farmer than
it does to the biggest hotel proprietor in the conn
wrapped it under her shaw l, and took it
try. A good smart chambermaid, and a boitle of with her when she left the carri.14m all
double B poison, will tix a bed so that you can
Tin- next
without masculine cooni/.anoi
plant a man at o’clock at night and have to haul
inornine, she sent him the boot, accomhim out of bed with a steam tug in tin* morning,
he will sleep so soundh
panied by a cutti 1114 note, cxpressiitu her
The potato bug is a native of the West. He
regret that he should so far t'm c.et himoriginated in the canons of Colorado, and mav be self tis to take it otf in her
presence, ami
an
olfslioot
of
called
that section, 'flic State is
that he miplit judyre from that, of tin
rammed full and loaded down with them
They
formerly lived on wild plants, but. one of them State he had been in the pre\ inns evenwent up to Denver on ;i little pleasure trip, and at
iii4. That y'011114 man, still i ynorant ot
the hotel there he luid some fried potatoes, and
the joke, has since been dubbed the
they struck him as being about the best tiling
to quiet hunger lie had ever lighted on.
Knipiil of the Sorrowful Countenance.
He
went home and advised his brethren to go Hast,
[X. \ Mail.
and they simply packed up a few collars and a
change of clothing and started. The potato
Aii extraordinary proposal to reduce
bug dawns on the farmer very rapidly : he sees
the week from seven days to ii\e, and
further to rename the days, comes from
Australia.
II. K. Rusden. the author of
the scheme, enunciates his view in a
paper on the “Week," in the transactions
of the Royal society of Victoria, where he
expresses the opinion that while reducing the number of days in the week, it
would he a good opportunity to discard
the present Ragan names, and to substitute Oneday, Twoday, Threeday and
Fourdav for them -Sunday to he called
(ioodday. The author is sanguine as to
the success of his plan, and answers the
plea of impracticability with the remark
that “the week itself was actually altered
by the Romans, Greeks and many other
peoplo; and, in fact, as Hiere is no record
of any attempt to alter the week having
KSTI MATING PJ{« >KITS.
ever failed, the allegation of impracticahis potatoes nicely up. their groeu tops rcuiiutl
bility is so far proved to be baseless.
r or a

Railroad

Strikes

and

Groat

The railroad troubles at
which

Riots.

Martinsburg,

noticed last week, have since
grown into fearful disorders, involving
great destruction of property, and the
loss of life. The strike extended to other
we

road in

West Virginia, Maryland and
Pennsylvania, stopping travel and interrupting the mails and freight. The Governors of Maryland and Pennsylvannia
and the President of the United States
have issued proclamations, and called out
troops to quell the disturbances.
STOMXtt

SOLDIERS.

OF

dl. Strikers or

Baltimore, July
tramps
boarded the train from Martinsburg yesterday, west of the Relay House, on the
Baltimore \r Ohio Railroad and were ordered oil' by the conductor, but refused.
At Camden junction were policemen and
the men jumped from the train.
A few
■-hots were tired toward them as they disappeared over the hills, but no damage
resulted.
Several members of the 5th
regiment who arrived at the armory after
the main body 1'ft. started for Camden
depot, but were attacked on Howard
street with stones and some of them hurt.
The\ afterwards returned to the armory.
The Police Commissioners have issued an
order closing all bar-rooms, bars of drinking houses and other places where liquor
is usually sold until further notice.
It is
expected a sort of
MAUTIAI.

LAW

WILL ItEIHX

in the city tn secure absolute tranquility.
Passenger travel and mails were interrupted hist night l>v the riot attending
the railroad strike and no trains arrived
at Camden station or went out after d
o'clock. There was no interruption of the
llaltiinore \ Potomac or Northern Central mads.
WISE

(IE

THE

I1.VI.T1MOKK

UIOT.

\ llaltiinore special says tile blame for
ringing of the tdarm which jirecipitated
the riot is said to be placed between Gov.
Carroll and Gen. Herbert. The troops
could have been quietly called together
and dispatched out of the city without
attracting any attention, but the sounding of the alarm was a signal to the whole
city of w hat was to be done and it brought
together the worst and most disorderly
element s who were glad of a chance for a
rim. The strikers had nothing to do with
the attack upon the three companies of
the titli regiment. The mob that provoked it was mostly composed of work-

ing men from neighboring factories and
gangs of roughs who sympathized with
the strikers. They began by hooting and
in an inllamed feeling on both sides it did
not require much provocation to bring on
the most serious consequences.
\s usual in affairs of this sort innocent
So far as known not
men were sull'erers.
one of the men killed were engaged in
tin hostilities. They appear to have been
eitlwa spectators or among the throng
that tilled the main street of the city.
After the detachment of the titli regiment
had fought its way up to Camden there
was a cessation of belligerent operations.
The remaining seven companies of the
titli regiment were ordered to remain at
the armory and are still there under arms.
The nth regiment and three companies of
the titli are still at Camden station outside the depot.
Everything is in the
hands of tile rioters. They have 1 mined
the freight sheds at the lower end of
t 'amdeii station and are
supposed to have
done further damage in tile outskirts of
the city of the same kind. They seized a
locomotive at Catnden station and started
to run it]> the road, but some of their own
men had left the switch open a few hundred yards outside of the depot and the
engine jumped the track.
ON THE

PENNSYLVANIA

HOAD.

I’riTsisnui. July ill. Nothing special
lo note in the situation on the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad this morning,
lletweeu
one and two hundred strikers performed
guard duty last night and patrcy.'d the
road from Pnion Depot to East Libert)
stock yards. An attempt was made about
midnight to move a train from the outer
depot, but ;is no engineer could be found
willing to run the engine the attempt was
abandoned. The strikers say it will be
impossible to run engines. They say they
will offer no resistance to the soldiers,
but ay they will board the trains at all
stations, draw the coupling pins, cut
trains loose and thus prevent the departure of all freights.
Adjutant General
Eatta arriv ed with the first division, Mtu
strong, including Keystone battery, and
the Dili division under General Bristow is
The railroad
expected this morning.
officials hope by thronging the tracks
w il h military to awe the strikers and
open
the blockade without conflict.
■mnnini.E

huh

in

prnsnrnb.

b ]’. M.
1 ’iTTsurlai, duly 111
There
was a dreadful riot at the outer depot of
the Pittsburg railroad about an hour ago.
A number of men and several women and
children were killed and wounded. Seven
dead bodies have been taken from the
scene and it is not known how many will
be gathered up. 'File firing was done by
ihe Philadelphia militia. One of their
own soldiers and one of the Pittsburg soldiers were killed.
The by-standers all
say that the lire was unprovoked. The
excitement was tremendous.
A large
iodv of men left for Alleghany arsenal a
few moments ago with the avowed purpose of seizing the arms.
THE

TIT

IN THE

HANDS OE

AN AHMEI)

MOIL

\t a lair linin’the city was entirely in
l lie
anils uf an armed molt composed of
laborers, iron workers.coal miners, steve-

dores and others. They have completely gutted the gun-shops and factories.
They number diMin. It is reported that
\lleghany arsenal is in the hands of the
rioters.
1'he militia are besieged in the
round house and outer depot.
Threats
are made by till; strikers to
destroy Union depot.
The rioters have captured
pieces of ordnance belonging to Knapp's

battery.

mooting of citizens. As a
the ringleaders were men
who were never employed on any railroad,

ni:i;isxiN’it to mini urn city.

I’rr isni ni:, July 22- 2 A. M.
The entire eastern end of the city is at the mercy
of the mob, which is hourly increasing in

anarchy and violence.

Mob law reigns
supreme. The Pennsylvania track fora
quarter of a mile west from the outer depot is a sheet of llame. The intention of
the mobis to destroy the extensive shops
ol' the company and the Union depot
building. A nuinlmi’of people have been
slain since dark. A very large militia
force from all over the State is expected
hourly. A large force of armed men is
laying for them with a portion of Knapp’s
battery planted to command their approach. There will be a terrible scene
oi bloodshed when they arrive.
They
are due at lb A. M.
I’UOGKESS OF THE Ft HE.

The Pennsylvania. Railroad shops and
round-house have been destroyed, also 7b
engines, gob loaded ears, a train of 35 or
lb ears loaded with crude petroleum at
Viaduct station, a short distance beyond
the city limits, were tired this forenoon.
The lire spread rapidly, but a part of the
ears were saved.
About 3,bbb barrels of
oil were entirely consumed.
i.oss

$2,000,00(1.

It isestimated that the damage done to
railroad property will exceed #2,000,000.
in: i a us of

the cos’ fuac.ua
TIOX.

5 P. M. The freight depot of the Pittsburg, Cincinnati <V St. Louis Railroad

and the general otlices of the same company were fired at 4: 30. These are in close
proximity to the Union depot. Crowds
of thieves have been engaged all day laboring to carry oil’the plunder they had
gathered together. The handful of police were unable to control them.
The
pillage was cheeked, but the mob fired
the cars and then proceeded with the
work of destruction. It is impossible to
form any idea of the amount of goods
stolen, but hundreds of thousands of dollars will not cover the loss. The troops
located at the round-house near the depot were obliged to vacate early this forenoon on account of a fire being set near
them, since which time up to 3 P. M., no
effort has been made to cheek the riot

a

m.rMinin x<; and untxixo

iirn.iirxr.s.

While the lire was raging at the Union
depot, the mol) pillaged the freight depot
of the Pittsburg, Cincinnati and St. Louis
Railroad, which is in close vicinity. Boxes
of freight were broken open and the valuable contents carried off. After plundering the depot for an hour, and when
tin' Hour, hams and all kinds of provisions had been carried away, a torch was
applied and soon the vast depot and all
the eon pony's general oliices adjoining
w ere a mass of flames. The Union depot
was a large
four-story building with a
frontage on Liberty street of about 7n
foot and extending hack about gild feet.
It was considered one of the best arranged depots in the country. The Adams
Express Company’s depot on Grant street
was destroyed.
The books and valuable papers had been removed from the
Union depot.
THE

FIREMEN HINDERED 11V THE MOB.

The fire department of the city was on
duty from the first alarm, but were not
allowed to throw any water on or make
any effort to save the property of the
railroad company.
They consequently
directed their cherts to saving private
property. In this they were mainly successful, although six dwellings and a
sasli factory located near the round-house
were destroyed.
Early in the day it was
feared the conflagration would sweep the
entire portion of the city south of the
Pan Handle Railroad tracks, as many of
the buildings were of small frame and
dry as tinder.
At this juncture the lire department- of
Alleghany, which had been held in readiness in ease of an outbreak on that side
of the river, was summoned to assist in
The Pan Handle
staying the (lames.
railroad buildings was the last in the
line, and the Alleghany department was
placed on the 7tli avenue to cheek the
tlanics in that direction. When this last
building was bred, the whole territory
between 7th avenue and Milivale station
a distance of three miles was a mass of
dames.
The railroad company’s property was all between the south side of
Liberty and the blulf hill, extending
from 7th avenue to Millville.

The

Terrors

of the

Pittsburg Riot.

reporter of the Now York Herald
gathered from a member of company G,
of the First Regiment of Philadelphia,
the following account of his experiences
in the terrible railroad mob at Pittsburg
A

•1 served in the war of the rebellion,’* said he.
“and have seen wild fighting, and heard oftentimes
the melancholy music of whistling bullets, hut the
night of terror such as last night 1 never experienced and hope to God J never will again. It was
this way. We came into Pittsburg. I must confess. bent on having a little light if any was going
AYe had little to cat. some sandwiches and a
on.
tin cup of coffee, and at noon yesterday we had
some sort of nourishment dealt out toils at the
I nion depot. When we arrived at Pittsburg we
were all in good spirits, nevertheless, and responded with alacrity to the command to move out to
Twenty eighth street, where the strikers had gathered in force. When we arrived here. General
Britton, commanding, formed us front and rear on
the outside of a network of track at this point and
stationed the Keystone battery, with its Gatling
guns, in a little fiat plot on the hillside, elevation
perhaps ten feet above the level of the tracks. At
this moment the crowd began to scatter, not in retreat. hut apparently to make room for the military.
HISSES,

YELLS

the second regiment and the second battalion of the thirteenth regiment will he
held in readiness to embark on Thursday
and Friday, respectiv ely. Portions of the
ninety-eighth and sixty-fourth will also
embark during the week.' The women
and children are not to accompany the
The. seventeenth Lancers,
regiment.
about to quit camp for Leeds, are ordered to remain.
1 hi- .Standard's leader says that rumors
circulating yesterday relative to the despatch of the expeditionary force to Gallipoli are much exaggerated. What was.
really decided is Unit the garrisons of
(iihralta and Malta will be immediately
reinforced. This decision is meant to indicate that England is watching the events
in the East with something more than
anxiety.
England has hitherto stood
aloot front the war, resolved upon honorably maintaining an attitude of neutralit \.
From that resolution she would not have
departed laid the campaign been confined
within the limits of the Czar’s original
proclamation. But England's forbearance, even should it ultimately become
necessary to send a British force to
protect Constantinople from falling into
Russian hands, the government could
not shrink from the responsibility without betraying its trust.
The Cost, in a leading article, says the
force of marines aboard the licet will be

considerably strengthened.
N ew

A cable special
says on Saturday an important communication passed between the Government
and the Russian foreign ollices.
The
British Cabinet, without doubt, regard
the war as approaching a crisis, in which
Great Britain should be. represented effectively on the spot. There is a firm belief in the most well-informed and trustworthy quarters that the Government
sent its ultimatum to Russia, which if not
agreed to by the Czar’s Government will
necessitate a declaration of war by England.
England has not been reported
until now and last night and the talk
everywhere is war-like.
\ ork,

Huko
A

Crops Out

return of the
ago is predicted

speedy
seurs

July gf.

West.

good times of
by the Toledo

Hlade, which bases its belief

the imcrop of the year, and the wellknown effects of prosperity among farmers on general business,
it appears that
the e-ops being harvested arc the largest
the country ever had. The acreage of
wheat is largely in excess of any since
the settlement of the country, and the
yield per acre is indefinitely greater. Hay
is magnilicent, and has been secured in
the very best condition. Corn is now a
certainty. Never was the eye gladened
with the sight of such fields.' The stalks
tower gloriously, and the color is superb.
< tats, which have been a failure since Irv 1,
will, this year, yield very much more than
they did then. The Hlade continues:
“We prophesy an immediate and decided
revival of business. There have been
‘tight times' for three years. The farmers have not had money, nor have
they
had any way to make it. This enormous
crop, coming in just at the nick of time,
when the calamities of other nations
make a good price for it, is the let-up
■ve have been looking for so
anxiously,
and waiting for so impatiently.
The
farmer will in a few weeks from this have
money enough to pay his debts out of his
wheat alone, and he has his enormous
corn, oats and hay crop for future needs.
He will pay the debts that have been accumulating for three years, and he will
have plenty with which to get those subplies lie has been compelled to do with
on

long.”

After the memorable engagement at
Hampton Hoads, in which the Monitor
defeated the Merrimae, the victorious
“cheese box and raft” was taken to the
Washington Navy Yard for slight repairs,
and a few pounds of her original plating
were removed.
Kelie hunters made a
lively run for small scraps of this plating,
and in order to supply the demand and
make things pleasant, a good deal of old
iron, quite innocent of any connection
with the Monitor, was cut up and given
to anxious seekers for mementoes of the
great combat. The demand gradually
abated, but has not entirely ceased. Occasionally a visitor to the yard is made
liappv with a scrap of the Monitor’s plating cut from the condemned boiler of an
old saw mill.
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our arms the sileuee of the great
and a storm ot hisses, veils and
cheers greeted us. Then a platoon of our regiment
was ordered to clear the crowd from the head of
Twenty-eighth street which was blockading the
tracks of the railroad. The Sheriff and his depuSubscribers are requested to take notice of the
ties mingled with the troops and endeavored to
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
make himself heard, urging the crowd to fall back is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
and retire to their homes, lie could not make i 15 May 78, means that the subscription is paid to
himself heard, owing to the confusion and the that date. When a new payment is made, tin- date
cries and yells of the people. The platoon of will be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBsoldiers pushed into the crowd, surging them back ! ERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
until the order ••halt !' was given.
At this time
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
the hillside was literally covered with men. wo- are requested to forward the sums due.
men and children, mostly spectators. 1 judged,
who were in a manner penned up. All this time
the cries and yells of the crowd grew louder and
A Question of Policy.
fiercer and the military made preparations to form
a hollow square on a platform of tracks, as near
The Huston Post, in course of ail article
as

possible, with

The Pittsburg
troops and the Fourteenth regiment, I believe,
were drawn up in line, but remained
passive.
THE

approach

CHANGE

<»F

THE

GRAYS.

night, all thoughts of sleep were given
over and guards stationed at the windows of the
round house and also placed at each of the gates
leading into the yards. They were out of the
of

reach of the crowd and had instructions to lire
upon persons who attempted to enter.

upon the
There is

in Maine, saysopinion as to the matter
open tight against ultra prohibition.

coining election
diversity

a

of

of making an
The more conservative Democrats are disinclined
to make this a distinct issue, for the reason that in
the rural districts party lines have never been
drawn on this subject. But in many sections the
feeling is very strong that the time has eouie for a
square light on this question. Their reasoning is
that the principle of prohibition is wrong in itself,
suicidal in policy as regards temperance. ad\ersc
to the business interests of the State, and that the
present year is of all others the best fortesting the
will of the people on a question which has never
been fairly discussed, except on one side. There
have been those heretofore who have been strongly inclined to make war upon the* suggestive policy
of the radical Prohibitionists.
I'p to the present
time they have given way to the more conserva
tive influences which have deemed an open and
well-defined issue on this subject undesirable. But
the intensified legislation of last winter, under
which eider has been rendered an article contra
band in trade, has produced a decided change of
sentiment, and at this writing it seems probable
when the (’ouveiitioii meets an open and direct is
sue will he tendered.
Should such be the case, an
unusually active campaign may be expected.

It is doubtful whether

even

sity of the cider law ought

the inten-

suffice to
lure the I)emoerae\ into the suicidal polto

icy indicated above. That there is among
the Democracy of Maine a sentiment
which

largely sustains
legislation of the state,
every

who is in

one

the

prohibition

is well known to
situation to be

a

of the sentiments of the people.
The class of Democrats who favor prohibition very well know that it lias been
aware

overbalance the
friends.

errors

The class of

to whom we

ciates,

very greatly
of its over-zealous

our

political

asso-

refer, feel the benefit

to their business of a power to control and

restrict the sale of liquors. They are employers to whom a liquor shop in the vi-

cinity is pretty certain to give drunken
workmen : owners of vessels, who desire
sober officers and crews; and. above all,
parents who are anxious to keep temptation from their sons. We call to mind a

prominent and active Democrat of this
vicinity, who has experienced so much
benefit from the prohibitory law in pro
venting the use of liquor among his work
men, that he

said to

us

that when De-

MIDNIGHT.
mocracy made license a plank on its platcrowd outside, as we could oh
he should decline to stand upon it.
form,
serve
from the windows, had grown to many
thousands, and shots were fired at us from out of The large loss which the party will exthe yards of the company in close proximity to I
the r»>und house. We replied t-» them, with what perience in this way, will find no comeffect we were unable to ascertain.
When the pensation.
There will he no recruits to
lire was started in tin* box ears we became seriously alarmed. Some few men l have heard made Democracy on this issue, any more than
their way out of their quarters in citizen's clothes there has been in the
past, 'flic stamand escaped from their perilous position.
We
could sin* long lines of ears, one after the other pede of license Republicans has been
burning, hut dared not expose ourselves to the much talked about, but it never took
gnus of the moh.

midnight

the

U A ITU RE

OK A GUN.

Idle lire slowly but surely'crept down on us
and about this time the crowd captured one of
the guns belonging to Hutchinson's
battery, of
Pittsburg, and attempted to get it into position t<»
lire upon us.
It was heavily loaded, we knew
and if it was lin'd in close proximity to us it must
have doin' heavy damage. However, we prevented them from putting it in position, as we covered them well, and we were in quarters where
we could
pick off the men without much injury
to ourselves.
The number of times the freight
ears ran between us and the
gun. shielded the
strikers from our shots, but. they finally gave the
matter up and hauled the gun away.
All this
time the situation was becoming more and more
serious.
The lire was creeping down upon us
witii the certainty of driving us out sooner or
later
The crowd, too. was growing more dense
and hold, and threats of violence should we come
out were distinctly heard.
Away up the track
in the yard where the ears
were
burning we
could see men pillaging, while their old nistv
arms wen*
mingled with bright barrels which
Hashed in the glare of destruction.
THE CARS ON

Suddenly down the grade

KIRK.

after another. some laden with oil which was on lire and
burning liereely. These cars were sent down in
order that they might ignite the wooden work of
the round house and the company’s lumber yard.
They were heavily ladcned with combustible ina
terial. and when the box ears took lire they burst
and scattered the contents in every direction, deal
ing out disaster with lavish hand. The machine
shop, between Twenty tiftli and Twenty sixth
streets, then caught lire and soon our building was
surrounded with a wall lire. The heat was so in
tense that we were obliged to retire from the win
(lows and gathered in the centre of the building.
Many of us would have run out, but the danger
outside from the violence of the crowd was as
much feared as the lire element, which was fast
approaching us. At dawn of day a consultation of
officers was held, which was prolonged for some
time.
It was then decided we must go out and
face the angrv devils who made the streets in the
neighborhood black with their presence.
LEAVING THE

came one ear

ROUND

HOUSE.

better to run the risk of being shot down
than burned to death, and so we tiled in a com
pact body. and. preceded by the (Jailing guns,
with Major (Jeneral Britton, Brigadier (Jcneral
Matthews and Land at the head. It was lively
times, 1 tell you. reaching the I idled States
Arsenal, where we thought we would he protected.
The sentries here refused to allow us to enter, and
t he command held a conference with our officers.
A number of us sealed the walls and took refuge
from the moh behind the shrubbery and piles of
shells and cannon.
We remained here until the
rest of the party formed in line and marched up
the street. 1 thought we should be all cut to
pieces, and having no relish for this sort of death
I embraced the readiest means to escape from it.
I never saw such a wicked, desperate moh in all
my life. How any of us escaped with our lives is
a mystery.
Last night I had given up all hopes of
seeing homo again. If the crowd could have got
arms I am sure not one of us would have come
out of the round house alive.
It

was

place,

and

never

will.

A shrewd

Republican once remarked to
the writer hereof, that there had been
many occasions when his party had found
itself

in

embarrassing

and

dangerous

but tiiat the Democrats had always done some foolish thing that lifted
their opponents out of trouble. The Republicans of Maine to-day are divided in-

straits,

to factions that are at swords

points

con-

cerning the course of the President. The
party lias not, since its formation, been in
a position of greater peril.
It would he a
Godsend to Blaine should the Democrats
of Maine, in a moment of blind folly, enable him to light the battle on the issue
of prohibition.
He would raise such a
clamor as to draw attention from the
dissensions and weakness in his own
ranks, and defeat the Democracy with
the utmost ease.
If the Democracy are
wise they will commit themselves to no
such suicidal policy.
The

Mob

We have read with horror of the bread
riots in foreign countries, of the excesses
of the French Commune, and congratulated ourselves that a wide ocean rolled
between this land and the possibility of
such occurrences.
But the country re-

cently awakened
its

large cities
who

to the fact t hat some of

in the hands of riot-

were

plundering and burning
without hindrance, taking life when it
ers

were

stood in the way of their purposes- and
a terrible war between labor anil

that

capital

had begun.

will end,
dict.

no

one can

Where or when it
with certainty pre-

it is very clear that the rioting strikers
cannot justify their action by any logic
of reasoning.
Nobody will object that

they shall, if they choose to do so, leave
the employment of corporations whose
pay does not suit them. They can leave
it

simultaneously,

even though such a
does not accord with the fair dealing that shr.uld exist, between employers
and employed. But they strangle their
course

A

practical er.tomologist, wlio has been
the potato bug, informs the

observing

Lewiston Journal that farmers in .Maine
have little to fear from the Colorado beetle.
The climate is so cold that only a small
portion can lie expected to live, through
the winter, lie finds that the longtime
that lias elapsed since they commenced
their journey over the country has given
time for tlieir enemies to multiply to such
an extent that they must increase
slowly.
Already numerous insects are preying
upon their lava-, and lately something is
at work upon the eggs.
He finds that
not more than one in twenty of the eggs
upon his vines will hatch. Extensive observations in Massachusetts and Maine
this season show that few or no fields
have been injured to any extent, and lie
thinks that by attention to picking till
after the potatoes are well in blossom, no
harm will come to the present crop. The
use of Paris green should he avoided in
gardens. It remains unchanged in the
soil for years, and the danger of its getting into food is constant. The Journal
says this is the same naturalist who predicted the disappearance of the cabbage
worm and caterpillar
correctly, and his
opinion is entitled to much weight.
A young husband at Pawtucket, whose fatherin-law turned him out of the house beeauso ho
wouldn't support his wife, returns after a three
years’ absence to find his wife married to another
inan without the formality of a divorce, anil the
mother id'twins.

argument when they say that others
shall not work for the corporations for
own

wages which satisfy thrm. The strikers
may dictate its to their own pay, but the
fixing of the rate for other laborers is ex-

tending beyond
first position no
the latter,
once enter

their province.
will object-

one

decent

every

protest, for it

the rights of man,

on

man

To the

against
will

at

means war

on

and

so-

capital

on

ciety.
It may be that the railroad companies,
of them have not pursued a tail-

or some

towards their men.
if that he so, it can never jus-

or a

judicious

But

even

course

sharp and

Granville Tinkhain, son of Orville Tinkhain of
was drowned last night while bathing in Sandy river, llis age was about 21.

on

a

The last

Legislature called upon the
towns and cities of Maine for ail ofiicial
statement of their indebtedness in

expedition

around the world has been organized on
a large scale and in a thorough
going
under the

chiefly,

manner,

influence,

parently, of young Western scientific
of

and

acknowledged position

ap-

attain-

The march is

start next October on its two years’ cruise.
The arts, arclueology and present condi

Augusta, Belfast or Ellsworth. The eleven

European powers stand aloof, and it is

probabilities

tion of the better known countries on the
route, and the geology, geography, fauna
and flora as well as the character of the

that there is very little sympathy in
the matter. The Turk is lighting to retain his European foothold. It was ob-

people of those less known, will be studied under the direction of able speciallists and experienced explorers, and

tained

hundred years ago. The
dominion of Mohammed in Europe was

some

founded in blood and

cruelty for the purpose of territorial aggrandizement and the
extension of the religion of Islam. Since

director of the

1453. the year that Mohammed II. invested Constantinople. Turkey in Europe,

the secretary and military commandant.
Commander John W. Philip, C. S. N., is

the Danube.

difficult to determine to which side their

sympathies

incline.

The

are

some

which

includes about 140,000 square

now

miles, has virtually stood still. Turks do
not advance.
As a race they are not
progressive. They are not in sympathy
with modern ideas of civilization. They
conquer to crush. They evangelize with
the sword.

With the harem and the
Koran they are content. No problem of
modern civilization has ever been solved

by the Turk. Exhausting the revenues
an empire in barbarian extravagance,
the government falls deeper and deeper

of

in debt in times of

profound

A

peace.

writer says that as late as March 1,

communication with the interior of the

country was of the most diflieult description, and this too, after a complete possession of the country since !4d.'{1, 4!*
years before the discovery of America.
The civilization of Russia is of

a differIn this
it is progressive.
controversy, however, it matters little
what have been the motives of conquest

ent character

:

of either Russia or

help

the

people

of the war

Turkey,

nor

will it

to understand the causes

raging

now

to discuss

the

the Greek church.
useless to rehash

important results are looked for.
The principal organizer and the general

expedition is Mr. James
O. Woodruff of Indianapolis, Ind. Gen.
Daniel Macauley, also of Indianapolis, is

It
or

past by either of the contending nations. The facts that confront Christen-

mote

dom to-day are that Russia's policy is in
accord with all the Christ ian nations of
the earth, while that of Turkey is just
was more

than 4(10 years ago. exit has been modified bv

and

the number of about two
The students will be under a

crew to

hundred.

exploring, sight-seeing, collecting,

etc.

complete library of reference works
and books of travel will be furnished, and
A

these will be the only books lsed in the
instruction which will be given by lectures and object teaching.
An excellent

diet, entertainments on shipboard, and
receptions, that have been provided for,
on shore, will vary and relieve the strain
accompanied by their wives and daughters.
The fee required from the students
for the two years is $5(11 Ml, and from the
cadets, w ho will pursue substantially the
same course of study and duty as the

tion"

use

the term •■modern civiliza-

“commercial civilization;” in
either case it developed certain characor

teristics which warrant the

qualifying

term of ••Christian."

Russia long since
swung into the current of the civilization
that explores, breaks down heathen barriers. and inv ites the world to

move on-

civilization that educates, strikes the
letters from those in bondage, builds,

a

cultivates and progresses.
In these regards she is stepping rapidly to the front,
and challenges comparison with the most
advanced nations of the earth.
this.

It

the

is

Turkey

very opposite of all

supreme folly to controproposition ; the facts are historical and documentary; the world's
verdict is against Turkey. Instead of
were

vert the

widening the

of Islamism the demand is to circumscribe its boundaries.
area

As the ease stands the

position of England

warrants all that we have said of Russia.

It is the progressive spirit of the empire
that alarms England.
A dozen such
countries

as Turkey would never disturb
the equanimity of the British cabinet,
and to check the growth of Russia England is willing to maintain the power of
the sultan in Europe.
We know that it

claimed that the war, nil the part of
Russia, was commenced to give protection to the (>,000,000 members of the
Greek church within the dominions of
is

the sultan. We are notdisposed to credit
the story, though, doubtless, the eonditurn of the Greek Ghristians was one of

operating forces. Rut there were other
and more potential considerations. We
have said that Russia is progressive, and
we may add. aggressive:
but. with all
her territorial possessions she is hemmed
in from the markets of the world.
wants an outlet to the sea, not closed

She

by

ice half the year.
This she can and
to have, via the Dardanelles and
Mediterranean sea: and this she will

ought

have eventually. This is the gist of the
whole matter. The New York Tribune
article upon the subject, says:
Already the question is asked. “Can Russia posan

he contented with any .vettlenient which
England can tolerate.'" \ significant article in
The London Economist of June Bit, puts this question very strongly.
It points to the obvious fact
that Russia, if victorious at all, cannot be expected
t<< demand less than free passage for Russian vessels through the Oardanelle.s. Considering the immeasurable importance of the Black sea to the
industry and commerce of that vast Empire, the
Economist reasons that to Russia anv terms of
peace must be equivalent to a confession of fail
ure which do not include tin*
freedom of the
Dardanelles to Russian Meets, and it bluntly puts
the question whether England can possibly con
sent to that change.
France cannot afford to
interfere, Italy, it is thought, may be willing to
see
English superiority in the .Mediterranean
cheeked.
Austria cares little, and has already
declared that its policy will be to defend its own
interests exclusively. England alone must resist
with Turkey only as an ally, if any resistance is
to he made to the settlement which Russia is
likely to demand. If England yields, the Black
sea becomes a Russian lake;
its large commerce
depends thereafter on the pleasure of Russia; and
from the fort died harbors of that great sea, which
Russia could, with ven little difficulty, barricade
against all comers, powerful navies could at any
time be sent through tin* Dardanelles to dictate
terms at Suez, or to drive British commerce from
the .Mediterranean.

sibly

The question resolves itself into this:
Ought the people of the United States to
oppose the just demands of Russia for a
free and unobstructed outlet to the sea?
If this demand is obtained it only brings
another great, progressive country into
more intimate relations with the enlightened nations of the earth.

It gives impetus to commerce, and eommeree is a
great civilizer. It absolutely does injustice' to no nation or people on earth. On
the part of Russia it is a laudable ambition that all fair minded people ought

Several of the

study.

faculty

will be

cadets of the United States Naval Academy when on their practice cruise, $-J500.
The route of the expedition will be from
New York to the Bahamas, to the mouth
of the Amazon, through the Straits of

Magellan

to

Valparaiso, Oraheite,

the

Feejee Islands, Formosa, Japan and
China, Phillippine Islands, Borneo, Siam,
India, the Persian Half, Isthmus of Suez,
Palestine, Greece, Sicily, Italy, France,
Spain. England. Ireland and Scotland,
and from Plymouth. England, home.
Some real and valuable

may do it

again, hut eventually Russia

will break

over

herself

the Mediterranean.

on

all harriers and establish

The English sparrows are dying by the wholesale in Lancaster county, Pa.
It is thought that
they were killed by eating the Colorado beetle,
which has been poisoned by eating Paris green.

A five hundred
to a clergvman in
X. H.

dollar marriage fee recently felt
the neighborhood of Portsmouth

Whom the Lord has determined to destroy In
permits to inaugurate a President by fraud
[St. Louis Times

first

Since the breaking out of the diphtheria in We«t
aterville. nineteen persons have died of the dis
It is now subsiding.
ease.
W

It will lie

a

Hancock.
Kennebec.
Knox.

Lincoln,

Ox tV m 1.
Penobscot.

scientists, Formosa and the great islands
of Borneo, and at many other points.
two-thirds of tile time will be

spent in port, in excursions and explorations. The organization of the trip seems
to be a marvel of skill even for American

organizing power. It is certainly true
that, considering the educational advantages, such an opportunity for extensive
travel and observation could hardly be
obtained in any other way at any price.
A curious case in criminal

decided in

Judge

practice

was

Columbus Court recently by
Bingham. Mrs. Victor the Clevea

land murderess, whose death sentence
was commuted some eight years ago by
Coventor Haves to

imprisonment for life,

before the Court of Common l'leas
a writ of error, the plea being that

was
on

she had never accepted the penalty of
life imprisonment in lieu of the sentence
of death by hanging. Judge Bingham
in his decision held that the prisoner occupied the position of a fugitive from

justice

whom the sentence of the law-

on

had not been executed, and remanded
her to the Cleveland authorities to receive her proper punishment. The case
is

a

remarkable

convicted by

one.

The

prisoner

was

indisputable evidence uf

her brother for the purpose of getting the proceeds of his life
insurance. She was sentenced to death;
and without her asking it her sentence

having poisoned

commuted to imprisonment for life.
She has not asked to be pardoned, but
was

instead to be allowed to suffer the

ex-

penalty of tin; law which is death.
Now, under Judge Bingham's decision
she is to be granted this boon of death,
which she has been asking.
But still it
isn’t likely that she will obtain it.
treme

A

e»>m\spomk*nt

of the Portland Ad-

vertiser, writing from liar Harbor, Alt.
Desert, compliments the enterprise of
that little

village

in

supplying

itself with

water
Tim village enjoys the luxury of pure water
brought from Hugh* Lake,'a distance of two miles
and a half. It is sluiced from a reservoir within
half a mile, and thence piped to the town, where
it has a sufficient. head to reach to the top of the
tallest building. The lake is ’S~> feet above the
town, and splendid trout dwell therein, one weigh
ing three pounds having been taken out the other
day. Soil is so scarce in that region that the wa
tor-pipe caunot be laid below the freezing point,
and earth had to be hauled in from other places, to
cover it to any depth at all.

What

a

ters to a

rebuke such energy adminislarge and wealthy place like

Belfast, which, with good

water

supplies

within easy reach, neglects to make them
available; has been twice nearly destroyed by tire, and is all ready for

a

third

conflagration.
The state of

publican

men

self into

a

among the Keand brethren of Maine is

feeling

fury, and shouts that the Ad-

vertiser “lied and knew that it lied, and
maliciously lied, as well as stupidly lied."
That is very shocking, coining from the
great exemplar of the courtesies and
amenities of journalism.
.V gentleman residing in Waldoboro recently said to us—“Ours is a remarkable
town. We have no trial justice, no depu-

lawyers of any account,
three of our clerymen are Democrats, and
there is not one rumshop in town.” For
a place of over four thousand population
that is a good deal to say.
ty sheriff,

no
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Henry Flagg. Ksq..

m.

old and wadi known

dent of Bangor, died at Ins residence on
street in that eit; after a nrief illie-.->. on S
at the advanced a."- of ninety two cars.

re>

Spun,
induv

The starch factor}- i:i Presque Isle, which Wilroved recently by lire. Was a Ve«y large Ilian
Last year it t-!.-ared d l 000 and was pr
factor}
paring for a -till larger business this year

dest

.1.trine :> rial-.- hat !ia.- ufestcd i..
of Boston tor several mouths. habeen broken up !>\ ’be capture ol tln«••
t liein. with a large
quantity of their plundei
\ gang of

'■

neighborhood

last

'2. 11 S.300

A

passenger

on

of the

ow

oeean

steamer*

<

si.411,7 17 uf the debt of which Barnum had taken pa-.-.ij having died
delirium tn.*uien>. lie latter tooic advantage of n
ISlid have been paid oil'.
Seventy-four occasion to deliver an imp;v>si\e teinperauce l
towns report themselves entireh live from dress.
Haptaiu < rapo and wife, of New Bedford, win
debt, and there are quite a number whose
undertook a whalebo.it v..; age across tie* Atlantic
assets exceed their liabilities bv quite
arrived at Mount Bay t ornwall. Lngland, at II
o'clock o;. Saturdn; night. and landed a! iViuano
respectable sum. The most notable re
Sunday morniinr
duction is in the Hancock towns, from
1- uu B. and.
i;
In dS4 towns,

a

»

S 1 d!*.!*!>«i in ISlid to S14.47(1 in |s7d.

The only counties in which the town
are Aroostook. Knox

and Lincoln.

The increase in these and

few other towns has been occasioned by
advances to the Kelfast and Moosehead
a

Lake. Knox and Lincoln, Dexter and
Newport. Aroostook Valley, I’angot and
Uueksport, and Somerset Railroads. The
indebtedness of towns in the abov e talile.
on account of railroads, is not far from
This leaves tile municipal debt
proper si,iidS,odd in ls7d. and shows that
about Sd.lii l.717 have been paid on tin-

s7.->( kill III.

war

will b.- Mi years old :e \t October. Tiny
born in That town, and always lived togothcr
and enjoy *ueh good lma.lt h th .t thIn I fair t
become centenarian.-.

ester,

debts have increased,

debt.

were

A Sail Francisco paper iicuim- necaitsc M im
Sara.iIn?champion "kickist of the Sildene troupe
substituted wiiite skirts and fleshings for her j»;•
vions eostuuie ot black, as il "took awin’ from th
weird and unholy etfeet.
1 harlcs Beebe of Neve
Loudon, u !;o went to Huh
forma twenty live years ago and had never been
heard from, returned suddenly this week to find
himself an Knoeh .\nh. n. his wife having bemarried to another man for four ears.

The Lew ist on Journal, after looking over th
around and noticing reports ot'an excellent .t..;
of potatoes in alt the New F ialand States, advises
Maine farmers wle» have de\..ted a large area t.
this crop to sell earl; as the supplv i- \’**rv large
Five steamers sailed for Kurope
Saturday, tak
inir heavy freight-. including about -Jimuhhi busli
grain. dli.O(M) boxes of cheese pMMO nibs
buiter. moo boxes ol canned fruit.-. I ... caseschool shales. '.Mio quarters ..f fresh !•«■.•* I.'ai .-at11dOtl live sheep. ItiU i,orse<. eti

els of

scientific research will be undertaken in
those fresh lields for the new school of

About

17*3,333
133,33b
73180.710
311.733
100.1x4

and

exploring

to approve.
England’s objections are getting to be fearful. The mild mannersimply selfish. Her ambition to possess ed Cortland Advertiser having ventured
foreign territory it seems will never be some remarks concerning Mr. Blaine’s resatisfied.
Look at her possessions! It cent speech, the Bangor Whig lashes it-

is said that the rising sun follows her
drum beat round the world, and still she
proposes to interpose her iron clads to

measures to

-'.ti-

of

well to

$4,804,8(14 $12,4114,:W4 $2l:ig5I!m>$10,158,4113

York liquor dealers met Friday night and
counteract the temperance cru-

Xew

took
sade.

.-

In speaking of

refer to any of the peculiar tenets of the
It would suit our purpose quite

Cities.
1800.
1870. Onlinarv.Extraor’nv
Auburn.
*118,000 *270.00(1 *100.000 *110.000
Lewiston.
221.500
130,708 588,331
300,832
Portland, 2.540.050 (1,010.300 1.130,800 -1.879.500
Gardiner,
11.512
525 28
94.240
72,81(5
19.000
21.500
10.000
Hallowed,
11.500
100.820
123.725
dockland,
930.903
51.078
25*1.000 2.239.000
950,000 2,490,000
Bangor,
309.018 1.740.032
Bath.
213.000
200,832
200.000
loonoo
Calais.
155.500
55.500
Kiddeford. 178.250
110.082
140,082
45,005
45.005
Saco.
89,524

s.•

do not

to

Dr. L. J. Crooker. of Augusta, was thrown from
his carriage, one day last week, and broke his leg.

■

Christian civilization

care

the fol-

so

cept in so far as
the fear of punishment.

we

Stover P. Hatch, a prominent citizen of Castine.
and a well known Democrat died on the lbth.

A daughter of Warden 1'haniberlain, of the Mas
seen that only three cities
saehusetts State Prison, was severely bitten by
Riddefotd, Calais and Saco have reduced hufre dog at Ainii>.|uani. Saturday.
their indebtedness during the decade.
niversal Life." of New \ ork
And now it is the
to command the vessel (a steamer of These three have paid off S ldii,."idd. The that shows a deticit of over a million, and it is to
be put into the bands of a receiver.
Alexandre’s New York, Havana and Mex- other eight have run in debt S7,Sid,Odd.
The late Stonewall Jackson said that beloved
ican line). Lieutenant Commander A. S. This increase lias been incurred for rail
liquor better than any other man in his force, but
Crowninshield, C. S. N., is the executive roads, water works, and encouragement he never suffered himself to taste it.
The Lewiston city government has disbandt
officer, and there are the usual staff and to manufactures. The total indebtedness
badh a:
the rowdy lire company that behaved
complement of petty officers and crew of in lS7d, Sdyidn.Pld is reported for niuni- Ihddcford
and in Portland on the 1th.
a naval vessel.
The finances of the ex- eipal purposes, and SKI,lad,4d5 for exTic* Knglish ('abinct has decided t<» reiulbr
garrisons at Gibraltar and Malta, and JUDOim-a
pedition will be administered by a board traordinary expenses, including what re- the
will leave immediately for those points.
of trustees, and the scientific work car- mains of the war debt. The difference
A ten vear old French lad name unknown, play
ried on under the direction of a regularly between the municipal debt proper in
ing about the staging of the Main street bri te
organized and complete ••faculty,” like lS7d and the debt of ISlid siimvs pretty at Saco, fell into the river and was drowned.
\ tramp found snoozing in a held in Kansu
that of a college.
Professor Bert (1.
nearly what has been paid on the war
said that In- didn't propose
work, but intended
Wilder of Cornell University, will be pro- debt, to wit. Sd. 17S.P15.
to lie around and crow up with the coiintn
fessor of comparative anatomy ; Dr. AlThe statements are made up for Dee
tiermany Mill refuses to have any official rela
tion with the French 'reposition,
it i> the onh
bert Sehafter of the University of Berne, .‘11, ISlid. and 1) r. til. Is7ii.
nation that lintly declines to be represented.
Switzerland, professor of history and
The town reports slum a ver> ditferent
The World says Jay ibmld at Long Brandi p
geography: Professor Fallow of Harvard result. Returns have boon received from dieted a monarchy, and said, he would give
million
dollars t«>
dram in the W bite lbUniversity, professor of botany; Profess- dS4 towns; Id4 towns have not reported
Tom
Paine’s
oi Ib-asou' m*II>
or Jenny of the Universitv of Michigan,
\ge
it tie- rat
In the following table, the town debtsan
of 10.0110 copies year!}
lo-v Joseph took
professor of art and arclneology ; Mr. W. grouped by counties, omitting, of course, the book is oil years out of date and i> onl\ pop
Iar among the half educated.
J. Herdman of the University of Michi- the
city debts already given separalch :
Tlioinas ,1. Leeruw, who saved tie- l it.iria;
Towns
in
Ism;
|S?ii.
of
gan, professor
physiology and anthrot hare
at Marblehead, on the inoruin
t1
.'13. 1J*>
Androscoggin.
etc.
The
will
be
made
pology,
expedition
I3.1U3
Aroostook.
I7.1.V.1
by gn-at daring and bravery, has been presented
with
a
valuable
.!»t
watch
and
chain.
.>73.713
231.011
up of faculty, officers, students cadets Cumberland.
Franklin.

dogmas of regular course of instruction in lectures,
will prove equally when not
engaged in the actual work of

rehearse the cruelties that have been practiced in the re-

what it

|

execut-

There is more* camping out than usual in tinAdirondack and Maine woods this summer.

lowing figures:

of the Koran or the

teachings

reported, give

was

of

The deaths of eighteen persons are supposed to
have been caused by the tire* in St. John.

a

cities which have

building loan

Gov. Hampton is managing the finances of South
Carolina with marked success.

summary of the returns.
No statement has been received from

toilsome and fiercely contested. Still
Russian soldiers advance. So far all the

across

a

Peter H. Penwell, a wife murderer,
ed at Elmira, X. Y., Friday.

provements. The Kennebec Journal pub-

re-

slow,

ing

St. John proposes to raise
000.000.

and 1870, distinguishing the debt incurred
for ordinary municipal expenses from the
war debt, and liabilities for public im-

men

So favorable has been the

ments.

Generalities.

Official Returns to the Secretary of State.

Cruise.

scientific

lishes

decisive.

Norridgewock,

College

American

proposition, that, as is now
definitely announced, the expedition will

tify, or approach a justification of the prevent Russia from having an outlet via
rioting, destruction and murder which water courses that nature provides to the
the strikers have inaugurated. For such markets of
the world. Hitherto she has
a course there is no remedy hut the enbeen able to resist the progress of Russia
forcement of law, by the aid, if need be in
perfecting her maratime policy. She

of military power. And there should ho
no dallying with the murderous mobs.
It would be a mercy to make the remedy

An

sponse to the

in

Spirit.

A

bears down upon the barbarians. Defeats
occur about as frequently as victories.
Still Russia advances. Her army is pour-

as

doing,

Turk.

be very largely with the great northern
power that combats Islamism.
Russia,
with a population of 100,000,000, steadily

the

that it is

the

and

slowly on, but the symof the western world continues to

church.

good

Russian

war moves

carried to extremes in some instances
that its friends have made some mistakes
but they hold that its advantages, and

Tin: SCENE AT

At

mense

out so
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the Twenty-eighth street crossing
two Catling guns in the centre.

The

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

AM) GROANS.

As \v»* rested on
crowd was broken

After some mano uvering. rendered difficult bv
| the jostling of the crowd, three sides of a square
! were formed by our two regiments—First and
Second—numbering from four to live hundred
men.
One side of the square faced the hill, one
faced to the east and the troops on the other side
stood with their backs to Twenty-eighth street ami
also faced the bill. The crowd was slow in clearing a space for the east side of tin* square, and the
soldiers began to force them hack. This occasioned some seutlling, several ot the men taking
hold of tin* muskets and saying. "You would not
shoot working men. would you !” while those on
the outskirts continued to hoot and yell. About
this moment the Crays were ordered to charge on
the crowd which was impeding them. This was
THE MILI 11A ALL CALLEIi (II T.
done amid tin* most intense confusion and excite
1 ’Lli.ai>kLiM11a, July
At the de- incut: but tin* troops pushed back the throng and
retired.
pot this evening Colonel Scott received
A l:\Yn.NHT CHARGE.
tile following dispatch : (tovernor llartThe First regiment, when the crowd began
rauft is en route for Philadelphia, and again 1*» press tin* men. was ordered to
charge.
lie has telegraphed ahead ordering out ! which they did with fixed bayonets, and in this
one of tin* strikers is
reported to have been
every military company in the State, and ^ charge
wounded by a bayonet thrust. The crowd now
lias also telegraphed to the President of
began pelting ns with stones, and some of our
the I'nited States calling for troops and i men were hurt more or less. This was the match
suggesting the propriety of a call for vol- that fired the train, and. goaded to frenzy, either
unteers.
| through tear of violence from the crowd or stung
i to desperation by being hit with missiles, we fired,
A Vlitl LANCE COMMITTEE EOUMEIL
and fire we did. Some say there was no order givThis afternoon a vigilance* committee en to tire, but one of tin* guns in the hands of a
member of Company A went off, and others, miswas formed to prevent further destructaking this for an* order ti> tire, levelled their
tion of property.
It was rapidly re- pieces and discharged them. This mav be. but I
cruited and the members were provided heard distinctly the order to lire, and did not dismy piece until such an order was given.
with guns.
They were designated by charge
The tiring was sudden and unexpected and seemwhite ribbons, ami marched to 7th av;.c
ed t<» <*01110. upon tin* vast crowd like a stroke of
line, where hundreds joined them in lightning, and it was scarcely realized until here
The and then* a man was seen to’fall. Along the brow
preventing further incendiarism.
indications now are that the reign of the of the hill ran a deep ditch, into which those who
bail enough presence of mind cast themselves.
mob is over.
After tin* first shot tin* troops fired in every direction. The first volley swept over the hillside and
THE VVorNllE.il MILITIA.
was delivered by those
troops nearest the hill,
A
'flu* second side of the square was along tin* track,
Washington, July tig s p. m.
gentleman who arriv ed from Harrisburg and the others, so far as could be ascertained,
this evening says lie saw a train at Har- wheeled and fired down Twenty-eighth street.
V NIGHT IN Tin: ROUND HOUSE.
risburg, coming east from Pittsburg, carBefore dark, when the dead and wounded had
rying some, bon wounded eastern militia.
been earned olf and the crowd got over the fright
and commenced to gather again in great numbers,
England and tho War.
we were ordered into the round house, as affording us a shelter for the night and better protection
ti-'l.
The
London
StanLondon, July
from the stray shots heard every now and then.
dard says that orders have been received With the approach of nightfall we got hungry and
at Aldershot for the second, eighth and tired, but were consoled in a measure by the announcement that supper had been ordered and
sixteenth regiments to embark for foreign would arrive in a brief
time. At dusk,
service on Wednesday, and the 10th and out of the windows of tlie round house, peeping
wc saw
100th regiments will be held in readiness the wagons carrying our rations captured by the
for immediate embarkation. These troops crowd : dishes and their contents hurled into the
street, while the crowd cheered like demons. As
will go to .Malta. The second battalion of the crowd in the streets was
agumented with the

live

nri: miii:

m i.unit

other than

general thing

■

Letter

Louisiana.

from

Correspondence
.Moia;

of

Cn

tin* .loiinia!.
L \.. .Inly 11. Is.'

\.

■

In renewing my annual subscription t<* your
very valuable ami especially entertaining paper t"
all Maine men settled in Louisiana. 1 will avail
unself of the opportunity to mention the arrival
of a vessel hailing from Belfast, formerly my old

l ie- furnace oi the Katnhdin Loti Works wa"banked up" Tiiuvsila; and will make no iron f.
wo or three months at least.
The charcoal kilnwill be kept in operation and ore will be min. !
and roasted so that work in tin* furnace can be
sumod again at short notice.

t

There is trouble among the doctors in Indian

ami cherished home. The vessel I refer to is the
F. K. McDonald from Boekport. loaded with iee by
Talbot. Bust A <iould.
Way down in the old State of Maine, when- tinice crop never tails, the arrival of a ship with me

ap.dis. The managers ot the * ity Hospital have
appointed a homu-opathist on the board of
suiting physicians, and the "regulars" declare that
they won t serve with him. flu- homeopathist
refuses to budge, and tin* managers are firm

But allow
would be considered of small import.
me to allirm that in a small town in Louisiana,
with only one iee house and no iee in it. and the

week

thermometer at 100 in tin* shade, the advent of a
fresh arrival of your winter product ,s a soum
general congratulation and some coolness. You
are aware, or at least I am. from your valuable
columns, that the McDonald collide.I with tie*
Boa/, oil' Boston, and materially shorten.- I the
latter vessel's voyage. But 1 think I am sate
stating that ton are not aware that this very mi
fortunate accident deprived our citizens of iee for
their butter and milk for nearly ten days. W e ha\ ••
felt an immense anxiety about the McDonald every
day since her departure from Boston. As she iv
eeived

one

with impunity, we did not
some other craft

good hutting

know but that she might tackle
We were therefore agreeably

surprised

when

a

three masted schooner was telegraphed oil' South
West Beef.
Being the only live Yankee it: this City, it was
considered that 1 would he the proper party to mi
!
as an interpret'*r to hold a pow wow w ith
>t
captain of the schooner. In fact I hail p<>w<
attorney from the proprietor of tie* ice to bring the
vessel to this port at once, and orders to shoot the
tincaptain on the spot, if In* attempted !•» give
slip and go to Havana or any other hot p.-.r

■■

gage

a
From this you will observe that without i.
lighting humor is one of the disadvantages of hv
itig in a town where tin* heat i> so intense that

even

the

mcreurv

in

our

thermometers

runs

over

the top. and the only way we can keep them
work is to hang them in the cellar
during the middle of the day. Armed and equipped
at

down to their

with full instructions how toad in any emcrgem-v.
we with a small party of ladies and gentlemen left
p. in., oil the tug Bestless. Found
the schooner at anchor live miles east of South
West Beef,
\hout four a. in. ran along-ml.* and
the dock at six

captured

her

without

a

struggle.

After

getting

hoard and introduced
myself to captain Kane. whom I found to he one
of the most courteous and obliging gentleman ii
has ever been my pleasure to meet, \fter an carl}
breakfast our whole party accepted an invitation
to list the schooner, and were so politely received
well under way. went

oil

and made so welcome that we remained mi hei
the entire return trip. With a pleasant run through
Morgan Channel, and a short stop at Shell Island
Station, to telegraph the thirsty we were coming,
we tinallv. at four
p. in., landed at the ie»* wharf,
in the presence of a large and admiring crowd, ill
a little cooler at the mere sight
Mr. A. Eriuaiui our obliging and polite iee
This
contractor, once more wore his usual smile.
is the ninth cargo of ice that he has received from

apparently looking
of

us.

Maine in less than a year.
The McDonald, although detained by her a«-ei
dent with the Boa/, will evidently turn out a fur
cargo, as she has only lightened up about t«*n inches
1 learn from Capt Kane that
on the entire trip.
he will sail about the -'0th instant tor I’eiisacola.
taking lumber thence to Boston, hi conclusion. 1
am happy to state that all our poor scorched up
citizens again wear a look of contentment, and
that tin* old expression "Will you take iee in
yours !" is once more heard on our streets.

E

Yours, Ac.

<

Mr.

s.')00 per week to any smart man who tan keep
his business to himself. 'IVrms free. Aihlivss A.
II Bennington. lock box IIX La Crosse, Wis.

above advertisement was some
weeks ago sent to this otliee, accompanied by cash to pay lor its insertion in the
Tlie

Journal,

believing it

to he an invitation

to engage in some unlawful business, we
declined to publish it.
More recent developments show that the advertiser is a
dealer in counterfeit money. He lias been

arrested, and a mass of correspondence
from all parts of the country, discovered,
which tlie writers would not
made public.

care

to have

About AO.ObO barrels of oorgies were eaujrht for
the Bristol ami Boothbuy factories las! week.

The execution of Albert F. Joy. convicted Iasi
at Salem of tin- murder of his
companion.
Hilaries 11 tiilmam is to take place on ;!••■ I’.'tii ..
October next, and will lie the first legal exceiitio
in Fsse.x count
since that of K napp and • 'row mu
shield tor tin- murder
i'apt. Joseph White.
»
Salem, in 1
Vosinus a
Mi, i*• i■ s»• r
>i
>!-.ow began
since til'* e<'inni<*:n-,Mu«*ut o| >primr trad**, have
d
tv and the sane* aim>unt trom Oxford rountv. Inside
|H mill Is of palled Wool. Las! week the*
sinjiped li ve ear load and will average tnut uiiiouni
weekly during tin* season.
11.11 In- :: Mllller and Me;.!,,
,,f \ ,• \\ j,
feiitre on the night of .1 mu- I., went i,. Martm.
stole lift ecu bushels of barley and returned hoim*
I uf-a t imately f.a
reachiin: tln-re ab«,at day :i_rlit
them, one ot the ba^.s leaked and the-, were eusi! v
tracked. After being made to pay roundly for the
grain and trouble, they were arrested.
Sail Francisco ha> be, a
at--1 !,y noiseless
stray btillels. propelled I»\ sotm- iavoilde agi-m-v
'■
; lie great in-,.
and living about tie- >f re--;
.-a
ieuee and damrer of pede.sn-.ati-.
One deatli and
several wounds ha
i..i
tliem. it lias
just been as**, ft.lined ti.at suind boys practising
w:t!i "parlor :'Mbm at tie- bottom o|
tie* tm..

••

chief.

\n **l«ler!y gentleman wa> lately arrested at
San Fram iseo foi stealing books trom a store. md
his cas«* proves t * * la* on,-of the m,>-' singular
manifestations of kleptomania.
\ vast amount
"t plunder was touinl nm* eah-d
hi- r,„.uis. n

eluding books, paper
boxes of soap,

Lufay ette

a

etc

leather, ink. corkscrews
which lie had been -:x months

collecting.

ill

farm

1

near

*
n a young man
rhomj
Yntioeh. huh. walked into tin Home
—

for tin* Fi i"iidie.ss at Fort \\ .** m-. .* ivc.-m Sumluv
and saiil In- wanted to look at tin* girls tln-re wit'a
the view of choosing a wife
l’lie ends u, r«* trot
ted out, but till* Ill's I hose II \X >1 lid ll'l !i.i V >■ Tliomjsoil
lie then selected Alt lc l. y-her. w ho a hull
e

accepted him
There is

a barn in N- w
Merlm. M rh- county.
1 vauia which lias been* 11
as a rend*thieves and tramps. and on on*- nmlit
recently 11< nieiiibers ot tbe travelling fratcrnitv

Pc u

us\

voiis

by

sheltered there. These men an-a tcrroi t>,
tin.* neighborhood, and are so numerous uiul dcs
i*« rat* that tin- b»« al authorities are »!,!.- t,. d-< but
little to restrain their depredations.
were

Tin* ilia'll School graduation at Newport Thur.s
was notable in the tact that a colored girl.

day

Josephine A. >ilotn*. took the gold medal tor high
esi scholarship and gave the valedictory
her u\«*
age in «*very study being within a fraction of the

maximum mark. Tin* '*ase is the iii„rt* remarka
Ideas the girl has supported herself her moth*
beitn* a *.k. and has taken tin.* last two years’
study m on,- \ ear. tvbe ,s aug to -dlegc
tin

a'.tain Y

.r.
nan- to tin*
to seethe .Lillies llV**r
linetl with iron shipyards, the Tribune remarks
that "the tihn- is con ing. and i- near at hand,
**
wl.eii th-r>
be an imp«*rative n**«**l lor start
inir iron *hipyardson a large scab* in this country
and it simply depends on foresight and
energy
w In• thet* th**
yards are opened on tin* James, tin-

Ypropos

Clfeet

remark

that the*

expect

Helaw

are. or m New Lngl.imh'
Yugtistus Tuttle, a young man twentv two yearold. and a couple of small boy s w * at it:t,, tin* tiebls
m tin* north part of «i«»sh**n. Conn
alter b»*rries
A .-bower coming up tin y took refuge in a, colliercabin. W hile tiler** they found mi old ax. and
while fooling with it. struck tin* post in tin* < u
tre that held up the roof.
I’eing decayed it simp
ped otf with tin* blow. and tin* roof f**ll upon them
ami killed young Tuttle
His skull was broken,
and also his collar bone and hip.

Holt. (Jeorgc M Loring. fob Hamel Needham.
Leo. Noyes of tin* .Massachusetts Ploughman. and
other gentlemen representing the New Lnglaiid
Agricultural Society, met in convention with the
Trustees of the Maim* Society in Portland. Fnduv
A visit was made to tin* park where the great « x
hibition is to be held in September, and details ot
tin* exhibition discussed and determined.
The
Trustees of tin* Maine
present were (ien.
President: Hon. Samuel
John Marshall Mrow u
M. M Might. 1. H. Fcndcrson.
Wasson. Secretary
L. l>ennis*m. with S L.
\\
F. Uarcelon and \
Moanlman *>t' the Maine Farmer. The prospects

Society

of the fair are very promising, and already
number of entries have been made.

a

great

An adroit swindler is about and has been duping
the people of several villages. A few days ago he
ttimed up in Lisbon and after giving away small
change wry liberally commenced th** sale of pins.
After selling the pins he remarked that liesuppos
ed he could do as he chose with the proceeds,
ami returned the money to tin* purchasers, lie
next took out eight chains, which lie ottered at *s
each.
Lager purchasers took up the lot, thinking
they. too. would have the money returned. After
closing out the hit. In* again remarked that he sup
posed he could do what he chose with the money ;
and he concluded to put the stil in his pocket.
With a good night and a promise to call again he
drove away

News

of the

and

City

j
j

County.

<Mi. the Hies ! tile horrible Hies!
Buzzing around like election lies.
Dodging about like a maniac's dream.
Over the butter into the cream :
Holding conventions all over the bread.
Biting your ears and tickling your head.
Too busy to die—
Donfouml the nasty, pestiferous

growing crops

«f rain.

is fashionable

It

over.

for ladies to hold door step

now

receptions.
1 he?v

!

great sport in fishing for mackerel in

is

bay

the

now.

early potatoc is ripe. and old

::«•

approach

ones up*

of

'inall account.

1

•;

!

iT'*

for

cx.eiiM

'in.'

fen water i>

scan

si

a

t

wearing

a

our

bar

dirty shirt.

now

u

earing suits of

been for

town lias

visitors, and

ai

part

good rcligii

as

A'

keei
I

-r

suddenly

r\

to

Masonic Block.

The New York World says sensibly and
forcibly : “Every honest and respectable laborer in the city of Pittsburg is the

the

Kcetic. rcsitlingon Dross
on the ISth. of
ap«>jilexy.

poorer to-day, both actually and in prospect, for the wicked destruction there of
mam millions of property, the accumulation of past labor, and for the damage
done to the credit of that city by the
exhibition which has been made of the
feebleness of its local government.”

beiiiu

t

repairs.
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“Minerals of New England, when and
where to find them," is the title of a new
hook, by F. E. Bartlett, State Assayer.

charter
'-.-scl. aud will take a

A copy would lie handy for a man who
don’t know how to lay his hands on some
rocks when there is a cat concert in his

at

camp ground
and puddle the

the

canoe,

hack yard.

these

summer

ii

ways !

steals the reading of tin* Journal.

not

corner loafers how mm*h/#• could
holds forth regularly.

* -1

d

e

r

tin-

Bertha

■

hut the above indicates

von

are

still harping at it.

llillcrn is coming to Port-

land to teach the young ladies of that city
“the advantage of free development”

who picked up one of the new
; teisiie- on the street, thought he had found
mm cage
Hut the bird wasn't there.
man

yoi.im

forgotten

that the papers

lilies." says Solomon. And that’s
l.o' s are doing with the pond variety—
.e
i'-i in: them worth two for a cent,

■

or, in

!

The attention of invalids who are suffering from
A Talk With Tilden.
MARRIED.
Bladder and Urinary Diseases, Is directed
New Yoke, Jcly 17. Gov. Tilrlon Kidney.
In Rockland, July 17th, Mr. Willard A.
to Hunt’s Remedy. In cases of Diabetes, Mental
Dorr, of
sails for Europe to-morrow in the Cunard |
Columbia, Me., aiid Miss Jennie Hobbs, of St.
; and Physical Debility, Dropsy, and Complaints of
George.
steamer Scythia, and is to be accompaIn Thomaston, .June 27th, Mr. Daniel McDonald
nied by Secretary of State Bigelow. The | the Urino-Genital Organs. Hi nt’s Remedy affords and Miss
Etta H. Mayo, both of T.
and
relief,
is
a sure cure.
prompt
|
In Thomaston, July lltli, Capt. Edwin S. Smallcv
trip is purely for recreation, and the travof St. George and Eisle J. Watts of T.
ellers will not return until the middle of | Clarke’s Tootji Aciie Drops ewe instantly.
At Tenant’s Harbor, July 7th, David C. King of
•St. George, and Mrs. Martha A. Anderson of PortOctober, Mr. Tilden, therefore, will be
There
is
no cooler or more comfortable Hotel in i land.
absent from the country and State during
In North Haven, June 24th, Mr. Bvron B. GreenBoston than the favorite American House, on
what is expected to be the interesting ; Hanover street. It is
law and Martha T. Grant.
centrally located, most
In Viualhaven, June 30th, Fred A. Brown and
Fall campaign. A World reporter \isited j fectly ventilated and is altogether the best perplace Estelle Lucas.
Mr. Tilden yesterday, and reports him as i to stop at.
In Vinalhaven, July 1st, John H. Bray of Viiutl1
haven and Miss Rose E* Aines of North ilaven.
looking remarkably well, and v ery much
In
Hancock, July 15th, Mr. Henry Keif and Miss
Potions
and
Pills,
Pungencies.
improved in health by his sojourn at Sea
Mary E. Galcomh, both of Hancock!
In Brooklin, July 12th, Mr. Charles S.
Girt, near Long Branch. He says his 1 Schenck’s Ska Weed Tonic. Jn the atnios.
Hamlin, o<
Brooklin, and Miss Clara II. Joyce of Castine.
trip has no connection whatever with any
In Waltham, July 7th, Mr. Ciias. W. Jordan and
business enterprise or railroad scheme, phere experienced here during the summer months Miss Lizzie A. Giles, both of Waltham.
as has been announced without
authority the lethargy produced by the heat takes away the
in some of the papers. As to the events
desire for wholesome food, and frequent perspiraDIED.
which have happened since the Presidential election and the numerous wild tions reduce bodily energy, particularly those Obituary notices .beyond the Date .Name and Age
must bepaidfor.j
minors circulated in reference to his
po- •suffering from the effects of debilitating diseases,
In this city, July 22nd, Ellen M. Hunev,
litical intentions, Mr. Tilden talked very
aged 20
in order to keep a natural healthful
activity of the years.
In
to
the
Electoral
ComIn
freely.
regard
Waldo, July Kith, Mr. Abisha W. Burrill, aged
mission he said that he had never had system, we must resort to artiticial means. For 70 years and 0 months.
In Castine, on the 10th inst., Stover 1’. Hatch, aged
any real confidence in the arbitration of this purpose Schenck's Sea Weed Tonic is very 63 years.
In Easton, Maryland, July 0th,
a question where there was so much at :
Mary E., wife of
effectual. A few doses will create an appetite and Irederiek
A. Phipps, aged 41 vears.
stake by a body of that kind. That setIn Rockland, July 12th. Freddie E., eldest son of
to
fresh
the
enervated
For
vigor
body.
dys- Capt. David and Adclla Kennedy,
tlement, he said, involved not onlv the give
aged 7 years and
Vl mouths.
Presidency but all the patronage and pepsia. it is invaluable. Many eminent physicians
in Rockland, July 17th, Mrs. Baslia C.
Ludwig,
have doubled whether dyspepsia can be perma- wile ol Mr. .lames R. Hanley, aged 71 years, 5 inos.
power of the Federal Administration, to
In Appleton, July 17th, Mr. Amos Drake,
getlier with all the schemes, plans and
aged 71
nently cured by the drugs which are generally em- years, 3 months and 10 days.
jobs connected with it. The Republican
In Appleton, after a lingering
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sickness,Mary,
for
that
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purpose.
of Mr. (leorge Robbins.
party and the men who had managed it ployed
In Warren, July 12th, Mr. Robert ,J. Robinson,
in the past were too anxious to retain the its nature is totally different from such drugs. It
aged 74 years.
Administration to yield any point in an contains no corrosive minerals or acids: in fact it
In 1 honiaston, July 17th, Mr. James Jones,
aged
arbitration. The result of the Electoral assists the regular operations of nature, and sup- 60 years.
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The
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in
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nature
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Commission, therefore, was what might I plies
60 years.
In Penobscot, July 0th, Mrs. Keziali Wescott, aged
have been expected considering the [lower much resembles the gastric juice that it is almost
80 years.
and influence brought to bear upon the identical with that fluid. The gastric juice is the
In Penobscot, July 0th, Capt. Win.
Eastman, aged
political majority of that body as finally j1 natural solvent which, in a healthy condition of 75 years.
In Ellsworth, July lltli, Samuel Goodwin,
aged 57
constituted,
lie furthermore never liked the body, causes t lie food to be digested: and when
years, 5 months.
the scheme as a matter of principle, i this juice is not excreted i:i sufficient quantities,
In Ellsworth, .Inly 17tIi, Ephraim Brown,
aged 78
6 months.
believing that the true direction of a indigestion, with all its distressing svinptoms. years,
In Mariaville, July 3d, Mr. George B. Brimmer,
i
Democratic appeal was not away from follows. The Sea Weed Tonic
performs the dutv aged 51 years and 3 mouths.
.‘Kilt representatives of the people towards ol the
gastric juice when the latter is deficient.
fifteen individuals, and still less from .'Schenck’s Sea
Weed Tonic sold by all Druggists.
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fifteen individuals towards one to be se- j
Murder Will Out.
looted necessarily with a large element
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of chanct, not to say ot trick and dm ice. :
\ few years ago
August Flower" was discoverA Kill VED.
Ho thought there, should rather have been ed t" 1*«* a certain euro for Dyspepsia and Liver
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Dyspeptics
an a]ip al from the :itiP representatives
their friends how easily and quickly they had been town.
to the H,(1(10,000 of voters, through a new cured
July 201 h, schrs. Nellie, Pern, Boston; Orion,
by its use. The great merits of Cio-.kn's
do.
election, lie was distrustful of the seero- Arursi Flowku became heralded through the Patterson,
July 2Jd, schr. Karl, Hallowell, Salmi.
July 24th, sclirs. Dione, McDonald, Salem; Con
sy, celerity and improvidence with which country by one sufferer to another, until, without
voy, French, New York; J. (J. Drew, French, Bos
the arrangement was carried through and advertising, its sale has become immense. Drug- ton.
gists in F\ KKY TOWN in the I'nited St at* s are
ushered into being,
lint tile proposition welling it. No person
SAILED.
suffering with Sour Stomach,
July 22d, schr. Mary G. Irelaml, Norfolk.
appealed to the lu>pes of the business Sick Headache. Costiveness. Palpitation of the
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& Edith, Bartlett, New
lb-art.
2;'.th,
low
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etc.,
an
take
three
Indigestion,
spirits,
classes, who were anxious above all
York; Empire, Ryan, Boston ; F. Condon, French,
doses without relief,
(in to your Druggist, K. H.
things for a settlement of almost any .Moody. Belfast Kittridge, Koeklaid;
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Joint Committee it became the repre- Buckspnrt. and get a bottle for ?.» cents ami try it. Eastern State Normal School.
bottles 10 cents.
sentative, and the only representative, of Sample
CASTINE, ME.
No Failure Known!
the public desire for peace. The events
TERM begins TFKSDAY, Al (.L S I 28.
There is no east* on record where Dr. Morris’
which are now attracting so much public
continues 12 weeks. For particulars address
attention in New Orleans, and the dis- Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry and Horehound has the Principal.
Jw4
failed to give satisfaction. On the other hand,
closures which, perhaps, may follow. Mr. wherever it has been used bv our
people, in severe
Tildeu seemed to consider only as the colds, coughs, asthma, bronchitis, croup, whoop
Dissolutionim: cough, and consumption, they are enthusiastic
is hereby given that the
logical outcome of the revolutionary acts in
Copartnership
its praise.
m» opium or other danheretofore
known as Gray & Patterson is tlii<
Containing
of last fall and winter.
In a governgcrou> drug, it does not constipate, and is safe to
day dissolved by mutual consent.
ment like ours,” lie said, “such fraudu- administer in all conditions of health. This is an
(
J. GRAY.
N. F. PATTERSON.
lent practices as were reported from New important announcement, and the suffering are ad
ls77.
24,
Belfast,
July
Orleans last November sooner or later vised to heed it. Trial size, lit ets.; large size, od
cts
ami One Dollar. Sold by W. 0. Poor A Son.
Tiie affairs oi the above named firm will be settled
must emne to the light, and the guilty
wole agents for Belfast. A. ,1. .Iordan agent for Or
at th«- oltice of J. S. liarriman l»\
parties with their practices must be made land. K. B. Stover, agent for Bucksport. Also
N. F. PATTERSON.
known. It was so with the ring frauds agents for Prof. Parker’s Pleasant Worm Syrup,
Jw4
which
is
sun*
death
to
worms, pleasant to take,
in New York : it has been the ease to a
mid requires no physic.
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A violent tornado passed through Elizabeth.
Thursday. [All the papers.
It was hoped that the unfortunate
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He makes a specialty of canned goods of all kinds.
See his notice.What is true of Wells is equally
true of F. B. Swift who is well stocked up with

Roeklaud, Camden. Lineolnville, Isleshoro
and Bangor.

I'llp (ll "Ull'l th-V«»tetl to the
reuovit;
1 with new seats a lid
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In these days of picnics and excursions the
store of Geo. G. Wells oilers every inducement to
those who wish to go prepared at small expense.
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ladies and gentlemen last Sun
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time tilling with

some

it is full.

now

reat many people were driving out
It was n<» day of rest for horses.
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He is requested to
state prison.

and longer speeches. Among the visiting Good
Templars will be ex-Gov. Pcrham. who is the head
of the Order in the State, ex-Gov. Dingley, who is
a Past C. W.
Templar, T. K. Simonton. Esq., of
Camden, and others. There are eighteen lodges of
Good Templars in the county, and several neigh
boring lodges will be present. Officers of lodges
and speakers will appear in regalia. All Good

"it«/r." to tin seashore arc clamorous for clams.
About regard to the season.

\

gratifying

Tuesday.
sent to

Next Friday week, August, 3d, will occur tinannual basket picnic session of the Good Templars
of Waldo County, at Northport (.'amp Ground.
Should the day prove pleasant it will be one of the
largest sessions of the County Lodge ever held.
The sessions will he from JO A. Al. till noon, and
from 'l till 1 I*. AI. The forenoon exorcises will
consist of ten minute speeches, interspersed with
music by a large choir, and the afternoon of music

■

cud many ladn:.*- are
lie result .,f camp lift*.

A

a

Michael Gannon, confined in jail lor burglary,
took advantage of the tender heart of the jailer,
who lot him out to do chores, and ran away on

city.

second lot of porgy steamers visited
and bay last week

A

straight lines aswillmako

The Unitarian sabbath school will make* an ex
eursion next Tuesday, on steamer May Queen,
towing sell. Wm. G. Eddy, landing at Oak Grove,
Camden. There will be music and dancing.

similar articles.... Hervcy advertises stencil plates
plan of the street, very nearly accurate, which will
be readily understood. The dotted lines follow j of all description of letter, also strings for musical
tin* irregular bounds of the old street, while the instruments.Seethe professional card of F. A.
Greer, a rising young lawyer.Commencement of
black lines are those established by the recent ac
Eastern Normal School.
tion of the

individually.

i

to

when the old and dilapidated buildings shall be renovated and placed upon the new
lines, nr better ones take their places. ‘In order
that this may be understood, wo publish below a

lobster crop tlii> year is small, eolleetivelv

I !i••

to

improvement

suffering terribly for lack

arc

so as

project would involve great labor and expense.
The authorities have simply provided for such an

peaches have arrived in tin* market.

Breinature
Th

fly!

hey day of the agriculturalist is about

misrepresentations.

The absolute straightconform to the portion
of the street west of Main, has not been accomplished. It was not undertaken, because High
street is irregular from end to end. and such a
gross

ening of the street,

'rawling.
Buzzing.

<

The

The Change in the Lines of High Street. A

n°od deal of talk is being made concerning the recent action of the
city government, changing the
lines of High street—and much of it contains
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Picture Flames, Picture Cord and Knobs,

Cambric and Linen

Brackets,

Which will hr Suit!

Curtains and Fixtures, Tassels,

at

Boston Prices!

Flower Pots, Lap-boards,
Children’s Carriages,
Bed and 'Fable Casters,

Upholstery Goods, &c., &c.
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BLACK SILKS,
BLACK CASHMERE,

BELFAST.

BLACK Al.RACA,
TABLE UMAX
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TURKE V RED

Stencil Plates! French Kid Newport Ties!

Try it.
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Rioting in San Francisco.
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tire and a white woman was barely saved alive
boats were light, and the market is firm at
j
ALL
KINDS
FISH
LINKS,
A Knox county subscriber to the Journal, in reTACKLE,
HOOKS,
etc.,
i’liii.AtJiu.iuiiA, Juh xM. The Grand $1Norfolk
agers.
from the upper story. The mob impeded the tire
50al 75 per bbl. Tomatoes sell at $1 (X) per crate.
awaiian catauuii kkmkpy, cun
ca
mitting his subscription, says—-••The man Malian, men, cut the hose and the building was destroyed. Army of the. Republic have taken steps < >nions range from $5 50a 1 00 per bbl.
—AT
<
H tarrli or Cold in tin* Head. cents per llo\.
amp <irounds, below our city, are increas
Apim.es—There is an ample supply, which are sellMISSES
They then came down Deary street to Dupont, to organize to render assistance in supthat is in your jail, got one hundred ami forty dolin
all
t lie country
oo per bbl. Some fancy fruit is
wanted
of
Addre-s
00a'!
at
$2
Agents
parts
New eottages
ing
attractiveness every year.
selling
with the evident intention of lading on the (’hi
the railroad troubles. There are in crate at $1 50 per crate.
for circular J. .1. PKAYK\, Washington, Me.
lars out of me, which makes money scarce with ncse
those already built are tilled
::;g up. and
quarters. Oil the way they cleared out a pressing
:tnifil*
W. O. BOOK & SON, Ats., Belfu.-t.
Hay and Straw—We quote at $lDOOa2(>00 per
No. 13 High St.,
BELFAST, ME.
me."
number of Chinese wash-houses. By the time they x!/ Posts in the city and 1,500 men will I ton lor
coarse hay; $18 00 for medium do, and
Mr. Brown, the present landlord
prime
e.ijiants
reached Dupont street, they numbered live or six respond on short notice.
oo per ton for line. Straw is dull at $10 00a2l 00.
$17
There will he a moonlight excursion this (Thurs
A --lex an drove House, has greatly improy
hundred. Here they were met by a strong force
BOY’S
Detuoit, Mich.. July xM. At midnight
At Critchett & Francis.
of police, who formed ;i line across the street. The
hoiel in many partieuhirs. and it is now day) evening to Castine on steamer May Queen. A
the depot yard men of the Michigan Ceilrioters
endeavored
to
break
but
the
be
for
through,
v
band
will
the
occasion,
which
will
police
;
at ".
in the wa; of eomforts.
'I’he base
organized
SPECIAL
stood linn, and being reinforced in haste from City tral quit work, also the train men and
furnish music on hoard and for a dance at Castine. Hall,
obtains a store for the supply of families in
the use of clubs beat back the crowd. tiremen. The men on the Canada South
by
Democratic County Convention*
The present situation is as follows: The police ern at Grasse Isle, struck last
•tlages besides a restaurant w here nice meals ! An excellent time may he expected.
Customers,
Aught
night, and ; The Democrats of Waldo
hold Dupont street at the corner of Bine, against
i'o be Bought,
Boarders,
Count;, are hereby rebe had.
V eoaeb connects twice a day with
also on the Amherstburg division. The
At Critchett & Francis.
Silver or Cold,
quested to meet in Convention by delegates at the
During the high wind of Tuesday a hoy started the main body of tlie mob. while a strong guard is
Agents,
trainSteamer < itv ot’ Kieliinond touches
strike
is
Court House in Belfast, on Saturday, August Is,
the
and
Merchandise
general
Orders,
along
Sold,
at
the
of
Chicago
intersection
Cross
street
with
a lire in the grass near a house on Union street,
posted
at 10 o’clock, A. M., to nominate candidates fur I
or
Of Very Superior Quality,
Servants
Coods to Appraise,
Place,
at the wharf, besides the tug line from up
Dupont, the main object being to keep the mob Canada Southern main lines and Toledo | county officers as follows Two
Do Not Buy Your
which soon communicated with an outbuilding. A
Senators, Register
Lawyer or Case,
Opening Days
from China town. The mob evidently lack leaders & Detroit diwsion.
It ;- really surprising to see w hat a popu
of Deeds, County Attorney, County Treasurer and
To announce;
Musical Teachers,
serious eoiillngration was saved through the etlbrts and their movements are w tliout oohesiveness.
also to transact any other
At HERVEY'S
Houses or Acres,
Store. <Popular Preachers,
Indianapolis, July x!I. The strikers County Commissioner;
side resort the grounds have become.
of a neighbor who extinguished the tlaines.
business tlmt
Butchers or Bakers,
looks.
properly come before the ConvenLater despatches say that quiet was took
of the t ni on depot and tion. The basismay
of representation will be as follows
possession
Books;
Boats,
*i. Wednesday night of last week a gang of
A. GREER,
To Hire or Let,
N otes,
Ceorge Wells disposed of the last box of straw restored. Several persons were wounded tracks at midnight and will allow only Each town is entitled to two delegates and one ad
.>■ ij
ditional delegate for every twenty-five votes given
rowdies made another raid upon the In
Skirt or Flounce,
Offices,
Dress,
berries of the season last week. Mr. W. sold during
postal ears to leave the city. Passenger for the Democratic candidate for Governor in 1876,
A Cure for Disease,
by pistol shots.
Basement,
I’ntil you liuvc Culled on
encamped below the San lord wharf, These the season
travel oil all roads running out of here a majority fraction will be accorded a delegate. The
A handy Valise,
boxes, all cultivated berries. Of j
First Floor,
at
.an- an- a very peaceable community, who at
A Muslin Chemise,
A Proclamation.
Casement.
County Committee will he in session at the Court
without exception is stopped.
this number 1*80 quarts were raised on one fourth
nmi'K AT
House two hours previous to the assembling of the
To Purchase a PetCheese,
t!v and itidustriouslv to their business of
of an acre of laud on the east side of the river.
SEDALIA, Mo.. JulyxM. The employes Convention, to receive the credentials of delegates. No. Id Main
Horse,
Teas,
Tin* following proclamation has been
Street, (over L. 11. Sargent's Store*,) ; Mare,
(llayford Block,)
making, and it left alone would cause no
Per Order County Com.
Bees,
of
the
Missouri
Kansas
and
Texas
RailThe Cnivcrsalist society made an excursion to issued bv the President of the Tinted road struck this
Peas;
Monkey or Bear,
t
'de
This gang of boys from the eity. near
BELFAST, MAINE,
morning about III o'clock.
For
are
< >r are prone
Bloodhound or spitz,
States:
they
Selling the Best
Montville*
glit went to the Indians' tent, aroused the Ryder’s Cove. Tuesday, on steamer May Queen.
Free from Fits.
demand three months back pay
To make known
Whereas it is provided in the Constitution of They
The Democrats of Montvilie are requested to
and at
Goods
ever
To
offered,
To
will
be
Hire
a
Your
there
a
excursion
over
the
Hall,
Store,
large
rday
.md the drunken brawls that ensued
the United States that the United States shall pro- due them and wages previously paid. meet at the Meeting House at Centre Montville,
A Tender of Bars,
Hostelry,
Railroad from Dexter. Newport aud Pittstield,
iin.ed the whole neighborhood.
The Indians
tect every State in the Union, and whereas the
A Driver of Cars,
Freight trains are stopped, but passen- on August 4th, at 2 o'clock P. M.. to choose dele
Dry Hoods,
Prices!
Lowest
which will also take a cruise on tin* new steamer. laws of the United States require that iu all eases
An Klegant Carriage,
l nholstery,
-ei.t uji town n r tie* night police,' who went to
gates to attend the State Convention at Portland
ger trains run as usual.
A
LA KG F. LOT OF
An Opulent Marriage.
of insurrection in any State, or of obstruct ion to
Picnics,
on the l itli day of August. 1ST7.
Also to choose
N.
s> ei.e and
arrested tin* maramleis, William
x!l.
Y.,
is
Tiatv,
July
Everything
excursions,
The game of base ball that was advertised to the laws thereof, whenever in the judgment of the
Play, Concert or Ball,
delegates to attend the County Convention at Bel
K nick- K murks,
Skates,
lie and
'one-li as mmiiigham. **M. and lodged
President it becomes necessary to use military quiet.
fast, when culled, and to transact any other lmsi
**ome off at the trotting
park in this eitv, on forces
Plates;
Diversions,
to
II ARiasnruG, I’a., July 21.
in jail,
'fhe others of the gang maile their
\ cry ness that may conn* before said meeting. Per
suppress such insurrection or obstruction
To sell to gay creatures
Clothes ready made
Wednesday, between the Dirigos of Rockland and to the laws,
1 N C L L l> I N G
he shall forthwith by proclamation
S. B. Dodge.
Increase of Trade
Diamonds,
quiet this morning. The vigilance com- Order Town Committee.
’Scape. Faylu* and Cunningham were taken be
the Pastimes of Belfast, has been postponed, on command such insurgents to
and
retire
u\ DOZ. Cents Hemmed Lim n Handker
Pearls,
Coals, Coke and Wood,
disperse
mittee dispersed the mob last night.
Justice Wallace.on Thursday, who sentenced
r\J chiefs, subject to -light imperfections,
account of an accident to a member of the former peaceably to their respective abodes within a
Pictures,
Kings,
Lineoluville.
10 cts. to the finest quality, less by the du/en.
from
24.
is
i. t«i thirty days each in Belfast jail.
limited time.
Chicago,
July
Curls,
Lectures,
Now, therefore, I, Rutherford B.
Everything
quiet
The Democrats of Lineoluville. who are legal
club.
A FFLFS. 11 OS TO.X IS Ah'FI> UFA A.s'.
Considered by every one t«» be very cheap.
< >r wash for their features. All kinds of Food,
It is reported that tile Northwest- voters, an*
Hayes, President of the United States, do hereby here.
notified
to
meet
at
the
School
To
odd
Works
on
hereby
thing
FltESIt APPLES. ,er.
buy any
Theology,
\1 \ s 11 i:mi s Si viiiiiNt; An Alii.
At about
Trial Justice Wallace disposed of the following admonish all good citizens of the United States ern has rescinded orders 1'or a reduction.
House at Lineoluville Beach. Saturday, August
Or sell any odd tiling;
DOZ. Ladies Linen Handkerchiefs, t for
Magic, Astrology,
and all
lin k Friday night, the police heard
go cents.
persons within the territory and juris
Wealth or Felicity,
eases on Tuesday- Daniel Sheehan, for drunken
A Pittsburg despati h states’that the fourth, ut three o’clock P. M.. to choose delegates
Cats,
PRICES LOW!
diction of the United States, against aiding,eouute
World wide Publicity,
to attend the State Convention to be held at Port
Bats,
on.in
front of tin* American House, ness,
thirty days in jail. Jack Fogcrtv for drunken- naueing. abetting, or taking part in such unlawful Roman Catholic Bishop Taigg stood on a laud.
Ladles Silk Handkerchiefs, only
DOZ.
Mats,
Flags,
Per Order Town Committee.
'.
for tin* night watch.
On reaching the ness and
• J cents each.
locomotive Monthly and endeavored to
A Is.i Fresh TAMABIXIIfi put up in Hats,
Bags,
being concerned in the raid upon the In proceeding, and I do hereby warn all persons en
or
connected
with
said
in.
domestic
violence
Bags,
Bats,
tln-y found a man who had been assaulted diaus as noticed in another part of the paper, was gaged
pacify the rioters, but although many
Stn/itr Ini
Pantaloons, Hats,
Nags,
and obstruction of tin* laws, to disperse and retire
Ian DOZ. HOSIERY, ‘‘»ts io. i:,c.
: was
Democratic State Convetion.
were of his religious followers,
bleeding from a wound in the neck, sentenced to thirty days in jail. Both appealed
tV/U and up. Also, Ladies and Misse- at w ry
Dress-Shirts or Collars,
they simResplendent Cravats,
to their respective homes on or before
peaceably
low prices.
or Beef,
■it
.Mutton
him
B.
Almighty
Dollars,
asked
soldiers
apparently had been iutlie.«*d by a dull itu
why Philadelphia
and gave bonds for their appearance at the S. J. twelve o’clock noon of the twenty fourth day of ply
The Democrats of Maine and all others who sym
Houses to Rent,
Financial Relief,
•Mil. prohabh a stone,
lb* informed the po
tired on them and asked, “What Tom pathize with them in their
July instant.
v'wtton Edging, only .’cents
37 Main Street. Stocks,
('ourt.
Store, Tenement,
purposes and objects Wadlin Block,
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my Scott had
Cash
to be Lent.
tiiat he was tin* engineer of one of the six
to
of
sa\ about it," and they
Clocks,
tfl
got
regardless
Belfast, July ‘-*5, 1877.
past political alliliations, are invited
hand and caused the seal of the United States
A forest tire of some extent raged in the woods
Cash to be Spent,
t" send delegates to a State Convention to be
Locks,
si tamers that were lying at the
wanted to get hold of (ten. Pearson. But
wharves;
ALL and see that we haw- no ordinary Stock to
to be affixed at Washington this twenty third
Socks,
Scent,
held in
near Mason’s mills, on the east side of the river,
J otter our customers.
Portmanteau or Box,
iie had been assaulted by some unknown par
R. B. HAVES.
lent,
although he assured them, they paid but
day of July.
CITY
HALL,
PORTLAND,
the
of
the
week.
The
wood
or
first
lots
Roman
Ox,
Pig, Sheep
part
Cement,
By the President.
little heed, and after listening to him a
who ran when he shouted lor help.
He had during
Or even a Beau,—
Ho
B. F. WELLS.
Wm. At. Eva ins, Secretary of State.
of Harding and Sherman, Win. Thomas, Frank and
Tuesday, August 14, 1877, at II A. M.,
few moments returned to pillaging and
Then in a trice.
Read the advice
drinking ami was taken to his vessel by the
to nominate a candidate for Governor, to be supRichard Patterson, were burned over on Tuesday.
Take
the
advice
Far
the
train.
beyond
price
burning
jHiliee The next morning revealed the fact I
Indian Trouble in Alaska.
-Q: o :QWritten below—
Written below—
ported at the September Election, and for tin*
u some instances it communicated with the fences,
Bethlehem, Pa., July 24. The Min- transaction
MEN’S
the affray. or a subsequent one, had been
of such other business as may properly
and buildings were kept constantly wet down to
New
21.
A Port Towns- ers at Beaver Brook mines at Attdenried, come before the convention.
ADVERTISE IN THE JOURNAL.
Yoke, July
serious than the surroundings of the night
The
save them.
basis of representation will be as follows:
end, W. T., despatch, dated the 23d, says l’a., struck this morning. No trouble is
r.- indicated.
Two Belfast men. Arvida Hay
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled to
Foukst Firms. Extensive fires are burning over the steamer California from Sitka, arrived anticipated.
lias just received his Spring Stock of
rd and John .Met'ala*, were badly wounded by
one delegate and one additional delegate foi everv
Sinimry. Pa., July 21. The Philathe woodland in Burnham and vicinity. On Tues- last night, reports great danger of deseventy live votes east for the Democratic candiere cuts from a knife.
They had reached their
struction of tlie entire town with all the delphia and Erie train men struck here date for Governor in 1S7(>. A fraction of forty votes
HATS, CAPS
day several farm houses and outbuildings were
un > after midnight in tin* above condition. An
At CRITCHETT & FRANCIS.
inhabitants. The troops had hardly got last night. This forenoon they compelled will be accorded a delegate.
—A N I)—
threatened, and were saved with difficulty. The
'animation of 11 ay ford revealed four wounds up
The Democratic State Committee will be in sesout of sight of the town, when the In- the shop hands and machinists to strike.
afternoon
train
from
this
trouble
met
with
no
at
the
on
city
Preble House,
Monday night, and
Men’s Fine Calf Button Boot,
tin* left sill.* -one upon the thigh and three
sion
dians came pouring inside the stockade The. excitement is great, but thus far no in
A. O^BB.
the Reception Room, City Building, on the
on that day, but on its return, an hour later, en•’uers extending from below tin* shoulder blade
$4.00. FormeriPrice $4.75.
and entered and pillaged all the Govern- overt act has been committed.
I*. A. CKOOKKK, has sold his interest in
morning of the convention, at D o’clock, for the
countered a fire between Burnham and Unity,
ui. the side, two of them very severe.
the
McCabe
drug business at Augusta, Me., and rement buildings vacated.
Sitka Jack,
Pottsville, Pa. The!»:lf> A. M. mail purpose of receiving credentials.
which was spreading rapidly, and threatening a
Men’s Fine Calf Strap Shoes, sumes his practice at Searsinont
Village, where InF. I). Lyford, Androscoggin.
"its cut in a similar manner.
Which lie otters for Sale at
One severe cut was
head chief of the Kolosli tribe, told Capt. and express train from Pottsville for
will be pleased to meet old friends and patients in
J. C. M ADIGAN. Aroostook.
$3.00. Former Price $3.50.
large pile of wood beside the track. Conductor Thorne that the
that part of the country.
11
was his and on
'.poii the left shoulder, and three others down tin*
has
returned.
The
country
Philadelphia
L. B. Pillsrury. Franklin.
passenMace stopped the train, had the fire quenched in
that
h*.
Tin* wounds are not dangerous, and the
the return of his men from fishing, took gers state the tracks were torn up a conA. A. Bartlett, Hancock.
and men sent from Unity to take care of it
J. U. Martin, Knox.
parties will recover unless some complication sets part,
CHILDREN'S
possession of the town. At evening en- siderable distance from the depot, The
Those wishing to purchase goods of
Geo. C. Berry, Lincoln.
Slightly Damaged,
•u
The riot that commenced in Baltimore last week, tertainments among the whites in town, railroad company notified the train men
The whole affair is wrapt in mystery. It hapA. S. Kimball, Oxford.
this
kind
will
liml
it
for
their
the
advantage For One-half
usual Price.
l"*ned at midnight when there are supposed to be is the first one in that city, since the famous Sixth the Indians came boldly and refused to to take no trains out until the road is
C. N. Mersey, Penobscot.
i." one about hut the
II. Hudson. Jr., Piscataquis.
to call and examine his Stock before buynight police, and they saw Massachusetts volunteers were assaulted in April, leave. There were 1000 Indians about clear.
A. Libby, Sagadahoc.
At Critchet
Francis.
•■thing of it. The wounded men are very reticent, 1801, while marching from one depot to another. Sitka on the return of Jack’s men from
Coast Pirato Arrested.
W. I). Hayden, Somerset,
ing elsewhere.
d the party or parties that did the cutting are There are at work in the shoe factory in this eitv fishing, while the whites numbered only
li.
Waldo.
U.
Mur<
ii,
Portland, July 24. Another coast
tire that our next
LAD IIE S
At CRITCHETT & FRANCIS.
•t known. The theory of the night
W. Hathaway, Washington.
police is that two men who were members of that regiment, 40. The probabilities
I am here myself, at No- 54
Chas. E. Davis, aged .'!(), a native
E. Stone, York.
the engineer above mentioned was the one en- both of whom were wounded on that occasion, intelligence will be their utter destruction. pirate,
of Long Island, Mt. Desert, was arrested
E. F. Pillsrury, Kennebec, Chairman.
Main St. Don’t you forget it.
caged. and that he was acting in self-defence, al- being among the first to shed blood in the great The blame seems to lie between the War here
Notice.
1). Anderson, Cumberland, Secretary.
to-day and his little schooner found Jno.
the
and
Department
Treasury.
no
knife
was
found
him.
The
my wife Mary 1*. Davis, having left
Those rebellion
usual arrangements on all the railroad and
One was shot in the leg, and the other
though
upon
full of stolen rigging, etc.
lie has heremy bed and board without just cause, I heresteamboat lines for fares at reduced rates, which
who know the wounded men do not believe this,
has a beautiful mould of a Hat iron on the top of
by forbid all persons from harboring or trusting her
deep sea turtle, weighing nearly four hundred tofore served two terms in the State Pris- will he more particularly announced hereafter.
*ud think the true story is yet to he told.
on my account.
LUTHER DAVIS.
his head.
was
few
off
on.
pounds,
At Critchett & Francis.
caught a
days ago
Newport.
Jno. 1). Anderson, Secretary.
ft
Belfast, April 25, IS77.
Freedom, July 10,1877.—3w3
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Prices!
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<

& CO.

Spices.

Store!

Variety

—

Full Line Choice

Boot & Shoe Line

>

Boston Baked Beans, Smoked Dried

Brilliant White

Bond’s Boston

Safety

Oil!

(10O1)

PICKLES-all brands,JARS PICKLES

Giace

■

White Corn Flour.

Russett

■

-•

Coffees and Teas !

1

Slippers

Something

o

■

Geo. G. Well’s New

NOTICES^

Variety Store,

Newport

Button

Violin, Bass Viol,
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Strings!

IF YOU WANT

Jewelry

Attorney

-■

& Counsellor

Law.

CRITCHETT &

FRANCIS,

RECEIVED.
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.. >

TIES

Bools & Shoes

«

JUST

SCOTCH

"special.

GOODS!

Peaches, Pears, Quinces, Pine

IK

F.

SWIFT,

■

9000

Look!

—
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Look!! Look!!!

C. W. HANEY

Marked Down!

FurnishingGoods

Prices

Can’t be Beat!

FineGoatSlippers

DU.

75 Prs. Men’s & Women’s Shoes,

French Kid Boots

1A

C. W. HANEY

FRENCH KID WALKING SHOES

WHEREAS,

Trouble
liY

the

in

A.

Choir.

The

WORDEN.

T.

There
Hint

was
something so unusual in the singing of
the choir
the Kl<lcr looked up mildlv from the tenth of

Jeremiah,
with readjusted eyesight, looked along the

\nd

foremost row.
While a hundred necks
from all below.

were

before tlie rolling thunder

An

ing

There

twisted in

comes a

a

stare

distant wail-

moan.

was

gan's

presage of
tone.

disturbance in the very

or-

the p
»pj»itig.of the pickets, ere the battle's
awful din.
the tuning of the liddles ere the orchestra
begin.

Ti't
<

»r

An

unprejudiced observer might have
half an eye

There

seen

with

was waiting an
explosion that would blow
them all sky high.
spontaneous combustion, to accept a modern

<Ai

name.

'1 hat

waiting just

was

a

motion to hurst forth into

tiame.

a

The Soprano sat in grandeur, with her book before
her face.
With her hack comb turned in anger on the Alto
and the Bass:
While the Tenor stood beside her with an elevated
n«*se.

And the Oreauist pawed madly at the pedals with
his toes.

Hon

could any

but

one

fceii 11 tf
Though the hymn
were

Angels sing

when they

SO,
was

"Songs

of

Gladness," they

would make it "Sounds of Woe."
we sing about devotion, some devotion we
feel.
Or our plaintive tones of worship will
partake
somewhat of squeal.
When

must

the Alto sung her solo, and then left it to the
Bass.
Who was gnawing at his moustache, and was look
mg for the place :
While the Organist in anger, sung the leading part

But

alone.

And the Tenor tried to follow, but it elided in
groan.

a

the horror stricken people heard the discord

As

rising higher.

patent to tin- simplest there was trouble in
the choir.
And the Organist, in fury, closed the organ with a
crash.
And the Alto sobbed in anguish and the choir had
gone to smash.
It

was

When the Elder went among them with a view to
reconcile.
The Soprano told her story with a sanguinary
smile.
It appeared the wretched Chorister had introduced
a

With

a

girl

brand

way of singing, and

new

a

most

dis

trading curl.

But. to cap the hitter climax, this usurper wore a
hat.
Just a duck, a gem. a beauty, and it made the rest
look Hat:
And the straw that broke the camel’s back and
made the wreck completeShe came early Sunday morning, and usurped the

leading

seat.

When th»* Elder asked the Tenor why he left, he
said: "Because
The Soprano said his chest tones sounded just like

tiling

saws

he overheard the Alto one night whisper to
the Bass.
That a man with such a moustache was a palpable
And

disgrace.’’

And the Bass informed the Elder that he sacrificed
his views
When he came and joined the Elder’s choir, to
help liil up the pews.
lb* was an Episcopalian, and if people thought
he'd take
Any nonsense from a Baptist they had made a
great mistake.
Then the Organist and Alto both put on an injured
look.
Saying something in an undertone about a change
d’ hook:
And the Klder overheard them, as lie
gently closed
■

the

l

door,

the words. "A poor old Fogy." and "A senti
mental Bore."

so

seratehed his poor old noddle, as he ambled down the street,
With his spectacles on forehead and his slippers
oil his feet :
And I really think the Elder lias a
hope of pour
ing oil
On the troubled sea of music, to
allay the sad tur
moil.
And he

meantime service opens with old "China"
or "Bethune."
the Deacon with his tune lurk gives the people all the tune :
And the organ gathers cobwebs, and the
people
In the

And

gather

grace.

lnle they roar out “Coronation" to C
hoarsest bass.
Ftica
Observer.
|
N

One

Year

o

Deacon's

Apart.

above a rippled sea.
A tall sail less'niug (town the
sky.
And low waves singing merrily.
With none to hear but she and 1.

bright

sun

\ few soft words.
“How sweet to tloat
Alone the line of shining shore.
And slowly, in a sail less boat.
Drift on into the evermore,

carry there this picture fair.
The sea and sky and smiling land.
With not a thought of toil or can*
<ioing like children, hand in hand."

And

That

year ago to-day.
For her the boat has left the shore,
Vnd now her footsteps slowly stray
The bright paths of the evermore.
was a

And I the sun and sky and sea.
And low waves singing on the sand.
Seem saying that she waits for me
In that far oil', yet nearing, land.
|Thomas S. < ’oilier.

Jewels of

Thought

and Devotion.

Hi. what is man
'reation's wonder:
\u angel half, and half a brute :
A frown can tear his heart asunder:
A tear rau make his passion mute.
For him blooms pleasure's every llower,
but all too soon their beauty Hies.
A thousand cares and pains oVrpowcr.
And then he ripens, droops and dies.

<
<

Vice, virtue hoth win his devotion
\"w bound in chains, now robed in
power—
The king of earth, the king of ocean.
Vet ruled by passion every hour.
To da; bis fancy thoughts discover
^ orl«l> mortal eye hath ne'er
:
To morrow earth doth
wrap him over.
And dust is he whom dust hath made.

surveyed

Then* is

routine.

hope

in

extravagance

:

there is

none

| Emerson.

bach succeeding day is the scholar of that which
preceded.
Assurance never failed to
houses of the great.

Envy makes

get admission into the

what will serve to
others and not perceive what may justify.
us see

accuse

Envy, among other

ingredients, has a mixture
of justice in it.
We are more angry at undeserved
than deserved good fortune.
Were I to fall in love again (which is a great
passion, ami therefore I hope 1 have done with
it.) it would be. I think, with prettiness rather
than majestieal beauty. (Cowley.
bet grace and goodness be the principal load
thy affections, for love which has ends
will have ;iu end. whereas that which is founded
on true virtue will always continue.
stone of

The wise

has his follies no less than the
Idol; but it has been said that herein lies the difference -the follies of the fool are known to the
world, but are hidden from himself; the follies of
the wise mail are known to himself, but hidden
from tin* world.
man

admirably hath iiod disposed of the ways of
even the sight of vice in others is like a
warning arrow shot for us to take heed. We should
•orreet our own faults by seeing how
uncomely
the; appear to others. Who will not abhor ii
choleric passion, and a saucy pride in himself,
that sees how ridiculous and contemptible thev
So

man

that

render those who

are

infested with them.

We need to labor with our minds and hearts as
as with our hands, in order to
dcvelope what
is within us. t«* make the most of our
possibilities
and to enable us to live nobly and worthily. Wc
need a careful balancing of our duties and relu
lions in life, and a due allotment of time and eu
crirv to each, that we
may not dcvelope into one
sided and unshapely characters, but attain the
and
symmetry
beauty of true excellence.
well

All books are dry and tame compared with that
unwritten book prayed in the closet. The
prayers of exiles ! The prayers of martvrs
The
prayers oi missionaries! The pravers of the Waldciises!
The prayers of the Aibigeuses! The
prayers ol the Covenanters ! The sighs, the groans,
the inarticulate cries of suffering men, whom tv
rants have buried alive in dungeons—whom the
world may torget, but Hod never! If some angel,
catching them as they were uttered, should drop
them down from heaven, what a
liturgy they
would make ! Can any epic equal those unwritten
words that pour into the ear of Hod out of the
heart's fullness !
Still more, what
epic can equal the unspoken
words, that never lind the lip. hut go up to heaven
in unutterable longings aud aspirations! Words
are but the bannerets of a great army ;
thoughts
are tin* main body of the footmen.
Words show
here and there a little gleam in the air. but the
great multitude of thoughts march unseen below.
Words cannot follow aspiration even in its tamer
flights; still less when it takes wings and flics lip
ward, borne
of Hod's holy spirit. I
by the breath
see the gulls from
my window day by day. making
circuits against the north wind. They mount up
above t he masts of vessels ill the stream, and then
suddenly drop almost to the water's edge, flying
lirst in one direction and then in another, that
they may find some eddy unobstructed by that
steady blowing blast, until they turn finally with
tlie wind, and then like a gleam of light their
white wings flash down the hay faster than any
eye can follow them ! So when men s aspirations
are bore by some divine wind towards heaven,
they take swift upward flight, and no words can
follow them! [Beecher.
great

Farmer

in

The

Monitor

and

Merrimac.

Tin* Selma Argus, according to our
recollection of facts, is wholly mistaken
in saying that the ■■Merrimac.” or •■Virginia,” was ‘•mortally wounded” in her
tight with the Monitor in March, isiig.
It is true that the Merrimac's prow was
wrenched off, but she was not disabled
by that mishap. The inability to continue the light was owing to the want of
ammunition, and the exposure other tmarmored sides, as. by the expenditure of
ammunition and the consumption of coal,
she rose out of the water. As soon as
the Merrimac had relitted, she, in company with the Patrick Henry , the Jamestown. and the lleaufort, ran down to Newport News and vainly endeavored to provoke the Monitor to come out and light.
The Patrick Henry and Jamestown were
ordinary river steamers, with walkingbeam engines, and the llaleigh and lleaulort were small tug-boats.
The plan was
to run down on the Monitor and throw
aboard a body of volunteers, (of whom
the writer was one.)who should endeavor
to chock the turret with wedges, enliven
the hold by throwing lighted oakum balls
down the hatches and \ entilators. and. in
general, hit ahead wherever they could
tind it. Meantime the four Confederate
steamers would either tow the Monitor
bodily to Norfolk or go to the bottom
with her.
It was a. desperate venture:
but the career of the Monitor would have
ended then and there had she not held
discretion to be the better part of valor
and lurked under the guns of Fortress
Monroe, although tint.. four small
American vessels were cut out under her
nose and sent as prizes to Norfolk.
The Argus is likewise in error in saving that the Merrimac sank at Norfolk
in consequence of injuries received in the
light with the Monitor. Norfolk was
evacuated by the Confederates in May
Idild. and the attempt to take the .Merrimac to sea, or to run her up the York
Kiver having been abandoned, she was
blown up near Craney Island.
It was a
blue day ! [Charleston (S. c.) News.
Coat

Mo

a

Farm.

At the age of twelve years I commenced
the use of tobacco, with the opinion that
it looked manly to use it.
I had considerable difficulty in forming the habit.
1
was very often sick and blinded from the
etl'ect.s of it, but by-aud-by the habit was
formed, and 1 was a tobacco ehewer,
ejecting from my mouth tobacco juice.
M\ parents tried to prevail on me not to
use it, but in vain.
I bid my plugs about
the barn.
As a source of expenditure the habit
was a success.
1 was able in a year or
two to use ."(it cents worth a week.
It
puzzled me to provide the spare change
to enable me to continue the luxury (as I
esteemed it.) Frequently the use of it
produced nervousness and prostration. 1
was often subject to great inconvenience,
in entering the house of some tidy housekeeper, to find a place to spit : was often
compelled to hold the tobacco juice in my
mouth until it was full and running over,
and then rush to the door; at other times
1 would swallow the juice, which would
produce a burning sensation in my stomach, causing an increased How of saliva.
Still 1 persisted in the use of the weed.
Twenty years had sped away through
which I had probably averaged 5(1 cents
a week, or $“4U a year.
Having a little
leisure one day, 1 begun a calculation of
what it had cost me, principal and interest, in g(l years, which I then found to be
$1500: that is, if the $“4(> each year had
been loaned at 10 per cent, interest and
compounded annually: this brought me
to the age of Jfc! years, when I found that
the $1500 loaned at 10 per cent, interest
and compounded annually, in twentyeight years, or by the time 1 would be (JO
years of age, would amount to nearly
$•44,000.
I passed my lingers through my hair
and thought what a good sized farm that
And yet how many have
would buy.
chewed on to UO years of age, chewing
1 quit, and have
up two or three farms.
enjoyed better life for it. [Hilly Middles,
in Co-operative Journal.
Not long ago an aged Iad\ of Fontainebleau died, leaving large property,
and, among other bequests, left to a local
physician who had long attended her a
huge oaken trunk, the opening of which
excited great expectations. But the contents did not prove to bo particularly
valuable. They were the drugs and doses
which he had supplied to her for years

past.
A young lady residing in Reading, I’a.,
troubled last week with a hair in her
throat. The hair was ejected on Sunday
by violent coughing. It was an inch and
a half in length, and the color of her ardent lover’s mustache.
was

**EW'AIID Mill be paid for a
bottle of any other CUrad or
Ktiivuci1 of Ging-er if found to equal In
flavor, purify, and prompt medicinal effect Sanford'a Jamaica Ginger. Mumplei
free at all l>ruggi.«t.v and Grocer*

Africa.

licpllblics.

It
in

Dutch

C

The Dutch farmer or Boer of the interior ol the ('ape Colony may he described
in a few words. In every community
there are had exceptions; and the exceptions being all that we hear of at a distance, the South African Boer has till
lately been regarded in Kngland as little
better than a savage. We must learn to
know his fairer side. The type is unchanging. As he was in ISlNiiu the Colony, so he Is in I87(> in the republics of
the interior, lie is uncultivated. Ho is
unprogressive : hut lie possesses qualities
which even here will be regarded as not
without value. "He is domestic, hut not
gregarious." When lie settles lie procures from boon to tjo.ooo acres of undulating grass plain, lie takes possession
in his wagon with his wife and children,
his scanty furniture, his family Bible,
which is all his literature, and his sheep
and cattle. He selects a spring of water
as a site for his house ; ten miles,
perhaps,
from his nearest neighbor. His house
consists of a central hall, with a kitchen
behind it, and three, four, or live bedrooms
opening out of it, all on one door. He
builds kraals for his cattle,
lie fences
in a garden which lie carefully irrigates,
And so rapid is the growth in that soil
and climate that in lour or liv e years it
will he stocked with oranges, lemons, citrolls, j (caches, apricots, tigs, auplcs, pears.
and grape vines,
lie incloses litre or a
hundred acres, which lie ploughs and
sows with wheat or Indian corn.
His
herds and docks multiply with little elibrt.
If lie is ambitious he adds a few ostriches,
whose feathers lie sells at l’ort Hlizabeth.
Thus lie lives in rude abundance.
IIis
hoys grow up and mam : his daughters
lind husbands, and when the land is good
they remain at his side. For each new
family a house is lmilt a few gunshots
from the first. A few more acres are
brought under the plough. A second
generation is born. The old people become the patriarchs of the family hamlet.
The younger gather round them a the
evening meal, which is preceded by a long,
solemn grace, as the day's work in the
morning is commenced with a l’saim.
The authority of age is absolute. The
old lady sits in a chair in the hall, extending her hand to a guest lmt never
rising to receive him. The young generation. tiained to obedience, fetch and
earn at her command.
The estate produces almost everything which the family consumes. There is no haste to get
rich. There is no desire of change.
The
Boer has few wants but those which lie
can himself supply, and he asks
nothing
hut to he let alone. Tile obedience \\ Inch
lie expects from his children he experts
equally from his servants, lie is a strict
(’alvanist. The stream of time, which
lias carried most of us so far and fast,
lias left him anchored on the old ground.
The only knowledge which he values is
contained in his Bible.
His notions of
things in Heaven and earth are very much
what would have been found in Scotland
in the days of the Covenant. I le is constitutionally republican, yet of liberty in tinmodern sense he has no idea,
lie considers work the first duty of man. and
habits of work the only lifting education.
Native questions and ali oilier questions
he regards from this point of view. Without tenderness, without enthusiasm, and
with tlio narrowest intellectual horizon,
lie has a stubborn practicality well suited for the work which he has chosen as
the pioneer of African civilization. !Two
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Plows! Plows! New Saloon!

SANFORD’S
JAMAICA
GINGER

E celebrated FRYE
Sale by

Til
E. J. Morison

Also agents for the HUSSEY PLOW of Unity,
and the HUSSEY and DOE PLOWS made at

Liberty.
Every Plow fully warranted, and satisfaction guarrant eed.

Castings

is prepared from the true Jamaica (linger, combined
with choice aromatics and genuine French Brandy,
an l is vastly superior to every other Extract or Essence of (linger before the public, all of which are
prepared with alcohol by the old process. It instant-

of all the above
A

Just

Call and

Morbus, Cramps and
Diarrhoea, Dysentery
and Cholera Infantum, Diarrhoea
in Teething, and all Summer Complaints,

j
|
I

j

NOT

Fresh Lot of Goods.
the

And

to oiler

to

any

one

THE

shall

make

A full line of each

Belfast, June J8, 1877.

tf.V_*

I

have just added to my large stock of Si’ECTA
CLES and EYE (iLASSES,

Latest.

Pure Scotch Pebbles,
Gold and Steel Bows.
Pebbles being Stone do not get scratched and
blurred by use, and are of wonderful clearness, and
purity of color.

ill 1

Everything

Jewelry Store,
Phenix Row, Belfast.

lUrEISr’S

Fine Goat Ties

plants

and shrubs.

Epilepsy,

acres

ot
KKMOVKD MV STOCK OK

1 IIAVK

Even in

Faralysis,

Stovos uml Tin

Fits, and Nervous and In-

or

voluntary

REMOVALS
Shop

The Store lately occupied bv George 1*\
1 will be pleased to welcome my old

b.\ Bullying the Nervous Forces, lias ef-

Constantly

WARE

hand.

on

JOB-WORK
ALL

I’rice
Sent mi

pari of the

Promptly

One,

That

gives

such

universal satisfaction.

Come and look at my
my store.

l nited States and Canadas,

WEEKS &

am

location, and examine

new

R. FRANK CLARK.
i.'ir
lii-mtHi, April io, i.irr.

POTTER, Proprietors,

Boston.

Great

JACKSON’S BEST

Bargains

SWEET NAVY CHEWING TOBACCO!
awarded tin*

was

GO

j

TO

.V/;il7.1'

N. F. BURNHAM S

TIT*t-|

bl

Extra Fin** .1lix«**l C ard*, with name,
) lO Cts., post-paid. L. JONFS &CO., Nassau,
New York.

FURNITURE
STORE,
Granite

BELFAST,

Block,
MAINE.

■BUI*

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient
is a household name throughout the United States,
it is administered as a specific, and with success, in
dyspepsia, sick headache, nervous debility, liver
complaint, bilious remittents, bowel complaints (especially constipation), rheumatism, gout, gravel,
nausea, the complaints peculiar to the maternal sex,
ami all types of inflammation. So mild is it in its
operation that i! can he given with perfect safety to
the feeblest child ; and so agreeable is it to the taste,
so
refreshing to the palate, that children never re-

fuse to take* it.

For sale

by all druggists.

ROOFING SLATL

4. WILIK1R A CO., Mat** Wliurvei,
V*«* C ommercial MlIlonton. Sole Agents
for Merrill’s Celebrated Brownville Unfading Slate.
Strongest, and best made; less repairs than others;
received the highest Centennial award, a medal and
diploma. Sold by the square or cargo at Bangor or
Boston. Also all other kinds of slate and roofing
materials. Address A. W. & Co., Boston, or 11. A.
.Ui:i;kiij,, Bangor, Me.

FRECKLES !
lIKRlfllVM %V4*11, the greatest infallible
five-day Freckle Tan and Pimple Cure; mailed securely sealed for f»0 ct«. by J. U. 11FISFFY & CO.,
Sulem, N. J.

HOTEL
Opposite

DEVONSHIRE,
Grand

Central Depot, on 41st
Streets, bet. 4th and 5th

and 42d

Avenues, New York,
IIOTI'.I, DKVONS1IIKK
rpur,
L fir* t-class

is

JL nership

SUMMER
rooms

FAMILY GrROCERIKS !
Corn, Flour and Meal,
Pork, Beef,
Kerosene Oil,
Lard, Hams,
Tea, Coffee,
and

Tobacco,

Spices,

and all goods usually kept in a lirst-class < irocery
.Store, at wholesale and retail, at as reasonable rates
as can be had at any store in tin* c
ty.
Our Stock is purchased for Cash, and by strict integrity and fair dealing we hope to merit a fair share
of patronage.
jtjHiive us a call.
I*EX If AZEI/JTNE.
N. E. KEEN.
1870.—jfstf
Belfast, Dec.

MOOST’S

DRUG STORE!

persons
hereby forbidden from landing
or mitering
upon Sears’s Island, wit bout license.
W. I. COCHRAN, For Proprietors.
Searsport, July 11, 1877.—:twis2.

Pure

Drugs

and Chemicals !

Genuine Patent Medicines
Ol all kinds.

large Stock

A

and

great variety of

TRUSSES
The best

I

and most durable

In the

Croquet Slippers
At CRITCIIKTT & FRANCIS.

VESTS]
Tam

VEIT.MAHEIU

at

good prices

at

mv

can

obtain work

store.

Belfast, June 20, 1877.

CEO. A. QUIMBV.
fiitf

has removed his stock of

Goods!

Dry

KATAHDIN.
Capt. Win R. Roix,

Ayi:i:’> Cni

public

Will leave Belfast for Boston every Monday, Wed
o'clock 1*. M.
nesday, bhursday and Saturday, at
Returning, will h ave Boston every Monday, lues
day, Thursday and Friday at .'>. '.0 o'clock 1*. M.
Fare to Boston,
$2.50

nitY

about

of

cures

It

rntiyhs,

(

still
•■/>!<,

11

use

in

Analytical

ud

Chemist.

ni mpett t uxtm
medicines know

Tli'-y

a:i I gi 1c. vT

arc

EMERY

BOARDMAN,
COUNSELLOR at LAW

Notary Public,
C

BELFAST. ME.
htf

E

.JOHNSON,
Attorney at Law,
No. 1'.' Main

St., ltellast, Me.

4f4i' All business entrusted to
prompt attention.

G

E.

him

will receive
f.mhi*

JOHNSON,

at Law!

Attorney

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by Hon. Nehemiah Abbott.

WALLACE,

IIAih.DKS liLOh, Brlfast. b,
-®^*AI1 business entrusted t<» him will receive
rompt attention.

American

Hotel.

-o-

BANCOR HOUSE.
ing uewh furnished ami
1 re*puire*d throughout. Ste am Ile-at ami all mod'tii improvements,
fable* always mij>|.lie-el w ith tinbest the marke t allbrds, withcllicie-nt waiters. l ight
minutes' walk from tin* Depot ami Ste-amleeiat lane!ings. Superior Sample- Booms forComme-rcial ITavcITin- manage-nu-Jit e>t tl e»-rs, without e-xtra charge.
house will hereafter he- unele-r JIa.hh: iI. Baki i:,
lute-of the Augusta House-, Augusta, Me*.
•iwl
II. BAKK.B & Co., I’reeprie-tors.

Bread !

To the
in
II ay ford Black, and invites all of his forme- patrons
and friends to give him a call. My Brices will be as

Bread!!

FOR MT. DESERT & MACHiAS.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

TRIPS

TWO

-.

Belfast, Castin Bronksville
M "

Rubber Coated Pipe.
rjnillS

i-

a

pel feftlv

pule ami !t« :ilt I •>

"’ill nil 'ii.Ti Curt tor
|
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PIPES,

ii

-•

nisi <»r

Babbitt Metal,
For

IVSachinery,

CUM
tf

At the JOI i:\ AI. OFFh I

MI.I.!

Maine Contra! Railroad.
Summer
!

PROBATE

t-JC*!5ffrCf:8CfeS:r.£r.n'-f
zzsc

zzjzl—:l
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NOTICE.

Knircs,

Perfumery in

Again in

the Field !

Arnold

Harris,

AiriTII many thanks for past favors, begs leave
to inform his friends and the public generally
t V
that he has returned and re-opened the store

No. 78 Main Street,
With

an

entire New Stock of

CLOTHS!
Mens’ and Boy’s Clothing

HATS,

Spectacle

or

Eye-glass $2.50

Bullied,

Hair Oils,

Pomades,

Also,

a

line and

elegant line of choice patterns, and

weli-Kiiown

makes of

CARPETINGS !
Consisting

I have bought my goods for CASH at a very i.()W
ligure, and will be enabled to give my customers
better bargains than heretofore.
A saving of from TKN to KIKTKKN per <vnt can
be made by buying your good at the NKW M'OllK.
I promise Jiothing in this paper, but what I can
fulfill at my store at

Belfast. Me.

•rtf

lias removed his Stock of

Boots

&

Shoes

Face Punster,
\Vi: AUK

and Combs,

Sponges, &e.,, &c.
in

a

tiral-cluss Drugstore

be found ut

R. H. MOODY’S.

A

FULL LINE OF

FXJPLE SPICES'
Warranted Strictly Pure and to give entire satisfaction.

DR. R. MOODY'S
the market.

Vegetable Bitters the best in

Reader’s German Catarrh

Snuff,

A full Stock of Wax Flower Material. Physician’s
Prescription and Family Receipts carefully com-

pounded.

PL. PI.
ly28

MOODY,

Corner of Main and

High Sts.

NEW

New

\ork,

ONLY 42 MILES OF RAIL.
Steamboat Kxpress Train will leave Boston ami
Providence Knilroad Station, dail\ (Sundays excepted) at <» P. M. Connect at Fox Point wharf, Prm idelice, wit it t he lliilirclv ’lew .1 ml V] .ignili

KKCKIVINO

GOODS

livery day of the LATKST STVLKS, and MOST
AH we ask is to call and see us.
LKIALI I \

and the well-known and

arriving in New York at 7 A. M. 'This is the only
line affording a delightful sail through \.*rr.».
giimeii IB.«v l»y daylight.

(x'riiml l*r4Mueu.iile Courerl ev 4*ry eve>
lleeven'N t elelii aieil
liy ■». W
Imerican II.iimI of I'rmiileun-.
I'reiglit train* leave at i :itk ■*. >1.
!%<»
it« o rut «‘«li iiti*
l.utiliiag* lieiueeii
I'rovitlence and .\e« lorl*.
Freight trains leave at g.JO P. ,M.
Tickets and State Kooins can be secured at Com
puny's otlice, git Washington, corner stale street,
and at Boston & Providence Knilroad Station.
«l. W. K1CII A KDSON, Agent, Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM, Sup’t. B. & P. K. K.
:tin.,g

uing

MXLLXXTER1T!
MBS. K

U

SIIKLOON

AS just returned from BOS’TON where she has
selected a NKVV amt FASH ION ABI.K lot ot

Summer

Millinery,

Including everything
Ladies

iu the business.

are invited to call and examine our Stock
which cannot fail to give satisfaction.

We sell

as

C1IKAP, if

not C1I KAPKB, than
Milliner in the city.
n

any

Cull. P#

Mrs. R. Sheldon & Co.
Belfast, June H, Ls??.

,r*utl

Indies'

J.

Excursions.

Steamer MAY QUEEN leaves
JflglKBiSBaLi Sanford Wharf fora trip across the
Hay every Monday l*. M. at 2.30, and Friday A. M.,
at 0 o’clock, returning the same day, thus affording
a delightful sail.
W. II. SWAN, Agent.
51tf
Belfast, June 20, 1877.
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withil)

time
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11 ill
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nil;, 'hall he paid, ami that on al! la s remain
ing unpaid ,ii!* tin* hr-? da\ ofSe* r. mher. Is”, In
of one per centum
ieresj '!iall he paid at t he rat

l ae-da\

••

: the
L’pon the foregoing 1‘eliiion. Onh-red, I
pelilioner give notice to all per-on- iuler. -ied by
causing a cop\ of said pet it ion. with : hi or. hr t m-r.
i e | v ill tilloil, to in- published three weeks -nen
ml
Republican .lotirnal, a paper printeil .a lb !in
I’i-ol.al* nuirl lulu In hi
they may appear at
Probate Of lice in bedfast, albri said, on tin -•
Tuesday of August next, at .a '. l.ik in 11.< ton
noon, ami shew cause, if au\ tin y ban-, uln tinsame should not he granted.
i'll 1 l,( > 11 KI«’ > I. ..Judge,
A true copy. Attest -Ii. I’, l it
*, Ih gi.-ter.

At a I’rohate <'ourt In
tin- Count x- "i W aldo, on tin- second I lu-'dax id
.July, a. i». is;;.
ip mykh k. ohiign- of i:ii virk.r
hit** of l nil y in said < omit) of W aldo. «|.... a
* d, having
petition tlia; tin- Admim
j«n -«• nt« 1
trator on said di i-i
e<tat« may Im- autlioi i/nl
to convex to him n rtain ri al i-statr as
pt-r roiitrart.
Ordered, I iiat I In-said Muirk
i
not in- to all
person.' int i-n-st i-d hy ran si ng a ropy of t his ordrr to
hr pllhli>llrd ill nr wrrk -m v>•i ri m t hr lp-puldiran .loiirnal. prinli-d at IP-lfast, t liat tln-y max
appear at a I’rohatr Court, to I*-- ln-ld at lP-lta’st, within
and for said Count x, on tin- srrond fin s,jay ot
August lu-xt, at trn iif tin- rlm-k In-fore noon, and
show causr, if any t hry hax r, xx hy tin* prax it of -aid
pi-tition should not hr granted.
i’ll 11.• u j;i:m.\ judge.
A true copy, Attest
I:. 1’. ) n.i.n, IP gi't-T.

VSdi;i:w'

a Probate Court In-id at IP If.i'l, xxhliin and to;
tin* Count) of W aldo, on tinrroud flu dux id
.July, a. i>.
AIM
S.
K.NmW l.l-.>, widow ol
Aldutln-r
Knowles, lair of W‘inti-rpoii, in -aid Couniy
of W aldo, <|i-erasi d, hax ing pi« -r n t« d a pi t it ion t<
an allowance
from tin- personal e-tate ot 'aid d.

ceased.

per month, in uccmdnm
I lie foregoing i- a t nn
\ t:

I

-i

with the Matine ot I •;<.
t lie 1 Mde|
II. .Ml |p II.
i t Clerk.
■

NERVOUS

■

DEBiLITY.

w* ,k
Vila! weakness or depression :
j han't, d teeling, mi aerg\ or courage. tin- remit ol
mental over-work. Indcscreiions or excesdiaiu upon the ..- always cur
| SPS, or
*•'» 1
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEOPA i HIC SPECtes the -y
IFIC No. 28. 11 'one- Up and iuv ig
tein, dispels the gloom and de'pomlency, impart'
strength and energy, stops tile drain ami rejuve
1

nates

the eniiie

pel feet

IP

man.

en

ii'-ed tw-nty

\.

ars

with

by thousand^. >old 1.V deah-r-.
Price, $l.uo per single vial, or •:• >.on per package i.i

li\e

.'iicce

i.il

-s

and

vial of p..w .h

’.no

.sent I.\

n

ail

on

ipt of price. Add.-. hUMPHRE YS’ HOMEOPA T HiC MEDICINE COMPANY,

'•*

« «

Il"‘.» I I I. H »N s|. .N KNY

y »ltl\.

For Salt) in Belfant by W. O. Poor <fc Sou
oii(i K,. II. Moody.

Estoy & Co., Mason & Hamlin,
New England. Goo. Woods & Co.

of the above standard instruments will be
sold at prices that defy competition. Old instruments taken iu exchange for new.
4M'Kvery instrument is fully warranted for live
years.
Also, Special Agent for the

ANY

White, Singer

Sewing

PATENTS.

and Domestic

that tin -aid Marx S. give m.ii.-r t.<
all pi-rsons iuli-ri-'leii hv ran si in' a ropy of t hi' ordi
to hr puldidird thrrr weeks surrosix elx in tin- IP
puhhrau dourual printed at I’.rlfast, t hat tln-x max
appear at a Probate < nil 11, to he held ;il I’.i-lti f,
witliiu and tor -aid Count x, on tIn- 'rroud I in-dux
of August lu-xl, at t•• Ii of tin- rlork hrton ..
and shew- cause, it any they have, w hx the praxei
of said petition should iud he granted.
I’ll 1 l.i > IIKPsl'l .lud.'r.
A true copy, Attest
IP I*. I-ii
istir.
i*. IP
At a Probat** Court ln*|*| at Ifellast, within and l'oi
the County of Waldo, oil the second Tuesday «*f
duly, a. i»., is;;.
I'A II f K 11K IAdininistratoi <-1 lie estate
lid
Jm of C. S. l-Ietclu r. late e| Stockton, in
Count y ot Waldo, deceased, 11ji\ i11tr |*i
nt« d tl
t!o
nonfirst account of said lit teher a- I
last will ot Henry Staph -, late of uni Mm kten, .i.
c* used.
i,«.i• to
* Irdered, That t lie aid A dmini-d rat or i:;'
all persons intep-ted by can-ins' a copy <>i ; i.i -»nh r
uoce
i
in
11n- He
be
*
e
week'
to
published t III
publican Journal, print'd at Iblf.iM. that tin mac
!"•
In-Id
at
lb
to
ila-t
appear at a Probate Coin!,
within and for said Count\ on tin- -ecnd I'm -da-,
of August, ln-vl.a! ten of tin dock I" Ion noon,
and shew came, it any tin y have, why til** same
should not be allow ed.
I'll lie If 1 II> 1 A Jlld;-e.
II. P. 1-ii.i.t', He^i-ter.
A true copy. Atte-I
«

At si Probate Court belli at I'..|('a>t, wit bin ami lor
the County of Waldo, on tIk -ecoud Tuesday ol
.1 nlv, A. I»! I" 7.
\ K V* A I»I.I N. named I .xecutri\ in a e. rtain
instrument purportin': to be the last will ami
testament of Ihtnie! Wadliu, late of Norttip.nl, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having pn sented
said w iti for Probate.
ordered, That the said Olive give notice to all
persons interested In causing a copy of t his order to
he published I lin e weeks successively in lie Ki publican Journal, printed at P»nlfust, I hat t hey mav
appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Unified, within
and for said County, outlie second I ucsday ol
August next, at ten of thecloek before noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the same should
not he proved, approved and allowed.
Pill l.o IIKKSKY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest—li. P. Fnu.n, llegist. r.

Ol.1

Machines.

opposite

K

tlby

St. ,Roston

Patents in tin I nited State-; al
in < treat
ranee and other Imeign countries, t opie
of the claim-ol an} Patent furni-hed h\ reuniting
one dollar.
A--ignmein- leconledat Washington
/ nitnl tilths /ms
\e
ii/i nn/i n l/i
sii/ ri
/../• fl'ti.iiiui'/ /‘,il> ,//•<•,
»»-.
ht.'.iiti'
i-lu,„!„,/ Un
nlxil.if it// t./inn i'll, s-.
P• ll. 1-lMiT .solicitor ot P it< ill -.
e

Britain, I

’/i'i/i

II

“I

SI nioNI Ms,.

regard Mi

I'.dd v
plael iLiolti

of t In
rum/
with whom I h:l\ e had otli
( 11 As. M ASO.N,
( onimi'-iouer of Pat, nts.
•‘In.entor- cannot employ a per-on more trust
w oi
h\ nr moi capable oI -ecuring for t hem an < arly
nml la\eial»ie
ai'ider alion at I he ,Pah nt (iflin
l.l>MI Mi III KM., late < (Ti. <Tt Patent s.”
Iluslux, 1 t.’tober I1', 1.S o.
P II
I I»I > A
I
|). :ir >ii
on procured lor
me. in |s|o, in\ tii'l patent.
Since then you ha\<
»' led lor and udv i-e.i nn
in hundred' ol
-, and
I
procured mail} patents, rei-'io and extension
have occasionally employ ed the best agencies in New
^ ork, Philadelphia and Washington, hut 1 -till give
> on almost the whole of my bii-ine--. in your Inn
and udv iso ot tiers to employ you.
Yours truly,
i. I'.oKl. I-, 1 >I: A I’l l:.
\.
Boston, .Jan’y 1. is;;
I.e

«

.,/(

ial int.

re,ii

tis one

is

■

.■

-*

Belfast

■

Savings

Bank.

Pl.MoYI D to tin ir new Hanking Koom
in Custom House Sipiarc, are prepan d to re
ceive deposits, placing t) e -aim* on interest on tile
lirst dny> ot .lune, .Inly, August ami>ept«-nil»er, ami
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the tir-t Monday- of .him
ami I h cetnber.
Deposits recohed dailv, (except on Sundays and
I.egal Holidays,) from 1» to U A. M\, and ‘tot P. M.
Saturdays Hank clo-es at 1 ‘’, noon.
ASA I-AIJNCK, Prcst.
Jons II. (Ji imiiy, Tieas.
P.elfast June.sth 1n74.
tf

UAVK

It

contains full descriptions of Sout hern Kiisalii.Tiirkev.
<*rtnw-c, A-du Minor. The Holy l.und, etc.
'••nted will a..O tint Engravings. This is the
onh/
uipictc History published of the countries involved in the

1"

K subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1 concerned that lie has been duly appointed ami
taken upon liimsel! the trust of Administrator <d
the estate of

r|lll

(il.IDDKN, late of Pah-rino,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giv ing bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
Alii AL I).

Any of the above first-class machines will be sold
for $g«.CO.
Wanted, a few reliable agents.
Call on or address,
10w5l
M. A. JAClvSON, Freedom, Me.

Ft. IF. EDDY,
No. 7(»State St.,
.secures

Ordered,

e

organs!

Bay

s«

'•

Ladies' French Kid Hants, all Grades.
Ladies' American Kid Boots, fall Line.

JAS. W. CLARK.

the

JM.

SUMMER

••'Remombor nud Give Us

Serge llatton and Congress.
Good Line in Men's Late Cat Shoes.
Bogs and Childrens' Shoes of all hinds.

Melfast, within and |.u

M

popular

STEAMER RHODE ISLAND.

Our Prices Can't be Beat !
-o-

VI'

At

STEAMER MASSACHUSETTS.

Tapestries, Extra
Super and Super. Also

No. 78 Main St..

to

Fare $4. New York & Return 57.

Brussells and

llair Brushes

kept

Now Route

cent

of

To No. 3 Phenix Row.

Brushes,

Tooth

in fact

PROVIDENCE LINE.

at
on

Taxpayers.

regular meeting of tin City Council ol tin
(’.tv of Hell.i 't,
1 Muv
!'•?. tin foliowilip
< )r*l»
\va
pu—ed
ordered. Thai the liftei-nthday of \ugu>t, !v.‘,
-i

he !i\<

Will be* sent on re-ee-ipt e»f price to an\ ueldress by
mail, and a perfect lit guarante*e-el for live- years. In
orele-ring state age*, ami whe-tlie-r glasses'had be e n
use-el be*lbre*, and if so, se nd out* of vour «>iti lenses it
])OS.sible. Address Dr. C. 1L L1 i> 11 i 1111.L, Mansion
House, Augusta, Me.
Dr. l.ighthill, who is well and favorable km>u u in
this State-, for over iSye-arsasa successful l’hvsieian
for the* cure of De afness, Blimliie-ss ami Catarrh, <-an
he* consulte-d on all eliseases of the- Lye, Far, Throat
and Lungs, personally, at the- Mansion House-, Au-Htf
gusta,'Me-.

CAPS,

FurnishingGoods

Notice to

LighthiM,

Oculist and Aurist,

-A N D—

Bull-.

(tnd

V I; \ IN <. that .1 n I *rt I.us
in ..I
that Mi- lla: it r t
\\ i;t\vi»rth, ft Applohu,
in >i■
ion
lor
<
upp.'i.'at
yon-ion.
pro-oiitoti am!
m.t-l"
that -In- wa- ;. widow.
I r, rtllv that I
wa- In i' aturio-. iii ;
r,..o hi r pt-n-ion ; i hut In
a p pi .■•at ion s* at od
t ha
to w a
11 o w do ol A ml row
I!. \\ ut w on h a ml t!.« mot Imr ot 1 i.m i-l W. Won'
worth and that a pi n-ion wa- ^runtod to hor a
-ufi.
All rop.uts to tin oontrarv an- orronooii
M* r poll-nth was ro^al.irh ami hmm-th ohtuiuod.
< II \ I'M \ V \u ,i a.
d
A
I»aii'.ror, .hum

I

f

I

Eye-Sight, Preserve It!

AI a I'robate Court held
tin* County of Waldo,
.Inly, A. I*'. Is;;.

a-

i:u

«•

AM

BRAKE,

Mansion House, Augusta,

Will

....

jI

<

Has take-n the- Agency for Maine* e»f the- ee-!i-hrate-d
“N L I’Ll S L L 1'BA” Llasses, tile- best artilie’ial a it I
lor tailing. we*ak, or edhe-rwise* defective Lye-Sight.

tram-

M1

..

WILL

Dr. C. B.

l,

itrMokIhorndikI nil y. ". In, arri v iiii; at I'-urn ham at
a m.
.0:1
Itopa-t at
in.. M rookTin »ruilil;.
I.i .. I nily,
mi, arriving' at l.imilmm at .» :;o i, m
U«:m niur
l.« m
Idiiuiltam at
a. m.i ini',
»
l horiidiki',
I:i
h-, 1".arri\ ,n..t I;.
la.-', a I if
a. m.
I .".,'
I
Iliirnham ai
l uily,
I h.>n
p.m
I*, rook-,
dik".
arriving at 11o 11:;o p n
Ida-i I r.itu-( .uni.-rt at Itui uiiam w.t li Portland,
I'm- toil and P.aii_".r I', an,
It. lla-t, .hum 1 I, 1>::.

jI

NOTICES.

Notice.

\ rraugemen t.
/ xN and.illi
Mnid.iv, .1

..

,•

>IC| Mabhitt, or Anti-Friction Metal. uiadi
.' ol the best f\pr .Metal, and lor -ah- in ipianti
ties lo -11it .Machinists, Millnn-n and otln r-

O W 1

QUEEN

i i:i.i> a.(iii.MMin

•}.•

I
I

-iug t lii< piping all i 1;- of toppagi <>| -.uppl
poi-oning In’ lead is remom d. I .*r -air
A. D. FRENCH.
M»ella I, April
’C
Idt

My

MI. Ull.U

-•

WATER
l>v

:il|il!c

& Islesbarc.

mAY

!UI L unele-r. tgned be*gs leave* to intonn tln-e*itiz« u
i of Belfast that on ami after Monday, Jum- 11th,
I shall commence* making white- bre-ael e-ve-ry afte-riiooii, Sundays excepteel.
Team will run a- usual.
.
Thankful for past favors, woulel still solicit paTo the Honorable .Judge of Probate for t hr ( o:uil\
as can be purchased elsewhere.
Thankful for past
A. V. BILLS,
tronage.
of Waldo.
lavors and would still solicit patronage.
Please cull |
Bakery. <Toss Stree-t.
and take a look at the < Md Place so well known.
I
.. i.
Belfast, .Iune* (i, ls77.
T.itf
rl Ml K me hr signed (iuardi.ui of 11. i! i 1.. '\,
.N ina M. ( lenient and M ia W. (‘Inni
A
noma
heirs of 11 eiir\ S. ( h ni«-nI, Ian
•!
\\ inlei p.a :, i u
said County, derea-rd, re-pert I ill!;, i« j »r<
u
:nai
I am also Agent lor the
said minors an* seized and po.--r.--i >1 ol eeriain n ai
keep eoiistantlv on hand l'.\I BAS feu- estate
in
situate
lie
afore-ahl.
I.img
Wintcrpwt
lb.SPRAGUE MOWER.
h.nm-.-tead of -aid Ili*nr\
leim-nt, -iihji-i-i
ALBION
lo
secure
tinuiainieuancif
.Mi-,
Jam
mortgage
And will continue to sell for Thirty Days longer
( en!e-r Liucolm ill.
Cleuieiil and a lionn* tor Mars I- Clement, a I al-o
TKAS at former prices, being cargo prices, viz;
June 25, 1*77.
52
to tin* dower of the w idou of nidlletii'
< I iiK-nt:
llest Japan Teas, to and aOcents; a good Japan Tea,
that an advantagi ous oiler ol four lei n Inn ilnd iim
'■> pounds for $l.oo, or :w> cents single pound,
only :s
lars has b- n made by I* In u < ('lenient ol -.nd Win
pounds to one person; a very good Japan IVa, 4
| all conlerport, w hich oiler ii i- for the inter, -t
pounds for if l.oo, only I pounds to one person ; Kngcerned immediately to accept, tin prun ni- theme
lish llreakfast Teas, h>, joand HO cents per pound,
to be put out oil
interest !i.*r the bench! of -a ol
only 1 pound at one sale; llest Duality Oolong Tea,
minors.
for •">•'* rents, former price l<> and Jo rents.
When ion your petitioner pm*.
your hom-r t•
Jtfir'Thr above Teas all warranted good. No Teas
grant him a license to ~t II amt nimi*v -aid malesold at wholesale.
ti ts
tat.-ol said minor-,
including the n-\er-ioii of lieWidow’- .lower tin-n-on. to -aid l.in iM
Ch-im-ut
lor said sum.
AIM'KM AS KIM UFA.

HAMPTON TEA COMPANY.

WEEK

PER

I lie st. aim i- II \\
apt. ll<-«*rU.
will |ea\e I•.;ii 1 r»*a 1 \\ tiarf, m r
I un.*da\ ami !
hx k, or on !h»-arrival of
v'-a> Ifilings ai il
r.no o'clock I *1111 in a n
fraiii tor Poston over tin
Kastern Pail lomd for pockland, • .-tin.-, I»•.
|>.
Sedgwick, Soinliwf.-t anil I’ar Harbor.-, Ml. !>•
Milll.ridge, don.-sjiort in.) Mm hi.isp ;.
>, Momla
IN'liming l.cax•• M i11 a -1... ?;
l bnrsda Morning.- at I .»■ o’clock, touching as ahov.
arriving in Portland -anic nigh;, connecting wit
Pull man Train and earl in »rn
tins j'or I
a ml
In \\
t.
I or furtIn
part icul.M in-jiiin- ot
«.! «». I 1»A \ lien fickft ,\ct.
Pailroud \\ hart.
I <1 S|M\(., A- i taut M.inag« r

[

Patent Vulcanized

be

now

WEST.

"i it v of Rich mo mi" :ihu conn
N. I '•
I
vvil h t h
Portland A Bo-ton Miiiiiur-t, which leave Portlan
it -i v. u o’clock P. M. Pas-engi
hickctcd 11*rough
Fare, S1 i"' less than In Boat and Rail
* Wll'S PA
I'l'RRSoN, Agent for Belfast
lt.i t. .1 iiiii i», l-;:.

For Sale in Belfast by "W. O. Poor 6c Son
and R. H. Moody.
I
!>•>

Main Street, Bel last, Mo.
J. D. TUCKER, Proprietor.
Coaches to convey passengers to and from he ears
and boats.
Sample* Booms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable* connected with the
House*.
Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tfl 3

Richmond,

KIRBY, M \sti-:k,

■

GOING

These remedies are sent o> the case
single hax or vial, to any pari ot the
country, tree ot charge, on receipt ot
Vdcress
price.
Huiiiphrt ys1 llomeopat hie MedicincF o.
New York.
Oilice and Depot
sale by all llrunni>ts.

at Law!

Attorney

ot

City

Klieiiiii,

AND

No. 23 Main Street,
April 4, ls7.'.

i-

physician.

Nob.
Cent-;
Ciiun.
t. Fevers, Congestion, in Ann tun! ion-,
2. WorillN, Woria
Worm (
'o nmi
3. Cryinff-f nik,
lniAnis,.
y.
4. flliarrliira, of children m Arndt
f>. llysenterv, (iripiii., hiliou- Coin
li. fl’liolera-Korlms, Vomitii:.
7. Foilfflis, Colds, Bronchitis.v
8. Neuraiafia,'rooiiia.-iio, K:>. ■•Mi-iio,
it. Headache*, swk li -i.la. i, •. \
It), fllyspepsia, Jiiiious Siomat i..
11. Nuppresseil. or Baielisl lvt
■*•.
; cnou-.
12. White*.
1.4. t'l'Olip. Cou^h, Jtiij'u illt Bie.ithie:',
m
It. Nall
Frvsipi las. i]ii
1.7. llllCItma I kill, h’hiiniiul ie I'.diir-.
Hi. Fever and fume, cliill l
Antes,. r>n
17. S'iles, blind or bleed imr..A'
A
is. Ophthaluiy, ami Shvm W'e.-ik Kves,
A
Hi. fatarrli, aeute oi chronic, lnlhicn/.a,
.V.
2». M hoopinff-t niiffh, violent couuhs,
A
21. Aslhma, oppressed Biva! hin_,
:.r
22. Ear lliseha rues, impaired heari n
A
1 ci.-.uls. Sw« liiu^s
24. Nrrotula, cuia
.A
2J. feneral ! bitty, •1.■ sir al W ikm--,
•J.7. Dropsy ami scant v Secret ion-.r.i
A
2*i Nea-*ncktie*s, .-i< km--- F ..in .; !11. -.
27. h idney.Disease, (.’tawl.A
1 in
25. Nervous Dchiliii y. Vital W ki.■
2'.*. More Mont li, ('’anker.
30. ! rii:ar> Wenknt\*s, \>
A1
31. Pa ill in S Periods. oruitli spa-in~.
a
32 Disease ot Heart, p dp1 ta. "i:-.
1 o..
33 Epilepsey, spavin-. S’. V itu- H.iii.v,
1 hr-it,
31. Diphtheria, me, riled >-.
35. f hroiiic foin?e*t ions ai
(
\SKS.
FAMILY
1
Case, Morocco, with above :tr» la run* vi i!.j .!
Manual of direct ions,.$10.00
0.00
Ease Morocco, of 2UlarA<-via!-ami Book,

MAINE

-_-

eminent

June llth,
steamer

'•

speeille tlie well irseii p*«-script inn ot
ail

MuNl>A\

1

ent y year*.
must; sAI I..

the

1877.

Will leave Bangor every .Monthly, Wedne.-dav an 1
Friilav morning- at .> ■<> o'clock touching at all itn
ii-ual Landings on the Rivet and Bay, arriving i
I '• ui land at a I »out 1 :u o'clock I' M., connect ing vv it a
both the l a-tern and I'.O-II 11 \ Maine Railroad■" R. .M
which leave I*< iR I I A N I» at
and arriv ing
r R. M
in B( IS fi iN about
in -ea^oii to coiitn
with the Si: 11 e Rim Railroad, which h-aves Boston
at In o’clock R M. for \
W \URK
I'a-sengcrs Ticketed through to Boston ami New
York.
Returning— i.< v«-s R lilroad Whart, loot ot ,s
ct. I’"i"land,
k,
arrival of F\pn -s brain o. ,-r the Bo-ton \ Mane
Railroad, vv nieli leave- Bo.-ton at -i\ 'clock R. M
Ra'-cngi-rs c..u take am ot'tin-earlier bran
from Boston ova cither of the abm
Railroad-.

Xw

iYTTand

i*i.

atu r

('.

ju>l what
p<‘o;il<> waul. >.ivi:iw si me. money,
sickness and sutferiny.
Every sniffle

Ilesiilentf, Clmrcli St.

and

(»n

HUMPHBEYS'
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS
Everywhere proved

ARRANGEMENT.

SUMMER

Portland. Portsmouth, Salem, Rviin
Rowell. Raw r* u.'e, llavi hill, Boston \. New A urk
elo-e
connections with both the Fasten
-making
and Boston \ Maine Railroad-*; and arriving in
.:■» o’clock
Boston at
R. M., in season to cornice
wit Ii tin-Shor- Run -Railroad tor New A oik, with i,
leaves Boston at in o'clock I’. M.

CURES

Kxami-

PIN K

I

r

far

bills must be paid on
1) LANK., Agent.

Bangor

•:

i\ w.

freight

XCEoE TIME I.E I 17.0/ ll.l.Xdolt

I

1877.

THE MILD POWER

syenera t iim-

checkwl through 6.50
accompanied by Bills of Rad

N S 1 J >

1
H

<

by all hruggt-t* and healers in M< dieim

Kern in

3.65

Lowp!!,
New York,

tl

All freight must he
ing in duplicate. Ail
delivery of good-.
W.
Belfast, .lun-

lv.iu

N- I» —Particular attiMilion given to Snrt/t t/ ami
be male Diseases of long standing.
4fII•*,luay l»e found in bis office every Tuesday,
Thursday and Satuntav of » acli week, other days
devoted to Surgical operations ami visiting patients
lv.;i
residing in the country, etc.

JTas. W. Clark

Fancy (lands,

The only reliable Catarrh Remedy.

receiving large quantities of VESTS,
and quantities ol large vests, which I wish to
have made as speedily as possible.
now

R. KITTRIDCE

market.

JUST RECEIVED

MISSES

I\MT

OIL CLOTHS & STRAW MATTINGS.

can

are

April Hi, ls77.

b/j Sold

__

Kverythiug

1ST ot.ice.

AU-

name

And leased the store on Main street, formerly occupied by ,1. B. Wadi in, are now prepared to oiler
a well selected stock of

BOARD.

with board can he obtained
for the Summer at t he corner of Court and Park
Streets. Call on or address
MUS. CAROLINE FREDERICK.
Tstf
Belfast, May :u>, 1877.

1

in business under ‘he

co-partand style

Hazeltine & Co..

fture,

31,E ASA NT

Block, Main Street.

eifrctual

CAMBRIDGE.
Capt. J. P. Johnson,

Or. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.

HOMER, M. I).

BELFAST.

F or Sale in Belfast bv

HAZELTINE & CO.,
Wadliu

wide a reputamaintained it so

protection it allbrds by its timel>

1

Belfast, Me.

IHIite .‘A Slain Si.

MODERATE.

We claim for it the (Jreatest Item lit to the ('on
turner from the smallest outlay.

a

fc3h.ould.er Braces

and cheerful. Tne hotel is a modern struobuilt especially for a lirst-class house,
iand has every modern improvement.
It is
conducted on the European Plan, at a moderate rate
of charges. Persons visiting the city will save carriage hire and secure the best accommodations
for the smallest cost, by stopping at the HOTEL
DEVONSHIRE.
SmMe.o.w.

JOHN

Price of Fine
L'XDEltSKlXED having formed

riTIIE

n new

Hotel, elegantly furnished,
and well ventilated. Every room is bright

PRICE

(>(\\ UTY\{■ ST. I .V/>. I ///> (HAIf A XTKKD

];. KITTltlDGE.

NEW FIRM!
TIm* Crucial T«**t of the value of a medicine
time,
hoes experience confirm the claims put
forth in its favor at the outset? is the grand question. Apply this criterion, so simple, yet so searchi Hg,tO T A im A NT’S FKKKB V KSOKN T S KI /IV. K K A l'KK1
i/NT. How has it worn? What has been its
history?
I low does it stand to-day?

lias shown it to be

—

se-

<

70

h

use

OF T11K YF.1JV HIGHEST Ql AL1TY.

Y

FITTED

1874"

I* «le<Iar***l th«* “MTAIIIAIIII
lim
I*riby over
persons who use it.
<•**» reduced.
New pamphlet, free, N. F. BUKXII AM, York, Pa.

years’ successful

ever

the

This Day, Monday, May 28th,
Store formerly occupied by <J. \V. Burkett

A. It. MATHEWS’

Ya.

WATER-WHEEL

Block,

one

PUl.PAKKh \\\

DENTIST.

Hay-ford

virtues.

equalled by any other medicine.

HKl. F. I .s' /'.

sc..

have

must

den attacks.

LOMBARD,

GEO- E.

PROMPT, ACTIVE, & RELIABLE

never

for the

G. W. STODDARD. D.D.S.

nnHIS House* is

flctu Ictrbcrtrsentrnts.

Manufacturers, Petersburg,

P.

words,
but

one

so
or

the Route.

on

and

forty years, by a long continued scries of marvellous
cures, that haw won for ii a '-oniidence in its vir-

Htf

IS

REM OVAL!

BOR

highest prize at Centennial Exposition lor its fine chewing qualities, the excellence
and lasting character of its sweetening and flavoring. II you want the best tobacco ever made ask
your grocer for this, and see that each plug bears
our blue strip trade mark with words Jackson’s Best
on it.
Sohl wholesale by Boston and Portland Jobbets. Send for sample to c. A. Jackson & Co.,

IT

to.

Winthrop Furnace,

for Twelve to any

or

faithfully attended
sole Agent for the

and

1

fonts.

rcn‘i]>t nl'price,’J.T

SI.'.!•'> for Six,

by

DRI/OQlsTS.

cents tor

FERTILIZER.
Tin

STOVES & TIN

remedy lias failed.

customers.

Best of

The

fected Cures when every other known

liY

A No. 1

To No. 9 High Street,
White, where

Musetthiv Action, this Plaster,

SOU)

SOLUBLE
PACIFIC GUANO.

no

It has been known to the

DENTIST

Critchett & Francis.

At

un-

FRESH and NEW.

tion,

Practical and

IVErs. B. B. 'Wells.

Weakness, Numbness and Inflammation
Liver, Kidneys, Spleen,

STOCK

lie State.

I*’lit ire satisfaction given in every instance. (Jive
us a call before
you purchase.

By their use many tind Comfort and IKelief
for the Er«# which all Claw. la* it no* fail to
afford.
Call at

Lameness, Soreness,

and

Styles
the

LARGEST

full line of

a

HERVEY'S

doctors,

received the

.1 ust

cured

4211'

Office lionrs, i> to r_'a. m., l.:totof>i\ m.
nations ami Consultations, l.:>0 to ,.:<o

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

Perhaps

Season of 1877.

FOUR TRIPS PER WEEK.

con-

Consuin/ttion, that can he made by medical skill.
Indeed,the Ciir.Kih. Pi:< Ton a i. lias really robbed
these dangerous di-eases of their terror-, to a gn at
extent, and given a feeling of immunity tr >m tin ir
fatal effect-, that is well founded if the remedy l»
taken in season, l-'.verv family should have ii in
their closet for the ready and prompt relict of il
members. Sickness, suflering, and •
11 life is -a .ed
by this timely protection. The prudent should nut
neglect it, and tin- wise will not. Keen it bv you

EAMES, D.O.S.,

Kittcni 7>V7.\ Kim SiW’f’KSPOHT. MK.

C.

only

nations,
■extraordinary

makes the most

cultivation ami i< well fenced
-entered, and in all respects eouIt has upon it first-class buildings in thorough repair, and an engrafted orchard of bearing
fruit trees. ( all at office 2:1, Main Street, or on the
premises at the intersection of Mie Lincluv ille and
Little River roads in the south part «*t this city.
I. M BOARI>M"AN.
Belfast. April 12, 1877.
-lltf

MATT 16th, 1877.

A T

not

\many

tues,

venient.

Cono rm' <’!,», -•/. ,(• sr,

MILLINERY!

:

ruble small farm on which I
live. It is most pleasantly sit-

DENTIST,

the

become household

1, contains thirty acres, is tinder

CEO. F.

won

fidence of mankind

I’i.ctohal.

ereby oiler for sale the very de-

hand.

Mtf

and

PLASTERS

to an army of

on

FRED. W.POTE.

Preserve Your Eyes!

VOLTAIC

equal

constantly

Belfast, June X?0, l.s?7.

Foot of Main Street.

COLLINS’

Bowels. Bladder. Heart and Muscles,

specialty of

a

mak e my prices
chase.
1 shall be at mv SALOON myself, and shall be
pleased to see my friends and the public at all times.

A. P. Mansfield & Co,

Sold by all Wholesale ami Retail Druggists, Groc*
ers, and Dealers in Medicine, l'rice, AO cents. Dealshould purchase original packages of one dozen
to obtain the trial
bottles for free distribution.
WF.KKn & BOl i l'.R, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston.

of the Lungs,

city.

the dull times, I shall endeavor to
such, that all may be able to pur

er

Fains,

OK

CONFECTIONERY !

Remembering

CALL & SEE.

all the common household remedies in the cure of
ailments of sudden and often fatal termination. Ask
lor Sam
.1 xmaii’A (ii.M.i-.K, the only genuine
preparation of Jamaica Ginger, Choice Aromatics
ami French Brandy.

Local

LINE

and

compositions,

which have

among

LOWELL.

AND

Arrangements for the

Two Steamers

The few

Farm for Sale.

Styles.

11115-*,

hooping-

Rronchiti*, A*thma,

CO.

-FOB-

COXftlMI PI’IOl

long

Beers.

BEST

Cough,

is suitable for two small
The location, commanding a '■
view of the harbor and bay cannot be surpassed in i
the city. In the summer season pts close proximity j
to the salt water, renders it cool and comfortable.
The lot attached is suitable for a city garden. Api
R. G. DYE11.
ply at this office.
Belfast, April 24, 1877.—4Jtf

We intend to sell goods at LESS than ON E IIA LI
tin* usual profit asked.

F.legjtntly flavored, purely medicinal, it should be in
every family, on board every ship, and the constant
companion of every traveller. It utterly surpasses

Fur

season

Cigars, Tobacco & Smokers Artcles

wish

GROCERIES. FLOFR, CROCKERY
AK1) WOODEN WARE.
Such bargains as cannot be got elsewhere.

Joints.

and

prepared

are now

ing anything in their line consisting of

Chills, Feverish Symptoms,
Fains in the Bones, Catarrhal Symptoms, Rheumatic and Neuralgic
Symptoms, Soreness and Pains
Muscles

they

Spruce

to he found in the

I

L O ‘W!

and

the

being bought exceedingly

same

Figs.

11

CoiifliN, Cold*.

a*

families.

Ice Creams, Cake, Lemonade, Pop

&Co.,

succeeding in renting their store to advantage, will continue to occupy it themselves.
have
1’hey
disposed of all their old stock, and have
just purchased for CASH, a nice

CHILLS AND FEVER,

in

Served to Order in all

All! FANCY

to

A. P. Mansfield

in

ments.

Colds

Of all kinds in their

and

BOSTON

nucIi

"throughout,

BERRIES

AI*o,

Important

Similar Ail-

I

before purchasing.

For DineaKei of the Throat and I

En-

subscriber otters for sale his ;
dwelling house and 1-s acre of land
on Bay View Street.
The house is three
years old, two stories high, and finished

hand

Fruits, Foreign & Domestic,
Nuts, Raisins and

4m39

j Dyspepsia, Flatulency, Sluggish DigesActivity
the Stomach and Bowels, Oppression after Eating,
Rising of Food, &.

on

SANFORD STEAMSHIP

rjMJE
JL

OYSTERS

PRICES.

see us

give notice that 1 have leased the SA LOON
LUCK’S BLOCK, and having refitted it
in an attractive manner, shall keep con-

E. J. MORISON & rn

DISEASES OF THE STOMACH,
Want of Tone and

large

CASH

Cholera

tion,

assortment of

stantly

received, to be sold at lowest

Pains, Chronic

I

on

T

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

House for Sale.

thoroughly,

Shovels, Hoes & Manure Forks,

DISEASES OF THE BOWELS,

I

makes, constantly

hand.

ly relievos

Cholera,

&Co.,

would
in 1'I

|

acre

with ell and stable attached, all in good repair.
quire of T. C. ELLIS, or on the premises.
4w2*
Belfast, July 11, 1877.

--—s .( ) ./-s_

(or HANSON) Plows for

For
Sale.
the hast side river iu Belfast,
the place of the late T. L. Mace,
ON
land and house
consisting of :’»-4

PCX

who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have anythmauds thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
JAM KS S. CUMLHIN.
to him.

Eussian-TurkisliWar

'Huk grand now work is the result of Recent and Exteno
I oivcl in all the Countries named.
It is a /ice ami
‘■'invlv
book -the o\i v one on tliestojcet—and the fust
i.-riling one ever published. One Agent sold
copies
ie first
in on im it
i/.o/; uin.ther, 1
nnotber. tj 1 s in
Agents, don t miss this the very iikstchance
’a d;
money n,TrriJ in thr Inst thr,
i/mrs,
Now is voiir
tone.
Send lor our Extra Terms to Ai'ents, and a full detieriptinii of tlii- great wm k and judge for ourselves. Addrcsa
A. it. WoKiuiau'l'OX Sc Co.. Publishers, Ilurtford. t'-.nu

|

